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If You're Accustomed To The Best

Select MEREDITH'S For Custom-Laid Floors and Walls

Our Experienced Mechanics Custom Install a Complete

THAT
THAT

Picture!

Dance!

— you've heard
so much about!

Line of Nationally Known Linoleum and Tile Products:
CALL US FOR YOUR FREE
ESTIMATE TODAY!
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BORO WINNERS AS KNOX-LINCOLN
TWILIGHT BALL SEASON OPENS
A two run rally in the eighth in- Camden
200 100 000 a 4 0
ning broke up a tie ball game and
Manzo, Hanscornbe (4)Deshon
the Rockland Rockets went on to (7) and Turner; H ill, T. Davis (4).,
post a 6-3 verdict over the Cam- Crabtree (7)., and P. Davis.
Thomaston Clippers, installed as
den Merchants in a game played
at Camden Monday afternoon.
pre-season favorites to take home
Frye led off the eighth for Rock- the Knox-Lincoln Twilight League
land with a base on balls, and Don- bunting, jumped off on the right
Kelsey beat out a bunt to leave foot under their new manager,
men on first aad second no one Sheldpn “Chummy" Gray when
out.
they outscored the St. George
It looked as though Dick Crab- Torpedoes 7-4 at Thomaston Mon
tree, Camden pitcher, was going 1 day afternoon,
to get of the inning unscathed when
Outside of a bad third inning
he forced Gil Turner and Dave when St. George scored all four of
Deshon to pop out. but Bob Teel thicr runs. Bob Tweedle was in
belted a long poke to deep center complete control of the contest,
that fell good for a triple and two After the third Bob gave up no
runs. Bob was out at the plate hits and allowed but three Torwhen he tried to stretch his pedocs to reach base. Tweedie
triple into a homer.
struck out nine while giving up
Mick McGuire, Rocket first sack- three bases >n balls,
er, got a long home run in the
After St. George had taken a
ing. DonHan
4-2 lead the Clippers fought right
the first with nobody on to open back in their half ot the third to
the scoring. Don Hanscornbe fol tie the game up a four - all, in the
lowed Mickey with a double and fourth a single by Walt Whittier
was singled home by Floyd John and a double by Enos Verge scored
son to send Rockiind into a 2-0 a run which put Thomaston ahead
lead.
to stay.
Russell Pierpont with three
Bouncing right back Camden
tied the game in thei half of the sngles in four trips to the plate
first when Drinkwater tripled home was the leading Thomaston stick
Beryl Leach and John Jenkins who er. but Al Barlow got the big blow
had reached on an error and base of the game in the first inning when
he homered with Bob Grafton on
on balls respeetvely.
The Merchants went into the lead base to send the Clippers off to a
in the fourth inning when Drink 2-0 lead.
No St. George hitter got more
water singled, went to second on a
passed ball, was sacrificed to third, than one hit off from the slants
and scored when Paul Davis of Tweedie.
St. George
004 000 000 4 4 1
reached on an error.
A single by Teel and a walk to Thomaston
202 100 02x 7 9 4
Hanscornbe followed by Johnson's
Smith and Drinkwater, Benner
second single ol the day knotted (6); Tweedie and Hodgkins.
the contest up at three-all in the
Twilight Standings
top of the fifth. This was the last
Thomaston
1
scoring until the eighth.
Rockland
1
Hanscornbe md Johnson each got
Waldoboro
1
three for four to lead Rockland at
St. George
0
the plate, one of Henscombe going
Camden
0
for two bases. A heavy stick was
Warren
0
handled by Drinkwater for Camden
Camden at St. George Wednesas he came through with a triple j
. . | day at 6 p. m.
and a single ,n three times at bat.
a{ RocWand originally
Rockland
200 010 021 6 13 4 schpduled fQr Thul.3day_Postponed
f to be made up at a later date.
Thomaston at Waldoboro Friday
at 6 p. m.

SIMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

Daily Except Sunday E.D.T.

VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT

From June I to June 19
Lv. North Haven
7.05 A. M.
Ar. Rockland
8.15 A. M.
Lv. Rockland
9.00 A. M.
Ar. North Haven
10.10 A. M.
Lv. North Haven
12.20 P. M.
Ar. Rockland
1.35 P. M.
Lv. Rockland
3.00 P. M.
Ar. North Haven
4.10 P. M.

Rockland te Vinalhaven
BOAT VINALHAVEN
Munday through Saturday
June 1 to October 1
9.30 A. M.
Leave Rockland
Arrive Vinalhaven 10.50 A. M.
3.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland
4.50 P. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
Sunday Only, Starting June 27
Leave Rockland
8.45 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M.
Leave Rockland
5.00 P. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
6.20 P. M.

From June 20 to Sept. 15
Lv. North Haven
7.05 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
Ar. Rockland
12.20
P. M.
Lv. North Haven
1.35 P. M.
Ar. Rockland
Leave Rockland Mon., Wed.,
Thurs, and Sat.
9.00 A. M. and 3.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.10 A. M. and 4.10 P. M.
Leave Rockland Tues. & Fri.
9.00 A. M. and 5.00 P. M.
Arrive North Haven
10.10 A. M. and 6.10 P. M.

BOAT MARY A

Monday through Saturday
June 1 to September 12
7.45 A. M.
Leave Rockland
9.00 A. M.
Arrive Vinalhaven
2.15 P. M.’
Leave Rockland
•Tuesday and Thursdays only

Vinalhaven to Rockland

Starting Sunday, June 27 to

BOAT VINALHAVEN
Monday through SaturdayJune 1 to October 1

September 5 Inclusive
Will run Sundays leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M.; Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

Leave North Haven at 3.45
P. M.; Arriving Rockland at
4.55 P. M.
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.;
Arriving North Haven at 6.10

Vinalhaven
Rockland
Vinalhaven
Rockland

7.00 A. M.

8.20 A. M.
12.45 P. M.
2.05 P. M.

Sunday Only, Starting June 27

3.30 P. M.
4.50 P. M.

Leave Vinalhaven
Arrive Rockland

P. M.

BOAT MARY A
Monday through Saturday

June 26th to Sept. 4 inclusive,
extra-trip from North Haven
every Saturday P. M. Leaving
North Haven at 5.30 P. M.; Ar
riving Rockland 6.40 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
69-Th-tf

June 1 to September 12
Leave Vinalhaven
Arrive Rockland

4.15 P. M.‘
5.30 P. M.

•Starting June 26 will leave
Vinalhaven Saturday at 5.30
P. M. instead of 4.15 P. M.
69-Th-tf

PLUS THE
CASH
YOU GET

$2SO
$550
$750

Pick Your Own Payments
15 Mo. Plan

$20.79
44.32
59.51

24 Mo Plan

$

30.60

40.77

______
poyments cover everythinfl I
loam of other omounti, or for other
periods, ore i* proportion.
(Me J

1. NATION-WIDE CREDIT. Over 800

affiliated offices in U. S. and Canada.
CUSTOM-FITTED LOANS. Loan fitted
to needs and income. Ask for “5 Step
Guide” to reducing monthly payments.
2.

3. PROMPT “YES" to employed people.
4. SINGLE-VISIT LOAN. Phone first.

Get more with the
write, come in today! p
Loans $25 to $2500

r«(
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r&lMnal
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FINANCE CO.

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND

Imm

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
Phone: 1U3 • A*k for the YES MANager
m.4. H rtcdtnO
,11 wr—w4is4 twl • Imm bIw w.d, fcy —.

— ANNOUNCEMENT —
LIMITED NUMBER OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR BOYS 4-14
IN ROCKLAND AREA TO
ATTEND DAY GUMP AT OWL'S HEAD
Offers all overnight camp facilities Including riding, craft*,
riflery, swimming and boating. Lunch and trans, provided.
Honrs: 9-4 Dally

Overnight rates: 4 wks. $155; 8 wks. $285.
$15.00 per week
Write: R- B. DWYER
961 DEDHAM ST. - NEWTON CTR., MASS.

to report an accident. The acci
dent invovled took place late Fri
day evening on Elm Street when a
taxi operated by Rich struck two
j parked cars damaging the left
front fender of the taxi and the
right front lender of one car and
right rear fender of another. Rich
pleaded not guilty after the hearing
of testimony.

PAYSON OFFERS FORDSON DIESEL

Three Times a Week
Editor John M Richardson

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These paper*
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $5. per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6135.

IN GOD'S NAME MR. PRESIDENT-END IT!
The tragedy of the Carrier Bennington and the far
greater potential tragedy facing this nation in Indo-China,
in our own South America and in many other troubled cor
ners of the world, has filled this great people with sadness
and a dread foreboding of things to eomc, in the resolution
of which we can only look to Divine Providence.
In this sombre hour the nation is appalled at the in
credible stupidity of the so-called leaders in Washington.
Their total disregard for the welfare of the United States
and the Free World which looks to it for succor in the
face of a cruel and crafty Russia, is beyond belief. Their
conduct, and this applies to the Army as well as Senator
McCarthy, is not only wholly discreditable and revolting
to the citizenry of this country, but has brought so great
a loss of prestige to the United States that the small free
nations, fighting desperately for their existence, have lost
faith in a nation that will tolerate such folly.
If it is not forever too late, Mr. President, bring this
bitter mockery to an instant end with a savage finality, let
the chips fall where they may. Wc are filled with shame
at the lack of courage of a president and Congress which
has allowed this dreadful mockery to proceed so intermin
ably, when, even at the cost of being charged with dictatorial
action, its participants should have been silenced long
since.
There are times when adherance to archaic Senate
customs and procedures should be slashed to the bone in
the interest of sanity and the saving of the good name of
the United States of America.

Thomaston

COO 102 000 3 8 3

Lisbon Falls
010 000 000 1 7 3
Sawyer and Moody; Baumer and
Jordan.

Div. 3 Flag In
Class M Field

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
The best tribute that can be paid a man is to have a
newborn babe named in his honor. It shows respect and
admiration of the child's parents and is a sort of subtle
flattery that never fails to please.
A hundred years ago June 3, the City of Rockland came
into being, offspring of the town of East Thomaston and
the State Legislature. A hundred years ago on June 6. a
child was born at the Head of the Lake in Hope, and his
parents so admired the newly born City of Rockland that
their child was named after it. Rockland Jones.
It was only natural that by early young manhood
Rockland Jones should emigrate to the city for which he
was named. He became an expert carpenter and lived to
a ripe old age with honor and profit to the Community, most
of his life on Old County Road.
Such a man was the late Rockland Jones, the only man
to our knowledge named for this City, and how fine a place
this would be today had there been a thousand namesakers
of his character and substance.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were blessed with three fine chil
dren. Mrs. Gladys Jones Heistad. the late Mrs. Arlene Jones
Havener and Ernest P. Jones, presently custodian of South
School.

later innings.

Thomaston Takes

EDITORIAL

Thomaston High School clinched
the Division Three playoff in Class
M baseball competition Saturday

The powerful new Fordson Major Diesel tractor, manufactured
by Ford Motor Company, Ltd., of England, is being introduced in
the United States by Ford tractor dealers. The rugged orange and
blue diesel weighs approximately 5,600 pounds and has six forw ard
and two reverse speeds. The four cylinder overhead valve engine
has a compression ratio of 16:1 and a 220 cu. in. piston displacement.

afternoon by defeating Lisbon High
School by a 3-1 score. Thomas
ton’s left hander Dennis Sawyer
pitched seven hit ball and seemed
n ATietal l»HT»
to be getting stronger as the game
progressed as he picked up the
More people have died from use
majority of his 11 strikeouts in the
less worry than from battles.
; late nnings.
’ His opponent. Bob Baumer an
A joint checking account allows
other lefty, allowed eight hits and
gave up two ot those along with your wife to beat you to the draw.
a walk ij the sixth inning to allow
Thomaston to push across two
runs which represented the winning
Roofing and
j margin.
Good defensive play by the
Siding Applied
Thomaston Club cut off two poten
tial runs on their way in from
Certified Johns-Manville
third the middle innings of the
HOME IMPROVEMENT
game. Moody. Thomaston catcher,
CONTRACTORS
was a sparking plug in the win
ners lineup on both the offense nd
KENNEBEC ROOFING ANO
defense.
SIDING CO.
Baumer, Lisbon pitcher, struck
TEL. 163-M
out 11 men bjit seemed to loses
44-T-tf
some of his effectiveness in the

A new tractor wi‘h plenty of ec 27 to 1 ratio provides featherlight
onomical power for heavy farm positive control with less fatigue
work—the Fordson Major DieBel— for the operator.
For row-crop work, this fouris being introduced in this area
wheel tractor is equipped with
by Payson Farm Equipment Co., 1100 x38 rear tires, and the wheel
of Union. Ford traetpr and Dear treads are adjustable from 52 to
born farm equipment dealer.
72 inches. Another model is equip
The Fordson Major Diesel, man ped with 1400 x 30 rear tires.
ufactured by Ford Motor Company
Ltd., at Dagenham. England, is
Municipal Court
now on display at the Payson’s.
The 5,600-pound blue and orange : Harold R. Heath of North Whitediesel tractor, now being sold and
field was found guilty of a charge
serviced in this country for the
of
driving to endanger when he ap
first time, has earned a reputa
tion as a powerful yet economical peared before Judge Zelma Dwinal
source for farm po.vor. Three-point in Rockland Municipal Court Satur
CALL 1371— for Heat Packed
linkage and a vertically adjust- day morning. The charges were
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
i able swinging drawbar permit the brought as the result of an ac
tractor to be operated with a wide cident early on '.he morning of May
MARITIME OIL CO.
variety of implements, both mount 22 in Washington, when the car
operated by Heath went through a
ed and pull-type.
Tests reveal this powerful diesel stop sign and was in collision with
is capable of developing more than a car operated by Richard E. Day
5.000 pounds of sustained draw of Coopers Mills. Heath pleaded
bar pull. It is rated as a % plow not guilty to the charge claiming
H. M. PAYSON & CO.
that hs brakes (ailed to work prop
tractor.
Testimony was given by
Hydraulic power for mounted im erly.
Investment Bankers
plements is supplied by a gear type State Trooper Haro'd L. Mitchell,
who
investigated
the
accident,
and
pump, developing 2.000 pounds per
Established 1854
square inch pressure, which is accident, and by Day operator of
operated by the power take-off the thcr car involved. Heath paid
Member Boston Stock Exchange
shaft. It has provisions for attach a fine of $15 and costs of $8 25.
i
93 EXCHANGE STREET
ON WEDNESDAYS
ing remote hydraulic cylinders for
PORTLAND, MAINE
HOTEL KNOX, THOMASTON
use in controlling semi-mounted
Charles J. Rb h cf 4 State Street,
ROGER B. RAY
and pull-type implements.
Rockland, paid a fine of $10 when
Ball and nut type steering with a found guilty of a charge of failing jBrafafararararafajzjafzrafzjarerarararereTZTarerejsrtraizrafZjafZfzra,?

WE PLEAD FOR MODERATION AND COMMON SENSE
There are two sides to almost every question, and it is
well to study both sides before one makes a public decision.
It should also be borne in mind that the side of the question
having the greatest number of advocates making the most
• noise at the moment is not always the side supported by
right and justice or the side which intelligent investigation
shows to be for the best interest of the community and the
greatest number of Its inhabitants.
Within the past fortnight there has been a sharp recur
rence of the clamor concerning the "fish smell” and loud
mouthed objectors have advocated drastic action, even to the
extent of driving out of town the plants which ostensibly
caused the evil odors which admittedly in times past have
been nauseating and close to unendurable on -moist and
humid days when the wind was cast or northeast.
The cases against the plants have been tried by the
sidewalk juries and a “guilty” verdict rendered forthwith.
On the other side of the picture, two facts should be
considered.
1. The great fisheries industry in Rockland could not
exist one month without these plants to utilize the waste
products, and present day Rockland is greatly dependent
on the fisheries for its economic existence.
2. Do the critics know that the studies on the elimina
tion of the fish odors carried on constantly by both plants,
came to a head on Friday last when a team of expert en
gineers, representing a great corporation, completed in
stallations at the Whltmoyer plant which they stand ready
to guarantee will put a practical end to noxious odors, and
that the same engineering firm is even now working on the
problem at the Maine Sea Products Corp, establishment,
and are prepared to offer the same guarantee of success.
3. Do they know that one or more of these engineers
will remain in this city all summer to watch the operation
of the new equipment and work out improvements as indi
cated, and that a high official of the Whitmoyer interests
will remain here through the heated months when the smell
problem looms largest, to make assurance doubly sure?

new ATLAS Tires
Buy 2

AS LOW AS

and save!

• • • «

The two floor workrooms of The Courier-Gazette
actually set on the waterfront and the tide rises and falls
under our loading platforms. The large wall areas of both
floors are almost entirely of glass, and the continuous win
dows face North and East. Many have been the days when,
with conditions just right—or just wrong,—the odors have
been so overpowering that some of our employees have
succumbed to nausea, and our operations practically been
suspended. We personally are intensely susceptible to evil
smells and would have joined our employees in this landbound mal de mer, except that we were too mad.
There have been no greater sufferers from these malo
dorous visitations than we of the big Courier-Gazette fam
ily—there cduldn't be. By the same token, nobody is more
justified in howling loud and long.
Instead, we choose a course of justice and patience, and
invite our readers to do likewise. We have the faith to
believe that the engineers and the company officials with
whom we talked are honest and telling the truth as they
see it. We will go far enough to state that once this equip
ment is in use we believe the only unpleasant odors we will
experience will be during those rare but inevitable in
stances of mechanical breakdown or human error. It does
seem that fish must always smell like fish, but not neces
sarily objectionably strong.
The income received by the residents of this community
from the fish industry, and the two by-products plants, is
the life-blood of the City. We cannot and must not lose
these industries, especially when success has apparently
crowned their efforts to eliminate their one objectionable
feature.

64-68

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy

Once more, we respectfully urge the enursc of modern
tion, patience and good faith.

Buy 4
save more!
Get ready for a * Happy Motoring * summer

now —with safe, top-quality ATLAS Tires:
• Made ot cold rubber for
maximum wear!

• Wide tread —more rubber
on the road!

WARRANTY
Every ATLAS Tire is backed by
a nationally-advertised written
Warranty that will be honored

on the spot by any of the 38,000

• More gripping edges —

ATLAS Dealers in the U. S. or
Canada!

better anti-skid protection!

SOUTH END
ESSO STATION
103 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 8079

tsso
The Sign of

14-

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Memorial Day Observed W ith Services And Parades

TALK OF THE TOWN

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

Dodge Inn at North Edgecomb
Coming Events
will open June 8, serving daily
[Social and community events except Monday from 11.30 a. m.
are solicited for this calendar. All until 8.30 p. m.
are free and space here canaot be
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted.
The decision of
the editor Is final.]

May 30—Memorial Day.
June

2 — Spring

Dance

Revue,

Community Bldg, by pupils of
Madelyn Oliver Drinkwater.
June 3—Rockland's City Centen
nial.
June 4—The Odds and Ends an
nual banquet at the Lobster
Pound, Lincolnville Beach.
June 4-6—B.P.W. State Convention
in Bangor.
June 20 -Father’s Day.
June 9-10—Annual Convention of
the Maine Federation of Music
Clubs, at the Samoset.
June 13-15—Maine Medical Asso
ciation Meeting at Samoset Ho

A collision at the corner of Broad
way and Park street late Satur
day evening caused damage to cars
operated by Charles Temple of
Kittery and Clyde A. Sewall of 11
Knowlton Street, Rockland. The
collision occured as the Temple
car came out of Broadway and in
to the path of ‘he other car.

The American Legion parade
committee for the Rockland Cen
tennial parade will meet at 7.30
p. m. on Tuesday and Wednesday,
June 1 and June 2 at the Legion
Home. Committee members are
requested to attend at least one of
these meetings for briefing and
tel.
June 20—Sacred Concert at St. assignment.
Peter's Church.
July 4—Independence Day.
All Girl Scouts and Brownies
July 6-Aug. 13 —Summer Study
Session, University of Maine, meet at Community Building on
Thursday at 6.30 p. m. for Cen
Orono.
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes tennial Parade. Leaders please
tival, Belfast.
bring flags.
July 21—Annual Fair, Ladies St.
James Catholic Church, Thom
BORN
aston.
Gynan—At Knox Hospital, May
August 6, 7, 8—Maine Lobster and
29,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Richard Gynan
Seafoods Festival at Rockland.
Union, a son.
Oct. 15-17 — State Convention of ofMurphy
— At Hartford, Conn.,
Gideons International at Rock
May 16. to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
land.
Murphy (Miss Ruth Dorman of
Rockland), a daughter—Valerie
Rockland Legionnaires met at Jo.
the GAR hall at 10.45 a. m. Sunday
Moulton—At Hartland Hospital,
with caps and uniforms to attend Hartland. May 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
the Memorial Day services at the * Norman Moulton, formerly Bar
bara Carney of Thomaston, a
Universalist Church
daughter.
Recipients of municipal, state or
MARRIED
Soyrhak-Clark — At Rockland,
federal welfare may receive dry
milk at the office of the city wel May 29. Joseph Eugene Soychak
of Lisbon Falls and Miss Harriettc
fare director on Spring Street this
Trask Clark of Rockland
week.
DIED

Winehenbaugh — At Rockland
May 30. Carrie M. Winehenbaugh.
wife of Herman Winehenbaugh of
16 Granite street, age 72 years,
vuneral Wednesday afternoon at 2
O'clock at the Russell Funeral
Home. Rev. Merle S. Conant offi
ciating. Interment in St. Paul’s
Society Cemetery. Waldoboro.
I.eGug)—At Rockland, May 31.
Newton LeGage of 30 Purchase
street, age 88 years.
Funeral
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at the Russell Funeral Home,
Rev. Merle S. Conant officiating.
Interment in Ash Point Cemetery,
Owl’s Head.
Holt—At Thomaston, May 31,
Mrs. Marie J. Holt, mother of
Mrs. Augusta Marr, age 81 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 3 o'clock
from the Davis Funeral Home,
Thomaston, Rev. John Fitzpatrick
officiating. Interment in Village
Cemetery.
Carr—At South Thomaston, May
29. Grace M. Carr, age 58 years.
Funeral Tuesday (today) at 2
o’clock at the Russell Funeral
Home, Rockland, Rev. J. Charles
PUBLIC PARTY
MacDonald officiating. Interment
EVERY FRIDAY
in Village Cemetery, South Thom
At 7.30 P. M.
aston.
TOWER ROOM
Curtis—At Rockland, May 30,
COMMUNITY BUII.DING
Edward Franklin Curtis. Sr., age
Auspices Knights of Columbus
69 years. Funeral services Wed
47-TATh-tf nesday at 1 p. m. from Davis Fu
neral Home, 558 Main St., Rev.
Kate Curtis officiating. Interment
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION in Seavicw Cemetery.
Jones—At West Appleton, May
Sales and Service
30, Otis Jones, age 74 years. Fu
All Work and Parts Guaranteed
neral services Thursday, 2 p. m
at Washington, Maine, Rev. Har
THOMASTON
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151 old Nutter officiating.
Brown—At Rockland, May 31.
129-T&Th-tf
Arthur B. Brown of Vinalhaven,
age 50 years. Funeral Thursday
afternoon at 2 o'clock at Union
Church. Vinalhaven, Rev. Ernest
CLAYT BITLER
O. Kenyon of Rockland officiating.
Interment in John Carver Ceme
See
tery, Vinalhaven.

Cub Scout Pack 203 held its
final meeting for the season at
the Universalist Church. Wednes
day night. Cubmaster A1 Nichols
presented Bobcat pins to Brian
Jordan, Stanley Levco, Robert
Philbrook, Wayne Young, Roger
Young, Roger Rowling, Kent
Rytky and a Den mother's certifi
cate to Mrs. Gertrde Jordan. Cubmaster Nichols also presented
Dana Libhy, Jr., with a gradua
tion certificate and a Boy Scout’s
Handbook.
Richard Benner of
Den 1 presented the Pack with a
name plaque.
Pack committee
chairman, Palmer Pease, present
ed wolf badges to Donald Nelson,
Donald Johnson and William
Barker. It was announced that
picnic meetings would be held
during the summer months.

Wants to

Mrs. Mary Tolman has returned
lrom North Weymouth. Mass.,
where she was the guest of her
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Leigh Williams.
Mrs. J. F. Headley entertained
at her home on East Main street,
the E.O.T. Club Friday evening
for dessert bridge. First honors
were won by Mrs. Eleanor Con
way, second by Mrs. Hazel
Roberts.

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Hanley,
daughters Debbie Ann and Betty
Lou were weekend guesta of Mrs.
Hanley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fioyd Robertson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Parmentor and son Perry are visiting
relatives at Boothbay Harbor.
Ivan Arey who is employed at
Springfield, Mass., passed the
weekend here with Mrs. Arey and
son Paul.

I ?■■■'■ V r-

Photos by Kelley
Mrs. Barbara Russell, member of the Storer-Collins-Harding
The Color Guard of the Rockland Drum and Bugle Corps is shown coming up the hill to the Common at
American Ix*gion Post Auxiliary of Union places a wreath on the Union Sunday afternoon as the local unit led the annual Memorial Day parade in that town. The Corps, fol
war memorial on the Common in Memorial Day exercises Sunday
afternoon. Color guard of the V. F. W. unit appears in the back lowed by Union patriotic organizations, was returning from services at the cemetery at the time of the photo.
ground.
See story on Page 5

A committee from the Business
Word has been received that Sgt.
The annual memorial services
and Professional Women’s Club Harold J. King, son of Mr. and for deceased members of Knox Powill serve as ushers at the Cen Mrs. Joseph King of Lake Avenue, mona Grange will be held Wedneswas seriously injured in a motor day night, at the June meeting of
tennial ceremony on Thursday at
vehicle accident last Thursday in that organization, which will be
the Community Building. A sou- Casablanca. Sgt. King is on duty held with Mt. Pleasant Grange.
venior program will be available with the Army in French Morocco. West Rockport. Degree work is
at the front door. The two front No details of the accident were planned. Three program numbers
rows have been reserved for guests given in the telegram received by will be presented by the host
of honor and this committee will his parents notifying them of the Grange.
-------------------handle reservations as well as gen accident.
eral seating arrangements. Every
( ARD OF THANKS
A truck operated by Charles. j wish to express my sincere
effort is being made to dress tills
committee in 1854 costume. How Wiley of Belfast left the road and I thanks to the nurses of Knox
ever, some difficulty has been en overturned on the Spruce Headi County General Hospital and Dr.
Robert Allen, for the fine care I
countered due to the 21 inch waist road Monday afternoon but the received while a patient there. I
line that was in fashion 100 years four occupants of the vehicle es also wish to thank my neighbors
caped with minor cuts and bruises. for the basket of fruit, gifts, and
ago.
State Trooper Ray Foley, who in many acts of kindness, and to the
Cattle owned by Homer Gilbert vestigated the accident, identified employees of Superior Gas & Oil
Co. Thanks.
of Thomaston Street got into the the occupants as Charles Wiley,
Alvin C. Richards,
driver
of
the
truck,
James
Wiley,
holiday spirit and staged a parade
Rockland, June 1, ’54
65-lt
of their own Saturday evening for owner of the vehicle, Mrs. Gladys
IN MEMORIAM
a small but very interested audi Wiley and Robert E. Ridley. All
In loving memory of Warren H.
ence . Police began receiving calls four were from Belfast. Driver of
Dow, who passed away June 3.
late Saturday evening from resi the truck, Charles Wiley, appeared 1943.
in
Municipal
Court
in
Rockland
dents in the Holmes and LoveRemembrance is a golden chain
Death tries to break but all in
Joy street area 3tating that cattle this morning to face charges
vain
were roaming through streets and brought as a result of the accident.
To have, to love and then to part
across lawns and gardens. Inves
Is the greatest sorrow of one’s
The W.C.T.U. meeting will be
tigation disclosed more than 20
heart.
head of cattle which had left their held Friday at 2.30 with Mrs. Mar- Somewhere there is no parting
Dark
clouds are rolled away
pasture and were making them- ion Lindsey, 23 Water Street,
In that eternal somewhere
selves at home in the neighborhood.
We’ll meet again some day.
The residents, and police were re*
THANKS
Father, mother, sisters, Norma
Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
lieved when the herd had finally j Rockland, Memorial Post 2499 and Cecile.
65*lt
settled for the night in a nearby wishes to thank the Rockland
CARD OF THANKS
field and the aired man on the Gil- folks for a successful Buddy Poppy
May I thank all those who so
bert farm had been notified in the Driva held last Sat., May 29. Spe
cial thanks go to Mrs. Helen kindly contributed toward the won
absence of Mr. Gilbert. The ani Johnson and Mrs. Ann Foley and derful TV set I found in my room
mals wanderlust apparently was all the girls and boys whose tire-, last Thursday morning? I shall
ap-, enjoy it because there will be no
not satisfied however and when less energy made the poppies ap
Gilbert arrived at the field Sun pear on coat lapels. Some of the more papers to correct. May I
high
collectors were:
Gloria also thank, publicly, Mrs. Gerald
day morning to take the herd back
O’Sullivan. Chas. Merida, Janet Black, who master-minded this
to its home pasture he could find Jordan, Iris Vardavoulis, Sharon great surprise, Mr. and Mrs
no cattle. A lengthy search dis Kenney, Donna Reynolds. Wayne Josef Vinal and Mr. and Mrs. Mor
covered them in still another pas Gamage, Seth Gamage, Christine ton Estes who seemed to be her
willing helpers.
ture and late in the day Sunday Ferrara, Donna Brackett, Cath 65’lt
Mrs. Nellie H. Hall.
erine Small.
the cattle were more safely en Fred T. Walker. Quartermaster,
closed in their pasture.
65*lt
V.F.W., Rockland.
Read The Courier-Gazette

FOUR BARBERS
Now At

Nichols'

The final in a series of meetings
The Chapin Class will meet to
Barber Shop
of the Thomaston School Building night with Miss Beatrix Flint at
Committee to select a contractor her home on Summer Street.
MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND
or master builder for the three
room addition which is to be made
Opp. Central Maine Power Co.
For social items In The Courieron the Lura Libby School will be
65-TATh-tf
tl
held Friday evening. The com Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
mittee has been meeting with indi
vidual contractors and their repre
sentatives to discuss the construc
OAKWOOD INN
tion and to determine costs of the
building. At this final meeting in
ROUTE 1 - ROCKPORT
the series a decision will be made
as to the awarding of the job. It
Opens For the Season
is expected that construction of the
cinder block and brick veneer
Wednesday, June 2
structure will start soon after the
selection of a builder.

Under Same Management-

Saturday, June 12, will be circus
day in Rockland w-hen the city is
visited by the Kelley-Morris circus.
The appearance of the circus is
sponsored by the Junior Chamber
of Commerce. Both an afternoon
and evening performance will be
given and these will include all the
types of specialties associated with
a circus. At a recent meeting of
the Chamber it was voted to have
part of the proceeds from the sale
of tickets turned over to the Junior
Drum and Bugle Corps to help in
financing its trip to New York
City later in the summer.

Serving the Same Good Food
6.3-66

■;-v.:":--w:v:‘t«..:-:..><-w-i-,’4+m400000444e4eeeOO'

— ANNOUNCEMENT —

The Lucy C. Farnsworth Homestead will be open for

the season on June 2 from 10 A. M. to 3 P. M. The
jewelry will be on display the 2nd and 3rd. Admission

free.
65-lt

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

,

l\lp]J G-E SWIVEL TOP
CLEANER

/V^

with sensational NEW 2 in 1 attachment

to

make Reach-Easy Cleaning even easier.

YOU About

cood/yeab
TIRES
90-T-tf

*
H
|

We invite your questions about our service.

RWATitit

YOU

VACUUM

would like to know?

PLUS OLD CLEANER

CLEANER
!2«N0lSr
r(
mOMASION

$56 MAIN V
TIL e>O
«0CKLAN0

for the

Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
110 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

To find who has what you
want when you want it,
eye shop first in your
CLASSIFIED
TELEPHONE

DIRECTORY

Industrial Loader equal to or better
than any other loader designed for the
Ford Tractor. And don’t forget, your reg
ular tractor driver can operate this loader
— no need to hire special skilled labor at

a high price 1

Has its own Hydraulic System

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINS
i-*1

monthly

(Z Powerful action! Oatatt
Mg,
rubber mounted Motor, faua*
lated in fiberglass.
Soft, gentle, exhaart air is
gently diffused. No foot teal*
taring air Mast.

frame also serves as the hydraulic reser
voir. The Ford Tractor’s Live-Action
I'

Hydraulic System is free to operate rear
attached blades atta other tools without

removing the loader.

Many Attachments Available
It dealt nip

Material bucket, snow bucket, crane or
manure fork are all easily attached to
the loader frame. With a low cost adapter
kit, blades or snow plows can be quickly

A powerful hydraulic

attached.

pump is mounted on
the tractor. Two
cylinders control
buckets and attach
ments. The loader

Come in and see the performance-proved

It flips awr

It clears fleers

CraaettM

I
You never have to (witch from rug (o floor tool
again! This new 2 in 1 attachment cleans rugs—it
flips over—and it cleans floors! As easy as that!

Dearborn Industrial Loader for the new
Ford Tractor. Look over our complete line

Conte/ in cmxtm aTOALj

of loaders and other Dearborn Equipment
for the Ford Tractor.

See it,.. Try it... Price it!

CARL M. BTTLPHEN

PHONE 701

FORD TRACTOR

Talk about loader performance! You'll
find the capacity, height, reach, speed of
lift and maneuverability of the Dearborn

$5

|Z Swivel top - for
cleaning.
az Hands never teach Art larg
est tbrow-oway bag neaM

PLUS — ANOTHER G-E FIRST!
Flip-over 2 *n / Floor and Rug Tool

The Dearborn Industrial Loader

down,

CHECK THESE FEATURESI

Now—a brand new General Electric Swivel Top Cleaner
is here! Imagine—you set this amazing cleaner in the
center of an average room and clean all around, up and
down—and you never once move the cleaner! That’s
G-E’s Reach-Easy Cleaning.

PASCAL A*»
ffcl 2M5
ROtKFCRi

BURPEE
Funeral Home

$7 95

The

> Telephone!

Payson’s Farm Machinery Inc.
Union

CENTR

MAINE

POWER

Maine
65-67

FOR OVER 40 YEARS

QUALITY

OMPANY

APPLIANCES...DEPENDABLE APPLIANCt

StRVIC N

Page Tour

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 1, 1954

REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - FFECTIVE

FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* In this column net te exceed three lines Inserted
•nee (or 5* cents, three times, ene dollar. Additional lines 10
cent* each for each line, hall price each additional time used.
Fire small words to a line.
Special Notice!
AU “blind ads” se called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Oasette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will he maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
account* with The Courler-Gaaette. Count the Words—Five te a

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REBUILT Bicycles for sale,
one-half new
price.
RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St.

MEN’S Suits, Shoes, Lady's
Coat. 16. fur collar, for sale. MRS
LADD, Warren, Maine.
65-lt

65*70

ONE Building 12x16. and 1 open
TURKEYS for
sale, tender, Shed for sale. May be seen at 8
plump, meaty oven-ready, sizes UNION ST., Camden.
65*67
5 to 8 lbs.. 59c per pound. Special
price for 6 or more turkeys for
REAL ESTATE
your freezer at 55c per pound.
HILLCREST TURKEY FARM.
BACK for the season. Listings
Rt. 1. Warren. Tel. 35-41. 65-67
wanted. I specialize in F.H.A.
36’ CABIN Cruiser (strip boat) and G.I. loans. My service covers
for sale. MRS. RALPH ROBIN all
details.
Mortgage money
SON. Vinalhaven, Maine.
64-66 available. If you want to be sure
of
your
property,
either buying or
GARDEN Tractor for sale. 2
horsepower Briggs and Stratton selling, contact me. SCOTT KIT
motor, perfect cond. TEL. 223-W TREDGE. South Thomaston, Me.
65-67
64*66 Phone Rockland 1692-W.
GOULD’S shallow well Pump
DUPLEX House for sale in Ten
for sale. 1 yr. old. RAYMOND ant's Harbor. TEL. Tenant’s Har
KANGAS. Tel. Thomaston 11-5.
bor 69-4.
64-69
64’66
COTTAGES
TWO Work Horses for sale; also
Lucia Beach Road: 7 rooms and
Horse Rake, Hay Tedder, Hay full bath, porch on three sides,
Rack on wheels. Model A 1*4 ton ceilings and walls plastered, full
Truck. WM. DONOHUE, Owl’s beach privileges. $4000.
Head. ______________________64*66
Five year old Ranch Style,
ONE out-board Motor Boat for Spruce Head Island. 5 rooms and
sale, 15 ft. long, 41* ft. wide, 20 bath, Artesian well, beautiful view
in. deep, hard-wood frame, cedar of harbor and islands.
Norton's Pond: 3 rooms and
plank, 3 ft. decked over. Good
family boat or inside fishing. sleeping attic, utility building,
HERVEY H. WASS, 15 Hyler $2750.
Lermond's Pond: Pine panelled
street, Thomaston, Maine.
63*65 living room, dining nook and kit
chen, 2 bedrooms, brand new.
UNIVERSAL Elec. Stove, apt.
size for sale, $45; Boy’s Bike $25; $3800.
Wheeler’s Bay: Kitchen with
Old Style GE Refrig. $30. D T. elec, range and refrig, 24’ living
FOLTA. 32 School St.
63’65 room-dining room combination,
ROMEX Wire No. 12 for sale, 2 bedrooms, approx. 12 acres land.
also receptacles, switches, con 800-1000’ shore frontage,
nice
nectors, regular boxes, panel box, wharf. $5000.
42 ft. BXL No. 10 and about 100
Cooper's Beach: Small Cottage
ft. No. 8 used. DUBY, opposite near to town, needs some repairs,
Ocean Ave., Ingraham’s Hill.
$2500.
64*65
FARMS
South Thomaston: Nice, mod
12’ DECKED over Utility Boat
with 10 h.p. Mercury motor for ern 7 rooms and bath, house, circ.
sale, also boat trailer. Every hof water heat, elec. h.w. heater,
thing like new. Price $525. L. A. Artesian well, 75 acres land, large
MINK. Union. Tel. 7-31.
63*65 barn, 500 layer capacity hen
house, cattle, truck, tractor, silos
SHIP to Shore Radio Telephone, and ail farm machinery. Price on
for sale.
Jefferson-Travis 15 personal contact.
watt, 4 band, good working order,
St. George: 7 rooms and shed,
$125. PENOBSCOT BOAT WORKS. also separate garage, water at
Rockport
Phone Camden 2761. sink, 15 acres land, $3800.
63-65
North Warren: 7 rooms and 1%
MAGEE, white combination oil baths on black road ,oil heat, elec,
and gas stove; ABC living room, h.w. heater, screened porch, cabi
oil burner; chest of drawers; bu net sink, fireplace in den, all cop
reau; bookcase; Frigidaire, 11 ft. per tubing, 2-car garage, 55 acres
(Philco); Bendix automatic wash land, beautiful view overlooking
ing machine for sale. All items in North Pond, $8000.
HOMES
good condition.
If interested
Warren: 7 rooms and 1% baths
please CALL 782-W.
63*65
in village oil heat, elec. h.w. heat
1941 INTERNATIONAL Pick-Up er, modern kitchen and excellent
for sale or trade. Motor all over- interior, $7500.
hauler, also 6000 ft. extra good
Rockland: 7 rooms and bath, ar
lumber for sale. TEL. 1592-M1. tesian well, elec. h.w. heater.
63-65 $5300.
UPHOLSTERED Bed Davenport
Rockland: Practically new 7
for sale. In very good cond.. rooms and 2 baths, everything
$45. TEL. Camden 8309.
62-67 modern, good fireplace, 8’ cellar,
40 lb. FEED Oats for sale; circ. h.w. heat, good lot, $15,000.
Rockland: 8 rooms and bath,
100,000 bu. at 80c per bu. or $2.50
per cwt. Truck scale weights. kitchen ultra modern, fireplace,
Bring cash, containers and crew oil heat, elec. h.w. heater, 2-car
to Houlton Airbase Grain Termi garage. A very good buy.
Rockland: 7 rooms and bath,
nal. OWEN F. HANNIGAN, Tel.
Houlton 2684.
62-66 shed, 2-car barn, 8’ cellar, oil
heat, modern kitchen, $8500.
A.K.C. REG. Cocker Spaniel
Rockland: 7 rooms and bath,
Pups for sale. REED'S COCKER sunporch. workshop, oil h.w. heat;
KENNELS, Camden. Tel. 3093.
automatic water heater, copper
60*71 tubing, $8000.
Tenant's Harbor: 11 rooms, 2
AUTOMATIC Bendix Washer
for sale. $35. May be seen at 99 baths, 20’ sunporch, artesian well,
CAMDEN ST.
60tf copper tubing, handy barn, ap
prox. 1 acre land.
SLABWOOD for
sale, long
Clark Island: Small 4 room
2-cord load, $10; also sawed stove house, full cellar, separate ga
lengths delivered by foot or cord. rage, running water, $2300.
TEL. 1318.
653*65
Warren: 12 rooms, 2 baths, 2%
EVINRUDE Motors, Kenway acres land, $7500.
and Liberty Boats. Boat Trailers
Warren: 7 rooms and bath, oil
for all boats for sale. Immediate h.w. heat, modern kitchen, 2-car
DELIVERY. W. D. HEALD, next garage, large lot, $9000.
Pleasant Gardens:
4
room
the Village Green, Camden, Me.
Tel. 460.
60-65 House on large lot, $1200. Terms.
Rocky Hill Ave.: 6 rooms and
12x16 BUILDING, suitable for
camp, shop or garage for sale. A. bath, oil heat, interior and ex
terior excellent, separate garage
DUBY, opposite Ocean Ave., In $7000.
graham Hill.
61*74
Rockland: 9 rooms and bath,
CHEVROLET 1947 %-ton Pick central heat, interior good, at
up Truck for sale, $450. Good tached shed, $5500.
cond. Priv. party. TEL. Camden
Rockland: 6 rooms and bath,
3172.
63*65 separate garage, interior and ex
terior good, full cellar, $6500.
STOP, LOOK, ECONOMY
Rockland: 7 rooms and bath,
All Aluminum Combination Win
dows with screens up to 30”x60” elec, kitchen, elec. h.w. heater,
opening for only $22. Complete aluminum windows downstairs,
oil h.w. heat, nice barn and good
and installed. Easy terms.
lot, $10,000.
HOWARD KENNISTON,
Rockland. 8 rooms and bath,
Tel. 441-J.
Rockland.
excellent condition, centrally lo
Bltf cated, oil heat, garage, $11,000.
ANTIQUES bought and sold.
Rockland: 7 rooms and bath,
LOUIS PARREAULT, SR.
Tel. shed and garage, oil heat, elec'
Warren 38-21.
50tf h.w. heater, good neighborhood
$8500.
LARGE Lots at the seashore for
Also many commercial and
sale, $500 to $700. Write to R.C.,
c/o The Courier-Gazette.
50tf house lots, businesses and multiple
dwellings.
NEW Linoleum 9x12, $5.50 a roll
CHARLES E BICKNELL, H,
for sale; also used Furniture, buy
Real Estate Broker,
er and seller, open 7 days a week. 88 Summer Street, Rockland, Me
FRANK SHOP,

Damariscotta.
42tf

the theatre and In pictures.

At Lakewood

Plano for eale,
JOHNSON. U1
35tf

BABY Parrakeets. Full lias ef
parrakeet
foods
and
mineral
health grit. GRACK'S GARDENS,
Mrs. Charles A- Swift, • Booker
Bt. Thomeston. Tri. EM.

Rockland: 6-room house with
den. located on Camden St. Ex
cellent condition, 3 bedrooms and
bath upstairs; living room, dining
room, den, kitchen down. Kitchen
completely remodeled in last 6
months, house painted within last
3 mos., new forced hot air heat
with humidifier installed within
last 6 mos. Entire house and
barn-garage newly shingled within
last 7 months. Deep cellar in good
condition; 2-car garage in barn.
This represents an unusual buy at

AH Colon sad Styles
Installation
TeL M9, UNITW BOMB SUPPLY
OO, SB Main St, GMp.
Uf

and Ingrid Bergman.
On the
screen he has been seen with Miss
Bergman in “Spellbound” and
“Joan of Arc" and with Miss Geva
in “The Gay Intruders" as well as
in "Blood on the Sun” with James
Cagney, “Tere Come Mr. Jor
dan” and "Let’s Live Again”. Miss
Geva turned from ballet dancing to
the legitimate when she played
Lynn Fontanne’s role in the Lon
don production of "Idiot’s Delight”.
In New York she was seen recently
in the revival of Shaw’s "Misalli
ance”. On the screen she has been
starred in "Orchestra Wives",
“The Gay Intruders’’,, ManhattanMerry-Round” and "Night Plane
From Chungking".
Others in the cast will Include
two favorite players from former
seasons, Martha Randall and Eu
gene Stuckmann as well as Nancy
i Cushman, the new character ac
tress and Louis Girard, who will
play fhe male characters. The
comedy, which tells cf a famous ac
tor who inpersonates a guardsman
to test his wife’s fidelity, was a
great Theatre Guild success and
was written by Ferenc Molnar
It will be staged bv Richard Barr.
The second offering of the 14 |
weeks’ season, starting June 14
will he the comedy “Marriage Is
For Two” which will introduce
five new players in Willard Giles,
Frances Waller, Michael Sivy,
Patricia Queinn O’Hara and Ruth
Holden.
At the same time the theatre
opens the Lakewood Inn will open
for the season with dinner on Sat
urday night. Gordon Gilbert re
turns as chef-steward. Many din-

$8500.

Rockland: We have a 6-room
house with 2-car garage, com
pletely furnished, hardwood floors
throughout,
one and one-half
baths, on Rte 1. for $8000.
Rockland: 5-room house with
modern kitchen and modern bath.
Authentic Cape Cod style. Beauti
ful view. First class condition.
$5250.
Rockland.
Southend:
7-room
house with garage, electric hot
John Emery
water heater, forced hot air heat.
When John Emery and Tamara
Excellent condition throughout.
Large extra lot of land. Should Geva co-star in "The Guardsman”,
GI $8500.
Rockland,
Southend:
7-room starting next Saturday night it
house on large corner lot. Bath, will mark the beginning of the
garage, hot air furnace with new
Timken oil burner, modern kit 54th year and be the 682nd pro
chen. excellent closet space. Fine duction in the Lakewood Theatre.
cement cellar, plumbing mostly
The Guardsman” will run all next
new copper tubing. Should GI,
week with the first matinee of the
$7500.
Ash Point: Schoolhouse with lot season on Saturday. June 12.
of land, beautiful view of ocean.
Both Emery and Tamara Geva
Hardwood floor, circulating heal-|
have had distinguished careers in
er, oil with 275 gal. oil tank.
Building on granite foundation.
If you can do your own work, this
REAL ESTATE
represents an excellent value at
$1500.
OVERLOOKING Rockport Har
Crescent Beach: Family cottage bor: 6 rm. year ’round home for
right on water, just painted, new sale, new bath, modern kitchen,
sills under main building. Large 2-car gar. and workshop, 34 acre
living room with very large fire garden, 3 blocks to bus, store,
place. dining room, kitchen, laun school. Price $6500. Down pay’t.
dry,' storeroom, bedroom with $2000. SECURITY REAL ESTATE
flush and lavatory downstairs. CO., Dorothy Dietz, Camden 2117
Front and rear stairs. Upstairs or 8897,
65-lt
3 large and 1 small bedrooms, full
$5400.00
bath. Completely furnished, some
An
exceptional
opportunity
blankets, china, kitchen utensils,
etc., Artesian well, 1-car garage, awaits some family who wants to
live
in
excellent
nearby
communlarge extra lot of land.
Crescent Beach: Here is another it. Solid 7-room house with all
WANTED
fine family cottage with 2 extra modern conveniences being of
lots right on the water. Com fered at a sacrifice, due to trans
SHORT Order Cook wanted at
pletely furnished.
Flush down fer of owner. Will GI or FHA.
EDGAR'S RESTAURANT. Rte. 1.
$6800.00
and full bath up.
Electric hot
Value hard to duplicate Is of Warr»n. Maine. Apply In Person.
water heater; 4 bedrooms up;
down living room with fireplace, fered a lovely modernized farm ! between 12 and 6 p. m._____ 65-67
dining room, 1 bedroom, kitchen, house. large barn, 4 acres of land
MAN wanted for all around
Fine year- work TEL. 1285.___________ 65-66
1-car garage, also 2-car garage bordering on lake.
that could be built into guest round or summer home.
OLDER Woman wanted for lighl
$8750.00
house.
Artesian well, electric
housework and care of three small
Takes this fine Rockland home. children, one adult. Live in. Tel.
pump. Workshop separate.
Two excellent house' values in
GUEST HOUSE for sale, Rt, 1, Waldoboro TEmple 2-9963 or write
town of Owl’s Head as advertised long
established.
Open year MRS. J. ANTON, Box 44, Waldoin Saturday’s paper.
'round. Fine view of sea, good j boro,_______________________ 64f 66
Island properties: We have sev beach.
SECURITY REAL ES
eral houses very reasonably priced TATE CO., Dorothy Dietz, Cam I FULL-Time SALESLADY want
ed. Apply In Person, SENTERlocated on Criehaven, Vinalhaven, den 2117 or 8897.
64-65 CRANE’S.
64-66
North Haven, Deer Isle.
We would also like to call your
APPLICATIONS being taken for
attention to the great need for a
TO LET
Salesladies. Apply In Person to
nursing home on Vinalhaven. We
the J. J. NEWBERRY CO., Rock
FOUR-room
furnished
Apart

have a property centrally located
land.
®4tf
ment
with
garage
to
let;
204
Ran

with central hot water heat with
EXPERIENCED Man wanted to
65-66
oil. that is in excellent condition kin St. TEL. 1627-W.
work in Lobster Plant.
Steady
and could be utilized for this pur
FIVE-Room Apt. to let.
All all year job. REGAL LOBSTER
pose. This should be a real money modern
improvements.
TEL. rn Pflmiipn Maine.
64-66
maker for qualified people. We 1285.
65tf
GENERAL Electric Stove for
understand that the Island people
BUILDING to let in Camden; sale, $30; also Glenwood Range,
would support it and would like
3000 sq. ft., for garage or other dual oven, gas and oil comb.,
to have one established.
TEL. Camden 2818 $150. Could be purchased on easy
Cushing: Restful summer cot business.
56tf terms, 25 Main St., Thomaston
tage, guest house, two car garage after 6 p. m.
64‘66
and storage building with work
THREE-Room Furn. Apt. to let, TEL. Thom. 320.
shop located on private point. Apply to FLORA COLLINS, 15
LAWN Mowers wanted to sharp
Main cottage has four large Grove St., Rockland, any day en on a first-class machine. THE
rooms, excellent closet space, mod after 3 p. m.
54tf 1 FIXIT SHOP, 138 Camden street.
ern kitchen, equipped with elec,
63-65
HEATED
unfurnished
5-rm ! Tel. 1091-W.
ref., new combination gas range
STITCHERS
wanted,
piece
Apt.
to
let.
Inquire
225
SOUTH
and end heater, built in cupboards.
53tf work, good pay to start. Apply
Large living room with eight foot MAIN ST, Apt. 2.
HALF of Duplex House to let PHILIPPINE ARTCRAFT, INC.,
fireplace.
Two bedrooms and
18 Washington St., Camden.
modern bath. All rooms insulated at 5 Lisle street; 6 rooms, bath
63-65
except living room and very well and garage, newly re-decorated.
HOMES wanted for four extra
furnished. Guest house has three TEL. 1773.
59tf
[ nice kittens. C. A. VOSE. Tel.
rooms with bath. Completely in
63‘65
sulated and furnished. Gas hot 3-room Apt., bathroom, heated, to 150-11, Thomaston.
water heater G. E. Refrigerator, let; also one-room efficiency Apt,
GOOD Home wanted for shag
gas stove of four burners. Double
63*65
furnished, bath and complete kittens. TEL. 978.
floor, masonite finish and screened
DEPENDABLE Woman wanted,
porch. Artesian well with electric kitchen. TEL. 893 days, 233 eve
nings.
37tf to baby sit. while mother works,
pump. Priced at $17,500.
We have listed four exceptionally
ROOM to let at 97 Union St. 2 small children, may live in or
fine authentic Cape Cod style Kitchen privileges if desired. out. TEL. 1732 after 5 p. m.
63*65
houses that have been beautifully TEL. 970-M.
29tf
rebuilt and offer the utmost in re HEATED and unheated furn.
TWO Cnambermaids wanted.
tirement comfort. Pictures upon Apts. to let. V. F. STUDLEY. 77 Apply to HOUSEKEEPER, Samo
request and complete description. °srk Rt Tell ROW) and 1294
63-65
tf set Hotel, Rockland.
If you are looking for your home
OFFICE Girl wanted, experi
to retire in and want all the com
ence helpful but not necessary.
forts of the city at a much lower
COTTAGES
Apply SENTER-CRANE’S.
63-65
cost we have them. Try us and
PERSONS wanted, interested in
CAPE Cod deluxe Cottages to
see for yourself.
Maybe you are looking for a let, at Dennisport with a few being owned for life by one of our
spot on route 1 to build a motel. weeks, both in and out of season beautiful personality-plus kittens.
We have what we believe to be the available. Phone WOOD, Rock Call Thomaston 201-2. MRS A.
61-66
65-66 W. AIKEN.
best one in this vicinity. City land 1604.
sewer and city water are avail
THREE Cottages for sale or to
COOK wanted for 5-day week.
able along with a view of the Bay. rent, modern conveniences, on Knox County General Hospital.
Then again you may want to go Rockland Harbor. Contact RILEY Apply to DIETICIAN.
61tf
into business. We have several STROUT, Rockland.
59tf
WOMAN
wanted,
for
plain
tested businesses that with the
cooking and general help around
proper management will afford
you the independence that comes MISCELLANEOUS house for summer work. Sleep
out. TEL. Camden 712.
60-65
from being in business for your
SPENCER SUPPORTS
self. Also many fine building sites
CLAMS wanted. Top prices.
Individually designed
both residential and commercial.
SIMS’ LOBSTER POUND, Spruce
I have taken over the business Head.
i28tf
If you are a GI looking for
houses that will meet V. A. re of former dealer, Mrs. Ethel Cush
IF you want the best auto body
quirements we have them and ing. Tel. 351-M for appointments. and fender work, oome to ROWLare waiting to help you at any MRS. ELIZABETH W. DAVIS, mo’s GARAGE, 770 Main Street,
473 Old County Road,
hour of the day or night. Come in
Rockland.
47tf
Rockland, Maine
and talk it over; we can save
DON’T discard your old or
64-69
you lots of time and hurry the
antique furniture. Gall H. JOHN
papers along.
NEWMAN for restoring and reJAMES S. COUSENS,
flnlshlng; 40 Masonic St
Tel.
Licensed Real Estate Broker,
1106-M
ltf
170 Maverick St.
Tel. 1538 Cleaned hy Machine—Also Ri
65-lt
C. E. FENDERSON
Fine neighborhood, 6 rooms, hard
wood floors, full concrete base
ment and good condition through
out. Financing can be arranged.

TEL. 1814 ROCKLAND or
6-2051 OLD ORC HARD BEACH

62*64

$9200.00
HAVE your better washable
The hard to find year round dresses carefully laundered and
home in Owl’s Head. Exceptional ironed.
For information Tel.
view and large lot make this 1415-J. MRS. NEIL RUSSELL.
6-room house just what you've
63*68
64-66
been hoping
to find.

DON HENRY,
99 Park St.,
Rockland. Maine
Tel. 599

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS
63-65

170 MAVEBICK

Photo by Cullen
The route of the Hope Apple Blossom Tour proved a popular drive for motorists over fhe Memorial
Day weekend. Thousands of ears traveled from Camden to Hope and through that village to East Union
to view the many orchards. Sunny skies, following several days of ruin, resulted in the orchards bursting
into full bloom. The orchards of Ralph Wentworth in Hope, pictured above, were beautiful as Ills Mac
intoshes put their best blossoms forward lo please Ihe visitors.

Used Typewriters, Rentals, Expert
Repairs On All Makes.
IN Friendship Village, I room
House for sale, central het water OVER CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
heating. Barn and garage, nearly
838 Main BL
Tel. 700
an acre of land. DR. RICHARD
45-tf
WATERMAN.
UBtf

Classified

Ll tt le Known Facts

SUBMABINE.,
SUNK

TWO

brings action

5.5. TANG.

JAPANESE

DESTBOVEBS WITH

A

SINGLE TORPEDO.

'WHERE THE FLEET

GOES, WE'VE BEEN, 'is
THE MOTTO OF THE PACIFIC

fleet MINE SWEEPERS.

'

ner and theatre parties are being
arranged to celebrate the opening
performance and punch and cake
will be served at patrons after the
Play.

Thar's gold .

STATE OE MAINE
Return Of Expenditures
Primary Candidates, 1954
Published by the Secretary of
State in accordance with Section
17 of Chapter 4 of the Revised
Statutes. This includes expendi
tures of candidates having filed
reports of $5 or more expense on
or before Ma.v 26, 1954.
KNOX COUNTY
Names
Expenditures
For United States Senator
$2,085.28
Robert L. Jones,
810.25
Margaret Chase Smith.
For Governor
< nr
444.20
Burton M. Cross,
"TADS’’or lights out
513.75
Cross for Gov. Club,
IS FROM THE DUTCH WHO
131.71
Edmund S. Muskie,
HAD DRUMMERS MARCH
For Representative To ( ’ongress
THROUGH TOWN EACH
Charles P. Nelson,
255.46
NIGHT TO SlGNlFV TIME
12.50
Thomas E. Delehanty,
TO CLOSE THE TAPS.
For State Senator
Raymond E. Ludwig,
30.75
L. True Spear.
25.74
For Register Of Probate
Those bundled newspapers wnich
For County Treasurer
serve a hundred useful purposes,
Blaine Pierce Merrill,
26.40
are available, though in short
For Register Of Deeds
supply, at The Courier-Gazette of
For Sheriff
fice.
Six pound bundles of print p. Willard Pease,
15.06
For County Attorney
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
■7
For County Commissioner
pound bundles of unprinted plain
Darold Boyd Hocking,
15.00
white news papers, 25c per bundlij
For Representatives To
Legislature
118Sherman F. Baird,
10.30
Nathan W. Bard,
8.40
Read The Oourler-Gazet t«
65-lt

EGGS & CHICKS
BABY GEESE FOR SALE

White Emden Goslings, $1.25
each at the Farm. Call before 9
a. m. or after 5 p. m. GREEN
LAW FARM, Lincolnville Ave.,
Belfast, Maine.
53*76
BABY Chicks for sale, Maine
U S. Approved Pullorum Clean.
High livability and egg producing
strain. Never had any tremors.
Small lots of pullets, at times, up
to 10 days old for day-eld price.
Cockerels every week.
BYRON
MILLS, Waldoboro. Tel. 2-9334.
36tf

AXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^^VWXXXXXXX\XXXXXXXXX\XXX\XX\\\

$12,500.00

Cottages, Lets

Hope Apple Blossoms Present Real Show

Tallulah Bankhead, Grace George

CHARLES L BICKNELL, II

JAMES S. COUSENS

He

has been leading man for such
stage stars as Katherine Cornell,

— G U NS —
For investment with an eye to
Bought, Sold and Traded
the future you’d look far to dupli
Modern or Antique
Real Estate Brakar
cate this four-tenement building
FISHING TACKLE
TELEPHONE 1M7
with outstanding record for tenPIPE FOB SALE
Smith's Service Station
M
SUMMER
BT.
ROCKLAND
antcy.
This
property
is
self-sup

tad
galvanized.
All
0700 Main St.
Ustlngs Wanted Anywhere la
Tel. 83780
porting plus.
tow
prices.
BICKNELL
Knex Cennty
45-tfJ
Many other fine properties in
MFO. OO, Lime at
Btf
Rockland and vicinity.
T-tf
ESTEY Player
and elec. Range.
Pleasant St.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

3 ROOMS COMPLETE $359.95
Quality Furniture

BUY
AND SAVE!

BUY

4

SAVE MORE I

COMPLETE LIVING ROOM GROUP
Divan and Chair, 2 End Tables, Coffee Table,
2 Table Lamps, 1 Floor Lamp

NOW AT

COMPLETE BEDROOM
Double Dresser and Headboard, Hollywood Frame,
Mattress and Spring, 2 Pillows, 2 Vanity Lamps

UNION STREET

5-PIECE DINETTE

ESSO STATION

14-PC ALUMINUM COOKING SET

34 UNION ST.

TEL 8589

ROCKLAND, Ml

$22.50

-FREE— With the Group —

LIMITED QUANTITY - BUDGET TERMS
TEL. 939

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
“Where Willow and Rankin Streets Meet*’
579 MAIN STREET
BOCKLAND, MAINE
50-T-tf

Be safe, and have a "Happy
Motoring" summer ... Trade in
your old tires now and save money
in this big sale. Rugged ATLAS
Tires, made of cold rubber for
maximum wear, carry a written
Warranty honored by 38,000
ATLAS Dealers in the U. S. and
Canada as advertised nationally!

Esso,
Tbs Sign of
"Happy Motoring"

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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■■■HHni^H^=SS3=S=X=^^C:
THOMASTON

with Mrs. Doris Graffam in charge.
A "Scotch auction” was held.
A food sale will be held by'the
New. and Social Item*, Notice. and Advertlaementa may be ent
Guild Wednesday afternoon, June,
or telephoned to
2nd, at the Corner Shop, with Mrs.
MRS. OBOROE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-1
Dorothy Crockett ana Mrs. Caro
lyn Sims in charge.
Gray Ladies who volunteered Mrs. Lenora Davis, Mrs. Sara
The members of Harbor Light
their work at the Veteran’s Hospi Montgomery. Mrs. Raymond Rob Chapter, O. E. S. will hold a stated
tal in Togus this week were: Mrs. inson, Mrs. Forrest, Grafton, Mrs. meeting Tuesday (tonght) at 7.20
Virginia Putnam, Mrs. Edna Hahn, Russell Savon and Mrs. Aaron p. m.
and Mrs. Annie Rogers.
Degrees of the order will be con
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson are
The Orient Lodge, No. 15, will planning a two months Boston Uni ferred on candidates . Refresh
hold a staged meetng at the versity tour around the world by ments will be served following the
Masonic Temple, Tuesday, (to air during the months of July and meeting.
night).. The F. C Degree will be August.
worked.
Refreshments will be
Vacationers Take
served.
Going Away Party

Page FTr»

Libby Homestead In Cake And Frosting

MEMORIAL DAY OBSERVED WITH
SERVICES AND PARADES IN
SEVERAL KNOX COUNTY TOWNS
The exercises held Sunday after
noon at Union were typical of the

many Memorial Day observances
throughout

16th

These were held at

their parade

can Legion and

on

Auxiliary attend

The line of march

began with

back to the Common where wreaths

those who had lost their lives at

were placi d at the two monuments

sea.

before the parade disbanded.

9 o’clock the parade units formed

they

Fol

services at the Public landing for

Following this ceremony at

in

parade route went to the principal

ficial

citizens

Memorial

war memorials before going to
Mountain View' Cemetery where a

Cash

Nationwide

Credi*

attended

the

Day program on the Common. Rev.
Card

Credit

is

was the princi

Charles Monteith

no

like

“With

Main street.

356

pal speaker at this program.

Rockville and West Rockport

on

Sunday

to

cises

person is never in the embarras

church

sing situation of being a stranger

its parade early Sunday morning

who,

like

emergency,

loss of

or

with

through

High

Rockport

at

program

i3

wallet,

Rockville

held

School

Following the

Band participating.

car

a

the

addition

in

services.

high

the

Rockville

All he needs to

school band provided the music for

do is to present this card at any of

the parade at West Rockport which

short of funds.

Photo by Cullen
our over 800 affiliated offices and
Mrs. Oliver Libby of South Warren bud a most mutual cuke at her birthday party last lliursday. also ocurred Sunday morning.
She
is
pic
tured
wltli
the
cake
which
was
made
in
Ihe
shape
ol
tlx
farmhouse
which
is
het
home.
Ihe
Rockland
it will be recognized promptly.”
cake, made by a granddaughter, Mrs. Gerald Smith of < ushing, is correct in < very detail and measures 24
Probably the most elaborate pa
Last year, over 2,000,000 of these
inches in length, 12 inches in width and live and one-half inches in height. Tim farmhouse, ell, sheds and
cards were issued in the United barn are made of white cake with colored frosting following tin* color scheme* of the* building. Two candles rade in the county was the one
States and Canada to the com W’ere places in the chimneys. Even a tiny sign “IJbby Homestead” was placed on the barn, just as it viewed by a large crowd in Rock
land Monday afternoon. With the
pany’s customers and to non-cus may be found c,n the buildings in South Warren, just beyond the Friendship Road junction on Route* I.
Rockland High School Band, the
tomers
who
requested
them.
Winslow-Holbrook Merrittt
Drum
There is no charge for getting the emergency causes you to run
card and, if not used, there is no

short of cash while on vacation.”

cost.
“We

have

found,”

stated

Mr.

Sawyer, “that our Credit Card is
recognized as evidence of reliabil

ity at

hotels,

stores,

motels and

proves useful to the holder as posi

tive indentification.” He invited all

vacationers to apply for a card to
take on vacation.

“It’s simple to

get,” said Mr. Sawyer, “and can
prove

a

very good

friend

if an

4-Save More!

Mr. and

1901 - LAKEWOOD - 1954
Gala Opening
Saturday Night - June 5

for maximum wear, carry a written Warranty honored
by 38,000 Atlas dealers in the (J. S. and Canada!

Week .June 7 — Mat. June 12
JOHN EMERY
TAMARA GEVA
And the (.akewood Players
Present the Famous
Theatre Guild Comedy

PARK STREET
ESSO STATION

"THE GUARDSMAN"

the weekend, Mr. and Mrs. George

F. Geiger, Fairlawn, N. J, and Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Molloy, Glaston

bury, Conn. The Geigers and the
Molloys

dents,

and

to

“Get

guests

for

a

Mrs. Jackman,

meet

for

Damariscotta,

luncheon,

Acquainted”

lowed by the annual meeting and

Hynd, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lunt. Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Stavey, Mr. and

Mrs. James

Conners and

Frank

rade

election of officers.

route.

at

Following

of the

banding

Ralph

Memorial Day

parade

the

dis

a special

program was con

gion Post, as the principal speaker.

Thomaston
Another

SPECIAL GAMES

servance

Monday

was

WII.LIAMS-BRAZIER POST

loys are planning to spend part of

by

NO. 37

the

one

oh

held

Thomaston

High

School

proceeded

Band,

to

known Soldier with stops at other
memorials enroute
ceremonies.

observance

for the usual

At the Amesbury Hill

Rev.

John

Sherburne

was the speaker.

WALDO theatie
WALDOBORO
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00 Sunday at 3.00
LAST TIME TODAY, JUNE 1
Repeated by Popular Request:,
Winner of the Academy Award :
I
for "Best Performance By
An Actor”:
WILLIAM HOLDEN in
____
"SIALAG 17”
W I DNES. iAY-TIH RSDAY~
Jl NE 2 8
Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer
Junes Gina Lollubrtgtda in
JOHN HUSTON S
"BEAT THE; DEVIL”

FRIDAS AND 8ATI RIiaV_

I

Jl'N'E 4-5
Double Feature:
James Craig, Ritu .Moreno in
"FORT VENGEANC E”
In Color — Also
“BLACK FURY”

School

Next
Sunday-Monday,
.lun
6-7: “The Glenn Miller Story
65-

^he never-bcfors-told story of Major Howell Brady,

IIW whose troop of sa.'aqe warriors wrote a danger-

blazing chapter in the annuls of the West!

RAIN OR CLEAR
( HILDREN UNDER 12 I KEF
KIDD1ELANI)

_JOS

es v

IWaRi

Maureen’

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
20lll Cenluij Fo« fittnl

iRttOW

CHAHDLtRl

JANE

^zSjzan BALL

Russell
MARILYN

Family Nites, Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

/MONROE

( hildren with Parents, FRET]

Camden Theatre

HOWARD HAWKS

Gentlemen
Prefer \

f

Blondes

¥

TECHNICOLOR

STARTS TODAY - 5 BIG DAYS!
&

BETTE DAVIS
rip* Vie mask off

t’k.

"THE
THE STAR”
K A HW B»l MrTtMOB
n

c

' b.le«»*d bV stuart'mo sue-

ON OUR NEW WIDE SCREEN
The Original Uncut Version . . .
Not Recommended for Children!

65-lt

You must not only know what a gas does

but

to

THAT
Picture!
THAT

for your engine,

your engine.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
1.30—6.30—7.50

“Natural Power” Amoco-Gas is safe for engines. It has no

Dance!

additive that could leave a harmful metallic deposit. And so it

— you've heard
so much about!

needs no second additive to reduce metallic deposits. Its anti
knock value is the highest ever refined into a motor fuel,

so it needs no additive. For power without penalty ... make
HOWARD HUGHES presents

yours Amoco-Gas!

JANE RUSSELL
★

★

★

★

Always improving... always the best!
Make your own tests, and
come to your own conclusions

THE

AMOCO

FRENCH LINE
If IT

HAYES

GILBERT ROLAND ARTHUR HUNNICUTT marv McCArtj
in iiu uni i aim inn a

STARTS THURSDAY
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY

the

at

With music furnished

M H 11/

Read The Courier-Gazette

without penalty!

afternoon

Band the parade formed at noon

Tbomaxton Nat'l Bank Rulldlng
1-T-tf

Power

the

High

Amesburwy Hill Cross of the Un

partment of Maine American Le

Every Tuesday Night

Rockport

parade units

chaplain of the De

George Wood

Public Party

Led by

rade on Monday morning.

the

ducted at the GAR Hall with Rev.

Thomaston.

forward to their first summer.

at

conducted

Park,

Ulmer Park and at the monument

Wood.

Both The Geigers and The Mol

followed the

on the library lawn along the pa

cocktail-buffet

Fred

were

Ceremonies

Schofield White

at '

12.30 Thursday, whir h will be fol

and Mrs.

an impressive

they

through the main part of the city.

at Cheechako, Lewis Point,

Mr. and Mrs. Al

Strout, .Mr.

as

course of the rotary traffic pattern

The Warren Woman's Club will

supper Saturday evening: Mr. and

fred

made

many units
appearance

resi

summer

The Nielsons had invited the follow

68-lt

H°PPy Motoring"

new

are

the summer here, and are looking

Lakewood Inn Open Sat. Nite

rh* Si9n

Mrs. Kail L. Nielsen,

Knox communities to hold its pa

Rockland Junior Drum and Bugle
Corps providing the music, the

ALENA L STARRET I
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Gull Rock Farm, had as guest over

ing

Drive safely! Trade in your old tires now and save money
in this big sale. Rugged Atlas Tires, made of cold rubber

Rockport
Rockport was the third of the

and Hugh* Corps and the Port O’

WARREN

PLEASANT POINT

The

main speaker.

ed their parade and special exer

this

front of the Post Office.

memorial program was conducted
with Captain Murray Austin as the

Two other communities conduct

valuable card,” he continued, “a

breakdown

64-65

program

rade the patriotic orders and other

some

.

Camden’s

lowing the disbanding of the pa

in a strange town,

ROCKLAND

Camden

the cemetery where

vacation in the form of a Bene

at

TEL. 8680

The

ing the earliest start at 8.45.

that for

Miles R. Sawyer, manager of the

104 PARK ST.

morning

Monday with St. George mak

exercises were conducted and then

Personal Finance Company office

Buy

carried out

during the

In the afternoon the annual pa St. George observance concluded
rade formed at 2 o'clock at the with a program at the Legion Hail.

other card ever issued,” declared

2 and Save!

communities

Methodist Church with the Ameri

ing.

can take peace of mind on their

Card.
‘Our

Buy

St. George
Three

the

will

year,

consecutive

Duran, American Legion chaplain.

marked the first observance of the
holiday.

Legion Home.

r?wr

welcome the good
the

then marched to the cemetery for

morning

Sunday

on

services

was first to

vacationers

of

to the Mall where

services were conducted by Rev.
George Gledhill.
The procession
services which were led by Fred

On Vacation
Thousands

in

most communities, special church

Peace of Mind

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Orett Robinson was guest
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
of honor at a going away party
Correspondent
given by a group of friends at the
Telephone Camden 2483
home of Mrs. Leland Moran last
week. Refreshments were served.
The Wesleyn Guild met Thursday
Assisting were Mrs. Alton Small
and Mrs. Esther Rogers. Attend evening at the home of Mrs. Bea
ing were: Mrs. Edgar Crockett, trice Richard. Meeting was held

As

County.

Knox

and proceeded

"DIM M FOR MURDER"
65-lt

>. EDMUND GRAINGER

AT Ol'R REGILAR LOW ADMISSION!
MATINEES 40c — EVENINGS 60c
Shows At: 2.60—<40—8.45
65-lt

Page Six
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A meeting will be held tonight,
Tuesday, of the Daughters of St.
i Bernard’s at the parish hall.
There will be election of officers
at 7.30, followed by a white ele* phant sale. All members are re! quested to bring a white elephant.

Social Matters
The Nurse’s Guild will meet Wed
nesday at 8 p. in. at the Bok
Nurses Home. All registered and
graduate nurses are invited to at
tend the meeting. Miss Jean Bul
lock. Medical Social Worker, will
be the guest speaker.

The Browne Club of the First
Baptist Church will have its an
nual covered dish supper meeting
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Knott C. Rankin, 74 Cedar
I
street, with husbands as guests.
!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Eugene Keler, Leonard LaCroiz,.
Gerald LaCroaj, Joseph Maguire,
John
Milquist,
Louis
Miller,
Thomas Miller, Patrick Murray.
Danford Post, David Reed, Robert
Ripley.
Altar boys were: Mark Law
rence, David Mazzeo. and Basil
O'Connor and Flower girls Suzan
Dexter, Jean Marie Korick, Rose
Mary Fitzgerald, Jean Miller,
Sharon Miller.

Bishop Feeney Confirms 113 At St. Bernard’s Church

The Catholic Women’s Club and
the Daughter of St. Bernard’s
will sponsor a card party June 17
in St. Bernard’s Parish Hall. Pro
ceeds will be added to the fund for
the new Shrine, to be erected soon,
on the parish lawn. Excellent
prizes will be awarded.

Local Plant

Inspected By

Rev. George H. Wood will attend
Capt. and Mrs. Leo Blood and a “Faith and Order’’ committee
The Kola Club met Thursday
S. H. Fifield spent the weekend session of the Universalist Church
I night at the Gregory cottage on
at the Fifield home at Oceanville. of Maine at the home of the State
Hendrickson’s Point for a supper
Superintendent in Augusta, on
meeting and social evening. Mr.
Owing to the death of Mrs. Thursday.
and Mrs Robert Gregory and
Carrie Winehenbaugh. the S.U.V.
Rev. and Mrs. Merle Conant were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
Kittredge,
supper planned for Wedneesday
the committee in charge. Presinight will be omitted, but there who hr ve been visiting their son,
dient Ted Sylvester appointed the
will be an evening meeting at 7.30. Commander George W. Kittredge
following members to serve on the
in Virginia for several months,
nominating committee: Rev. Mr.
A jolly birthday party was held have returned for the summer.
Conant. Vernon Studley and Mrs.
at the South Main street home of Commander Kittredge is with the
Donald Calderwood Resignations
Ludwick Steeves in honor of his Mutual Defense program, Wash
of Miss Ann Leach and Miss Joyce
16th birthday with 34 friends in ington D. C. Mr. and Mrs. Kit-1
Clark, who are moving away from
attendance from Maine and Mas tredge, pending the opening of
Rockland, were accepted with re
sachusetts.
He received many their home, are visiting Com
gret. The committee appointed
fine gifts including a generous mander and Mrs. Richard P. j
for the June meeting are Mr. and
Hodsdon, South Thomaston.
amount of money.
Mrs. Calderwood and Dr. and
Mrs. Russell Abbott.
Mrs. Beatrice Wood and daugh- !
Mr and Mrs. Wilfred Clark of
Cambridge Mass., spent the holi ter Marilyn Sarah, returned Tues
Opportunity Class of the First
day weekend at their cottage at day from a stay at their cottage j Baptist Church will meet Friday
“Woodholm” at Dennisport, Mass. with Mrs. Clara Emery, 191
Lucia Beach.

Lime Co. Directors
■ i
The monthly meeting of the di

rectors of the Rockland-Rockport

Broadway
with Mrs. Pauline
Saunders, Mrs. Rose Shaw and
Mrs. Frances Sherer as hostesses.
Members are asked to take note
of the change of place and date.
_____
William W. Graves of Old County Road has received word of the
sudden death in Malden, Mass.,
of his sister, Mrs. Alice Graves
Pearson.
Services in Malden
Wednesday, interment in Achorn
cemetery.

SAVE ON FOOD
Serve One of Our

Tender, Plump, Meaty

«
ribuw, ot c-unen
•
Members of the eonfirmation class at St. Bernard's Church who took part in the May Procession Sunday. Mary St. Peter was May
; Queen and Rose Flanagan, Joanne St. Peter, Mary Kent and Agnes Kent were her attendants. Bishop Daniel
Feeney of Portland con
firmed a class of 113 Saturday morning which included persons from the Rockland, Thomaston and Camden parishes.
'
Saturday, The Most Rev. Daniel priests’ rectory, where they then Maguire.
May Procession SundayJ. Feeney. D. D.. Coadjutor Bishop escorted the bishop to the church.
John Lindquist, Louis Miller, PatSt. Bernard’s Church was a
of Portland, assisted by his sec- Thc scene was indeed a beauti- rick Murray, Joseph Nuccio, Dan- scene of beauty Sunday morning
retary and Rev. Charles Bennett, ■ful one- 45 gh-'.s in their white j [Ord post, Brian Powers, Thomas when the children of the parish
Prince, David paid honor to Our Blessed Mother,
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette Rev. George Goudreau and Rev. eonfirmation robes with red collar Powers. Warren
Stacy Budavas, administered the and red beanie, and 50 boys in red Reed. Raymond Reed, Thomas with the annual May Procession.
Sacrament of Confirmation in St. robes and red ties.
Richards, Robert Ripley, Barry
Miss Mary St. Peter was May
Those confirmed were: Harold Rivard.
Bernard's Church, to a class of
Queen and Miss Rose Flanagan,
Achorn. Fred Allen, Joseph Allen.
50 boy, 45 girls, and IS adults.
Albert Robishaw James Secotte, Miss Mary Kent, Miss JoAnn St.
The church and altar were beauti -Malcolm Allen, Robert Anderson, David Simmon3. Harold Simmons.
Peter, Miss Agnes Kent her at
FOR YOUR
Beal,
Norman
Beloin,
fully decorated for the occasion Calvin
Edward Sullivan. Terrance Vigue, tendants, all colorfully gowned.
by the Sisters of the Atonement, Charies Blaisdell, Thomas Bran Paul Waltz. Richard Wilbur, James
The procession was led by the
who also supervised the instruc nan, Michael Coakley, Sanford De Young.
altar boys, clothed in red and
tion of the class. St. Bernard’s lano.
Girls: Catherine Bauer, Mary white, followed by many boys of
James Dexter, Charles Dorgan,
choir added much to the ceremony
Frances
Carr, Valorie Coyne, Bar the confirmation class dressed in
*25 - *50
by rendering the traditional “Ecee Richard Ellingwood William Fi
»ioo:: *1200 Sacerdos”, and benediction hymns. field, Allen Frontin. Joseph Gal bara Davis, Nancy Davis, Pene- their red robe3, and girls in white
Albert Gardner. Michael lop<' Dona^son, Priscilla Dougher- robes, the Quern’s Court, with four
At 8 a. m. the confirmation class lant
Paul
Harriet Epstein, Carol Escorsio, flower girls, and Susan Dexter car
assisted at the Holy Sacrifice of Gray, David Hardy, John
Mary Fairweather, Mary Ann rying the crown.
the Mass: after which they re Hardy. Eugene Hurtubisc, George
Flanagan, Patricia Gac, Marie
Following the crowning of Our
or other pions
turned to the Church at 10 o’clock. James. Eugene Kaler, Leonard LaGardner, Joan Gherardi, Joanne Lady, Miss Rose Flanagan read
and
walked
in
procession
to
the
Croix,
Gerald
LaCross,
Joseph
Take care of your car repairs
Grispi, Kathleen Harvey, Judith the Act of Conaecrati-n.
and vacation expenses at one
Hill.
The ceremony closed with Bene

TURKEYS
OVEN-READY SIZES FROM 5 to 8 LBS.

59c per pound

J.

MONEY

Special Price For Six or More For

Your Freezer — 55c lb.

VACATION

Visitors Always Welcome
Bring The Children Over To See Our Baby Turkeys

HILLCREST TURKEY FARM
ROUTE 1 IN WARREN
TEL. 35-41

Lime Co., Inc, was held Thurs
day at the Company offices in this
city. An inspection was made of
the local properties with special
attention to the successful and
growing agricultural limestone
divsion where a large and very
efficient crusher is being installed.
The wharf property at the Northend also came :i for a close up as
Alton Prock and Ron of Waldoboro
are doing a large repair job there.
The Procks also are installing the
new crusher.
Present at the session were!
several men of considerable inter
est to the company and the com
munity through their connection
with the use of agricultural lime
stone.
Government representa
tives Laurence Chatto and Bart
Oliver of Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Division, Dean
Deering of the U. of M. Extension
Service,
Roland
Strichcimeyer,
chief agronomist and Paul Mosher,
crop specialist, all experts in their
respective fields are co-operating
with the company in brnging to
the farmers of the State the true
importance and high value of agri
cultural limstone. The farm popu
lation has been quick to appreciate
the high value to their operations
of this agricultural limestone.
Among the directors attending
the session was H. Nelson Mc
Dougall, formerly of Rockland, Ar
dley E. Orff, Putnam Blaisdell and
Herbert C. Ncwbegin of this City.
Mr. Orff is president of the corpor
ation.

Happy Hands

in 1 DAY

on your name only

NOTICE

-

-

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THE

RE-OPENING OF
YE OLDE NEW ENGLAND KITCHEN

time... then when you return
pay according to the sched
ule you choose.

!

toons

Come in

for any purport

or, to sove time, phone

AT 4»H WILLOW STREET - TELEPHONE 1046

1720

Tuesday, June 1

359 Main Street 2nd Floor
Life Insurance of no Additional Coat

The Place Where You Can Buy Real Home Baked Food
Closed All Day Mondays
63-65

PUBLIC LOAN

NOTICE TO MY PATIENTS
My Office Has Been Moved
DOWNSTAIRS In the Same Building
At 15 Summer Street

E. H. BROWN, D.S.C.
(FOOT SPECIALIST)
64-65

CORPORATION OF ROCKLAND

— COOK WANTED —
Capable Cook wanted for passenger cruise schooner,
June 20 to Sept. 20. Pay $85 per week found, plus tips.
Excellent job for right man. No liquor.

GRADUATION GIFTS

Mate's berth available for capable man.
Apply to
Capt. Frederick B. Guild

PHONE 64 - CASTINE
6M7

Regina Hyland, Beth James, diction of the Most Blessed Sacra
Mona MacMillan, Donna Maguire, ment. The hymns to Our Lady,
Algie Mazzeo, JoAnn Mazzeo, Joy and Benediction hymns were ren
Mazzeo, Martna Miller, Veronica dered by St. Bernard’s choir.
Murray, Barbara Powers, Bar
Those participating in the pro
bara Prescott, Jacqueline Papose, cession were die following: Bar
Sandra Richards, Suzan Richards. bara Davis, Nancy Davis, Harriet
Mary Robishaw, Alice Roper, Epstein, Carol Escorsio, Mary
Corinne Simmons, Sandra Sleeper, Fairweather, Mary Ann Flanagan,
Brenda Spear, Roberta St. Clair, Patricia Gac, Marie Gardner,
Anne Sullivan, JoAnne Sullivan Joanne Grispi, Kathleen Harvey.
Elaine Thompson. Karen ThompJudith Hill. Regina Hyland, Donson. Frances Turnbull, Teresa na Maguire, Algie Mazzeo, JoAnn
Wetherall, Barbara Wilbur, Jean Mazzeo. Joy Mazzeo, Martha Mil| Witham.
ler, Roberta 3. Clair. JoAnne j
Before the Sacrement of Confir Sullivan, Elaine Thompson, Karen
mation was conferred, the Bishop Thompson,
Frances
Turnbull,
spoke to the children, and gues Fred Allen, Joseph Allen, Robert j
tioned them on their faith. The I Anderson,
ceremony was concluded by Bene- j Michael Coakley, Sanford De
diction of the Most Blessed Sacra- I )ano, James Dexter, Charles Dorment.
gan. William Fifield, Allen Frontin,
Sponsors for the Confirmation Michael, Gray, Fugene Hurtublse,
Class were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence j —------ ------------------------------------------- ■
Dandaneau of Camden.

This little Dutch girl plays
with toys from an American
Junior Red Cross gift box. About
500,006 such boxes were sent
overseas last year.

gamble with fire -

the odd.
art against you1

ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF

COMMERCE

SPECIAL sTa^5s8362

The Business School That Prepares You Quickly
For a Good Position in Business, State Work or
Civil Service

(Catalog of Courses Free on Request)

on this Westinghouse Frost-Free*

"WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE WE HAVE JUST BEEN APPOINTED

OPEN WEDNESDAYS DURING AUGUST
10 A. M. to 5 P. M.
EVENING APPOINTMENTS ARRANGED—TEL. 148
FOR CONSULTATION AND ENROLLMENT

ANSCO FRANCHISED DEALER FOR ROCKLAND"
REFRIGERATOR

COME IN AND LOOK AT THESE

woe $36995

WONDERFUL CAMERAS and CAMERA OUTFITS
•

Ansco

"Memar"
$39.50

NOW ONLY

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

*28633

Ansco Flash

Super Flash Set

Clipper Outfit

$12.95

$24.95

v.

VIZ.25

Ansco Viking

$57.50

$34.95

Super Regent
$87.50

245 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
62465

own

O

THL Y

100% AUTOMATIC DEFROSTING

Speedex Special R

Secretarial, Accounting, and Speedwriting Courses.
Free information about our new Four-Month Secretarial Course

Beautiful New Fabrics and Styles

>»

Now At Greatly Reduced Prices

NO DiniOSTINe to do in tha
Freezer
NO DinotTINO to do in the

Hefrigerator

::

TOPS for Summer —

NO MISSY Binosr WATII to

With Every Camera That We Sell As a Graduation Gift,

empty ever!
• Olent

We Will Give a Genuine Durahide Gadget Bag

Brief Bright Coats

frotror

• I xctu.lv. Relented

«’

Exclamation points of color punctuate

Meet Keeper*
• Sutter Keeper

e ReK-Owt SheH
• Sip VepeteMe
Hemldrewer*

• Sheivet-ia-The-Oeer

!!
::

the now-through-summer coat story!

GET

A NEW OUTFIT AND
FEB. BETTER!

CALL US FOR BONDED FUR STORAGE

CENTRAL \MAINE
power! ^xcompany
JL

ae-.-JNi-

3C-

38-,-UI------ It

3E

63-lt

31---- ^1

|-OB OVLR 40 YEARS

QUALITY

APPLIANCES

DEPENDABLE APPIIANCI SERVICING

! Lucien K. Green & Son
FURRIERS AND STORAGE
:: 16 SCHOOL STREET
TEL. 541
ROCKLAND, MAINE H
I:;
65-n
Xe»oeeooeeei>»e»»»o»»o»»»eeeee»»»»eee»»oe»oeeee»»
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Some people never put off until
Unhappiness Is usually only a
tomorrow what they can say to state of mind, but happiness is al
day.
ways the real thing.

GREETINGS

May Rockland's

of honor. She wore a rose street-

Years To Come

Be Finer and
More Prosperous
Than Those Behind Her

RUSSELL FUNERAL HOME
CARL M. STILPHEN

MAINE

We Wish To Extend
Our Greetings
To the

CITY OF ROCKLAND

On This Most Important Day

CENTENNIAL OBSERVANCE WILL OPEN Additional Floats

BRIDE OF JOSEPH EUGENE SOYCHAK AT 7 P. M. THURSDAY WITH PARADE— Needed For the
Miss Harriette Trask Clark of
Rockland and Joseph Eugene Soychak of Lisbon Falls were united
in marriage in a double ring ceremonyin Rockland on May 29.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a blue street
length dress and carried a colonial
bouquet. Mrs. Evelyn Lagonegro,
sister of the bride, was matron

CENTENNIAL

ROCKLAND

HARRIETT TRASK CLARK BECOMES

Page Seven

length dress and also carried a
colonial bouquet. Anthony G. Soychak, brother of the bridegroom,
served as best man.
A reception was held at the
home of the bride’s parents, 383
Broadway. Carnations and spring
flowers were used as decorations.
The bride’s mother wore a maroon
dress and corsage of pink roses
and the bridegroom’s mother wore
a navy blue dress and corsage of
red roses. Mrs. Almond Pierpont
was in charge of the guest hook
and Mrs. John Williams, sister of
the bride, served the bride’s cake.
The couple left by automobile
for a two weeks’ wedding trip to
Canada and Northern Maine. Th?
bride traveled in a navy blue suit
with white accessories. They will
be at home at 12 Smith street,
Lewiston, after June 15.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Ralph U. Clark. 386 ALTON HALL BLACKINGTON THE
Broadway. She is a graduate of
Rockland High School and the GUEST SPEAKER
Central Maine General Hospital
The Centennial Observance will be held Thursday evening accord
School of Nursing.
She is a
member of the Central Maine Gen ing to the appended program. In ease of inclement weather the parade
eral Hospital Nurses’ Alumni will be cancelled and the fireworks display held the next fair night
at 10 o'clock at Schofield-White Park.
Association. Golden Rod Chapter
The program:
OES, Rockland, and Pratt Memo
7.00 P. M.
rial Methodist Church of Rock
Centennial Parade. Lt. Com. Jasper I). Akers, Marshal, Alton
land. and is employed in the ad
mitting office at thc Central Hall Blackington, Honorary Marshall. Proceeding from lower Park
Maine Genertl Hospital, Lewis Street North on Main Street to Rankin. West on Rankin to Union,
thence South on U nion Street to Community Building. During the
ton.
The bridegroom is the son of parade the church bells will he rung.
8.00 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Soychak, 3
Community Building Auditorium
Spring street, Lisbon Falls. He
Mrs. Ray A. Foley
graduated from Lisbon Falls High I Solo, 1‘lic National Anthem
School in 1942 and has served in Call to Order bt Edward R. Veazie, Chairman of the Centennial
Committe, who will present Presiding Officer, Carl M. Stilphen,
the U.S. Army. He is a member of
Chairman of the 1954 City Council; titular head of thc Citv.
the Knights of Columbus, Order
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
of Railroad Telegraphers, St.
of the First Baptist Church
Cyril and Methoduis Church and
Music
High School Glee Clubs
American Legion.
He is em
Formal Meeting of 1954 City Counci
ployed as a telegrapher by the
Reading of Records of First Council Meeting, June 3, 1954
Maine Central Railroad in Lew
City Clerk Gerald U. Margeson
iston.

Presentation Gov. Burton M. Cross, Remarks
| Presentation Former M ayors: Albert C. McLoon, 1909-1910; Edwin
Those bundled newspapers which
I.. Brown, 1923; Carleton F. Snow, 1924-1925; Leforest A.
serve a hundred useful purposes,
Phurston, 1935-1937; Edward R. Veazie, 1938-1945.
are available, though In short Presentation E. Carl Moran. Author of City Manager Charter
supply, at The Courier-Gazette of ! Presentation Former City Manager Frederick D. Farnsworth
fice.
Six pound bundles of print Presentation City Manager Lloyd K. Allen
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six Presentation of 1954 City Council
pound bundles of unprtnted plain ! Presentation Supt. of Schools. Bruce Kinney
white news papers, 25c per bundle. ’ Music
118-tf Presentation Alton Hall Blackington
’ Benediction
Rev. Charles R. .Monteith
of the Congregational Church
Adjournment to Schofield-White Park
I Music
Rockland City Band
10.00 P. M.
I Public Bonfire, Schofield-White Park
Auspices Fire Chief Van F. Russell
| Music
Compliments of
Master Display of Fireworks with Special Rockland Centennial
Pieces
FOX & GINN, INC.
Final Informal Adjournment to June 3, 2054
Should the day prove severely inclement all features will be held
i on schedule except the parade and the fireworks. The fireworks
Motor Express Lines
, will he presented at !0 P. M. the next fair night, with announcement
via Rockland. Bangor and Portland radio stations at 6 P. M. the
night of the display. The parade will be cancelled.

Local and

Of Their

Warren Phones Go

Centennial Celebration

Long Distance Movers

On Dial System
Friday Morning

Home Terminal:

NEW ENGLAND

Warren Telephone Company sub' scribers will be able to use their
dial phones after 7 o’clock Friday
morning according to an annonucement made by the telephone com-1
pany on Monday. At that time
the changeover will be made from
the old system to the newly in
stalled dial setup.
In additon to Charles A. Webb,
president and other Warren Tele
phone Company personnel the open
ing ceremonies will be attended by

BANGOR, MAINE

METAL CULVERT CO.

PHONE 5608

ARMCO DRAINAGE PRODUCTS

PORTLAND, MAINE

A

SALUTE

TO

Sheldon Littlefield of Portland, a
representative of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany. Also present will be techni
cians from the company which in
stalled the new equipment.
Those bundled newspapers which
are available, though In short
supply, at Tne Courier-Gazette ofserve a hundred useful purposes,
Six pound bundles of print
fice.
ed papers 15c per bundle. Six
pound bundles of unprinted plain
white news papers, 25c per bundle
118-tf

Centennial Parade
Plans for the “Rockland City
Charter Float" to be used in the
Centennial parade are nearing
completion under the supervision
of Ben Dowling.
This float is

Akers in order to avoid duplica
tion. All floats should arrive on
Park street, between Compton's
and Rockland Grain Company on
Thursday. June 3d, not before 6
p. m. and not later than 6.30.
No money is saved by laughing
at other people's expense.

FAVORITE POEM

sponsored by Theatre Guild and
If I had my life to live again, X
it will depict Rockland's first would have made a rule u> <ead
some

|

|

poetry

and

llaten

Compliments of

M. E. O'BRIEN & SONS

RECREATION

EQUIPMENT

BROOKLINE 47, MASSACHUSETTS

For social items In The Courier
Gazette Phone 1044. City
tf

ROCKLAND
GREETINGS

CONGRATULATIONS
To the

from
CITY OF ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT

on its
100th Birthday

The Guy Gannett Publishing Co. and Guy

Gannett Broadcasting Services salute the City of

LIME CO.

Rockland on the occasion of its 100 anniversary.
WOTTON'S

ROCKLAND, MAINE

405 MAIN STREET

457 MAIN STREET

May the years ahead bring continued peace

ROCKLAND, MAINE

and prosperity to its sturdy Maine citizens and

progressive business establishments.

GREETINGS

CONGRATULATIONS

To the

To the

CITY OF ROCKLAND

CITY OF ROCKLAND

on its

on its

100th Birthday

100th Anniversary

GUY GANNETT PUBLISHING CO. AND BROADCASTING SERVICES
PORTLAND PRESS HERALD - EVENING EXPRESS - SUNDAY TELEGRAM

WATERVILLE MORNING SENTINEL - DAILY KENNEBEC JOURNAL
WGAN and WGAN-TV — CBS RADIO AND TELEVISION NETWORKS

to

some

mayor. Knott Crockett, and board music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss ot
of aldermen signing the charter happiness —Charles Darwin
in 1854.
IT S SIMPLY GREAT
Additional floats are urgently
needed. All floats should be nonIt’s simply great to be alive, ar.d
be
commercial, simple, inexpensive,
A part of all that’s going on;
and dignified.
Float themes
To live and work and feel and
should represent Rockland's his
see
tory and progress, such as limeLife lived each day from early
rock industry, fishing industry,
dawn
boat building, sailing ships or To rise and with the morning
light
steamboats. Other suitable themes
Go forth until the hours
could be replicas of important
grow* late,
public buildings, or replicas of
And rest from honest toil—it’s
great.
historical
buildings
or land
marks. tableau floats depicting Then joyously return at night
clothing worn in 1854, the gay It's great to be a living part
Of all the surging world alive,
nineties or the roaring twenties
\nd lend a hand in field and mart,
are highly desirable.
A worker in this human hive;
The sponsoring company, group, To live and earn and dare to do.
or organization may place their
Nor ever shirk or deviate
name on the float, but the float From course or purpose we pur
sue,
theme should be non-commercial.
Until the goal is won—It’s
Float themes should be cleared
Great.
through Parade Chairman Jasper
—Thomas Carlyle.

EMIL RIVERS, Inc

342 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Tuesday-Tfiursday-Saturday

at the Com- will occupy the time Saturday
The banquet will be
starting
at evening.
served at 6 o’clock with an RKO
Dancing
Cribbage and pool tourneys will floor show to follow.
! be held at the Elks Home. Also until 1 a. m. will round out the
• at the home will be a house party, evening.
Sunday morning at 10 o’clock,
buffet luncheon and floor show’
: with dancing to continue until the annual memorial service will
be held, and is open to the public.
I 1 a. m.
At 10.30, the executive business
On Saturday morning, finals in
sessions of the convention will
the tournaments will be held and
open.
a golf tournament will start on the «
Samoset course at 9 a.m. A fly '
casting tourney will get underway SOUTH WARREN
There will be a meeting of Good
at the same time.
At 3 p. m. Saturday, a water Will Grange Sewing Circle at the
ballet will be presented in the J hall Thursday afternoon, June 3,
Samoset pool. There will also be | and supper will be served prior
a shimming party and boat trips' to the Grange meeting in the eve
ning.
on the bay.

ment will be held
COMMUNITY CONCERT ASSOCIATION ELKS CONVENTION HERE FRIDAY
' munity
Building,
CHANGES MEMBERSHIP DRIVE TO
THROUGH SUNDAY WITH ROCKLAND • 7 p. m

LODGE HOST TO 400 OR MORE

JUNE—COOPER CHAIRMAN

The Rockland Lodge of Elks Moran, pool and billiard tourna
At a meeting of the Knox Coun | Mr. and Mrs Lyford Ames, Worth
Kaufman. Mrs. Bess Gowdy, Mrs. will be host to some 400 Elks and ments.
Fred Snow and Miss Marion Ginn. their ladies from all sections of
Kenneth LeGage, bowling tour
held Thursday evening at the Ho
Maine at the annual convention nament; Kenneth George fly cast
tel Thorndike it was decided to
ing; Gilbert E. Barker. Edward
conduct the membership drive at Camden Lions Club uf the Maine Elks’ Association at
Manscau, Carl Billington, Carl
the Samoset Hotel this weekend.
an earlier date than in previous Chooses Frank
Stilphen.. memorial service com
Registrations will open at the
years
June 21 was set by the
mittee; William W. Cross, con
hotel at 2.30 Friday afternoon
group as the day on which the Thomas President
vention photographer.
• From then until Sunday afternoon
drive would be started under the
Rockland ladies who will serve
Bill Macomber, Principal and events are scheduled to occupy
direction of Almon Cooper, who
on the reception committee of the
the
visitors.
Most
meetings
and
was re-appointed campaign chair Athletic Director of Cony High
1 School of Augusta, was speaker events are scheduled for the hotel, ladies’ birthday party include:
man.
Mrs. Gilbert Barker, Mrs. Blake
The decision to hold the drive in I this week. Bill, who graduated but many will be at the Elks
B
Annis, Mrs. Louis B. Cook,
June instead of October was based : from M.C.I. and Colby College, Home and a bowling tourney is to
Mrs. William Cross, Mrs. Samuel
on the desire of the group to have 1 started his coaching career at be held in the Community Build
Gamache, Mrs. Maynard L. Mars-1
a better opportunity to hook out
Rockland High Schoo! in 1927. ing
Brim Jewett of Bath, president ton, Mrs. Call Billington, Mrs.
standing concerts tor the coming He also coached at South Port
of
the Maine Elks Association, Edward Manseau and Mrs. James
seasno.
land High, where his teams an- '
Shannon.
heads
the contention committee.
It is planned to book three con nexed State titles in football. He
Following registration on Fri
certs and the association members has been at Cony High for the I Carl M. Stilphen. a past exalted
ruler of the Rockland lodge, is a day afternoon, a bowling tourna
are hoping that one of the concerts past 12 years.
will feature the Vienna, Austria,
He spoke of an unpleasant mem- ' member of his staff. Exalted
Chorus of 24 voices. The group oiy of Camden, as it was the ruler of the host lodge is Gilbert
emphasized the fact that the only high school to defeat him i Barker of Rockland.
Rockland Lodge members serv
Vienna Chorus has not yet been in athletic competition while he
booked but it is hoped that they coached at Rockland, that being ing on the several committees in
may be.
an 18-17 setback in a basketball clude: C. Maxwell Ames, regis
Mrs. Benita Shields, contract gam eat Camden. Bill spoke on tration; William W. Cross, ladies’
representative of the Community the subject of High School athlet birthday party; Robert Brewer,
committee;
Gilbert
Concert Association of New- York ics and pointed out that High reception
was psesent at the meeting. Lo School athletics started out around Barker, chairman exalted rulers’
cal people attending included Mrs. 1890 as a student project which luncheon.
Louis B. Cook, sailing and boat
Forest Stone. Mrs. Alice Soule, later came under the managetrips; Joshua N Suthard, church
1 schedules; George Parsons, hous
ing; Louis Yadino, golf; Paul
ty Community Concert Association

SALUTATIONS

and
BEST

WISHES

To the People of the
City of Rockland
on the occasion of the

Centennial Observance

S. R. JONES
Representing

AMERICAN-LAFRANCE
FOAMITE CORP.

E. C. MORAN COMPANY

INC.

I

ment of the school principals. He
also spoke of the many rule
changes which have improved
the situation.
He was accom
panied by his brother Walter, who
teaches electricity at Cony High.
They were introduced by Program
Chairman Bob Waterman.
Next week the speaker will be
C. L. Dinsmore. There will be no
meeting on June 8. due to the
Alumni Banquet.
The meeting
will be held June 9. and will be
installation, with the place to be
announced. June 16 the 25th anni
versary celebration will be held a*
the Samoset Hotel. June 29. which
will be the last meeting before
summer adjournment, will be the
annual outing at Doc Armstrong's
camp at Megunticook Lake.
Election of officers was held
this week and the following were
chosen to serve this coming year:
President, Frank Thomas; Hirst
vice president, Robert Laite; sec
ond vice president, Walter Wads
worth; secretary. Dean Fisher;
assistant secretary, Lester Gross;
treasurer, Richard Moody; assist
ant treasurer. Ted Jensen; tail
twister, Norman Marriner; lion
tamer. Guy Robbins; historian.
Leon Crockett; directors, Roland
Crockett, and Bill Otto.
King Lion Jimmy Johnson ap
pointed the following installation
committee: Norman Fuller, chair
man; Lawrence Tedford, Lester
Gross and Irvin Ross. Wednes
day, June 9, will be Charter Night
at Tenant’s Harbor, and Dr. W. B.
Gray of the Camden Club will be
the master of ceremonies.

At noon Saturday, the exalted
rulers’ banquet will be held at the
hotel. This will be followed dt 1
p. m. by the ladies’ party, at
which Mies Agnes Gibbs will be
the guest speaker.
The presidents’ banquet and ball

Everyone has a right to think,
but it is often dangerous to ex
press one’s thoughts.

!
No wonder crooked lawyers
have become
a necessity—so j
many clients need that kind.

Korean Vets
And the G. I.

that VA can rule whether he is
already qualified for the objective
selected.

For example, if he already is
trained as a bookkeeper or accoun
tant, VA will not approve a school
The Veterans' Administration an
course in bookkeeping.
nounced this week some of its rules
A veteran who applies for a beand
regulations to
determine
whether Korean veterans already low-college trade or technical
are qualified -n the courses they course that consists largely of shop
apply for under the education and practice will be denied training if:

Training Rules

1. He has previously completed a
training provisions of the Korean
similar school course for the same
GI Bill.
Under the law, the veteran must occupation.
2. He has at any time in the past
select his final goul before enter
ing training, accord’ng to M. L. held a job as a qualified workman
Stoddard. Manager, Veterans Ad in the same trade for which he re
quests training. However, if the
ministration Center, Togus.
It may be an cductional goal, new occupation is at a higher level,
such as the attainment of a college he would be permitted to train for
degree; a professional one such as 1“'
3. He has completed an on-thelaw or medicine, or a vocational
goal such as a machinist or drafts- job training course which qualified
him for his desired objeetve, either
man.
Stoddard said the veteran must in the locality where training was
list his previous training and ex completed or where lt is to be
perience on the application form so taken.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO ROCKLAND!

A Dearly Loved
Voice Speaks
58 Years of

Insurance Service

445 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 98

From the Past
"Coastwise
Shipping,
East
Thomaston. 1854" from the gifted
pen of Anna E. Coughlin, written
in 1936, is from "Shore Neighbors"
and was forwarded by Alton
Blackington who, in turn, had
received it from William Healey
of Encinitas, Calif., formerly of
Rockland.

Longtime employees of Birds Eye Division in
Rockland in both the marine base and the fillet
plant. Their average period of employment is 17
years and the total years is 646.
In the front row, left to right, are: Evelyn
Greene, 13 years of service; Robert Libby, 16;
Willis Kinney, 15; John Guptill, II; Charles
Drysdale, 26; Hilma’Bradstreet, 27.
Second row: Ansel 'idling, 15; Earl Calder,

13; A. Mason Johnson, 12; Arnold Salminen, 15;
Chauncey Lowell, 16; James Brazier, 27; Lewt’ille l’ottle, 21.
Third row: Ralph Clark, 28; David Sivewright, 13; Robert Widdecomb, 11; Lawrence
Sawyer. I I ; Ludwig Genevicz, 13; Colby Post, 29;
Everett Carter, 14; Henry Montgomery, 16; John
Christopher, 27; Arthur Burge, 27; Horatio
Torfason, I 5.

Fourth row: Fred Cotta, 13; Alden Perry, 12;
Charles Winslow, 13; Clarence Rogers, 19; Ray
mond Graham, 30; Carl Kitching, 13; John Buzzell, 12; Carroll Carter, 12; Louis Hansen, 12;
Harold Connon, 11,
Fifth row: Frank Dowling, 15; Augustus
Newhall, 13; Walter Montgomery, 13; Harold
Leach, 13; Cyrus Maxey, 14.

COASTWISE SHIPPING

East Thomaston—1854

c.

Strips of wharves built out from
the shore,
Smoking kilns and industry’s roar;
Oxen straining under their yoke;
Necks and flanks with steam
a-smoke;
Stevedore pointing his mighty
arm,
Casks this way and that way out
of harm;
Shouts and saws, and hammers
and nails;
“Now,” they said, “run up your
sails."
Captain Zek’ll stepped over the
blocks.
Seated himself on the rudder-box.
Pointed her prow to the distance
dim,
And life and that wheel were one
to him.
“Hey, bring me a mug o’ tea,”
he'd yell
As the staunch little coaster
breasted the swell.
When red streaks marked a dying
day,
“Fetch me
say.

’nother shirt,”

alert,

Another mug! and another shirt!
Manhattan’s docks were waiting
for lime,
Money was made if you shortened
your time.
Other skippers started with him
But lost him out on the ocean's
rim.
vessels

the

But going, they met him coming
back!
And they’d mutter deep in each
husky throat;

“Devil’s name! Howd he sail
that boat!"
—From 'Shore Neighbors” by
Anna E. Coughlin.

plant employees and fishermen—to help reach this goal.
According to plans for this year, about $3,000,000 will
be distributed in the community as a result of Birds Eye's
operations. This includes wages and salaries totaling about
$812,000 to men in the trawler fleet
$355,000 to marine base employees, and
$777,000 to fish plant employees.
Other local expenditures of about $1,000,000 include supplies
purchased here, rent, utilities, local taxes and other mis
cellaneous items.
Rockland has built an enviable reputation as New Enggland's fastest growing fishing port, and we at Birds Eye are
doing our best to help Rockland continue to grow and prosper.

he’d

Fair wind or head wind no dif
ference madeStraight as H his course he laid;
Keen-eyed as a hawk, steady

They sailed their
beaten track.

longratulotions on your 100th anniversary, Rockland,
from a quarter-century-old industry. It happens that we're
also celebrating because Birds Eye is 25 years old this summer.
Back in 1929 there was only one processor of quick-frozen
foods—our plant at Gloucester—and no retail sales. Today
there are 1400 processors, and some 235,000 retailers make
available to consumers $1,200,000,000 worth of frozen foods
a year. Rockland has had an important share in that growth.
Birds Eye's nine trawlers will be sailing out of this port
at regular intervals, bringing in approximately 55,000,000
pounds of ocean perch to be quick-frozen during the current
year. It will mean a busy time for us if we all work together-

BIRDS

EYE

Division of General Foods
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ROCKLAND HARBOR

AN UNPUBLISHED CITY DOCUMENT
ROCKLAND DAILY STAR, OCTOBER 21, 1896

An act to incorporate the town of Rockland into a city was
passed by the Legislature at its session of 1854, subject to a vote
of the inhabitants accepting or rejecting it. This was decided
at a town meeting duly called on the 3d of the next June as
follows: For accepting, 238; against, 110. The event was cele
brated in the evening by martial music, ringing of bells, firing
of guns, rockets, bonfires and other demonstrations of joy. In
the course of the next two or three weeks, the selectmen pro
ceeded to divide the city by specific boundaries into seven wards,
preparatory to an election of city officers, which took place July 8.
Handsome rooms were provided in the Berry Block for the city
government and with the Hon. Knott Crockett as mayor, the city
commenced its career as the eighth chartered city in the state
and the fifth in population. Of course Mayor Crockett delivered
the usual inaugural address, but it was never published in any
of the city records and was supposed to have been lost. A Star
representative never believed this and for two years has been
pursuing inquiries respecting it. In conversation months ago,

1854

with J. J. Perrt, into whose hands as a relative Knott Crockett's
papers have many of them fallen, he expressed the confidence
that he should some day run across it. The other day he found
what is a portion, and maybe the whole of it. As it is an inter
esting and valuable part of the unpublished city records it is
given below.
If there was originally more of it, it must have been in the
way of pointing out more definitely the improvements suggested
in a general way in what is here published.
"Gentlemen of the Council: We are now about to commence
a new form of government under the direction and wishes of
the People of Rockland. To this new form of government, they
have selected us to arrange and put in motion, I conclude, a
city form of government which is new to most of us. The form
ation is certainly new to me, but I have the satisfaction of
believing that you will, Gentlemen, be ready at all times to give
me your aid and counsel, and I hope that we shall be able by
our acts to satisfy our constituents that we have endeavored
to do our duty. I am well aware, Gentlemen, that there has
been some sectional and local feelings in the town which ought
not to be, and I will say here that in one sense of the word I
have none. I am willing to admit that I feel a satisfaction in

the prosperity of the North End as we call it but I will not admit
that I do not feel a satisfaction in seeing the South End flourish
also. The city we all know is very small in territory, it is but
a short walk from the extreme north to the extreme south, and
all improvements in the city must be a benefit to every individual
in it."
The members of the city government that year were as
follows:
Mayor — Knott Crockett.
City Clerk — Wakefield G. Frye.
Aldermen — Ward One, A. J. Bird; Ward Two, Isaac Gregory,Ward Three, George S. Wiggin,- Ward Four, Thomas Colson,- Ward
Five, Thomas W. Hix,- Ward Six, A. C. Spaulding; Ward Seven,
Jeremiah Tolman.
Common Council — Elijah Walker, President; N. C. Wood
ward, clerk; Ward One, Calvin Hall, Azariah Stanley, Patrick
Simonton,- Ward Two, Isaac Ingraham 2d, Charles L. Allen, Charles
Crockett; Ward Three, John S. Case, John Wakefield, Samuel
Rankin; Ward Four, John Spofford, Elijah Walker, G. J. Burns;
Ward Five, Jeremiah Berry, Ephriam Hall, David Robinson; Ward
Six, S. H. Burpee, Daniel C. Haskell, Francis W. Rhoades; Ward
Seven, Oliver B. Brown, Jonathan Spear, John Bird, Jr.
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child is born, unto them a daugh
ter is given, and the government
1 shall be upon her shoulders.”
Today we celebrate the 100th
anniversary of that occurrence and
it behooves us to pass in revi- w,
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briefly, the events of the passed
rresented m words and pictures to the readers ot 1 he Louner-Gazette in com- century and contemplate just how
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nearly Rockland fulfilled the hopes
memoration ot the lUUth anniversary ot the incorporation ot Kockland, Maine and desires of the incorporators.

ROCKLAND A Century of Progress
JUNE 3,

1954

child we are first interested in her
antecedents. Who were her papa
and mama; where did she come
! from and why?

By Elmer E. Barde

Historical Background
Historical life of New England,
although short in comparison to
other regions of this earth, con- i
stitutes a record of an energetic j
Knox Hospital with the new wing added.
life that demands admiration. Our j
forebears did not find life easy; fame and fortune came to Rock gave it greater importance than above all, lime-rock.
they were rugged men and women I land, then called Shore Village, for its mother-town, Thomaston. By
The necessary vote was passed
who conquered an equally rugged it was in that year that John Ul 1850 East Thomaston, as it had at a town meeting held in the
country, fighting unfriendly cli-I mer of Waldoboro removed to been designated in 1820, had a month of May 1850, and the peti
mate, difficult terrain, hostile na- Rockland and began the manufac population of 5,052 compared to tion which was presented to the
[ tives. The coast of Maine, with the ture of lime, an industry that was 2,723 for its parent. This gain was Legislature, was granted July 17,
mouth of the Penobscot River as J to give this region a national repu due chiefly to the many advantages 1850. Less than four years later it
its center, was no exception. The I tation and that, changed its name the location offered for the prose received its city charter.
early history of this region is one later on to Rockland. It was in that cution of ship building and lime
More About Limerock
which is not surpassed by many same year that the first post-office manufacturing. Even among Maine
larger and more famous cities.
was opened and James D. Wheaton towns East Thomaston was famous
Rockland stood ready to supply
In the earliest days of settle-1 was appointed the first postmaster. for the number, size, and excel all the lime the world could use,
; ment all the area now occupied by 1 It was also the year that saw the lence of the vessels built there; and for centuries to come, and within
the city of Rockland was included erection of the first meeting-house; her preeminence as a lime manu the limits of profitable transporta
within the limits of Thomaston. the first tavern had preceded the facturing and shipping center was tion, competition was not feared.
The earliest historical reference of dedication of the first place of beyond dispute.
It took nearly a century of scienti
which we are certain, appears in, worship by two years.
fic progress to find a substitute for
Name Changed to Rockland
1605, when George Weymouth
Rockland’s lime, an ingredient that
At the beginning of the 19th
landed on the shores of the present Century business took a decided
This was the direct cause of the could be manufactured and trans
Thomaston while on a coastwise forward motion. A large salt-manu name of the town being changed ported more economically than
expedition. He is the first English facturing business was inaugurated from East Thomaston to Rockland. Rockland’s leading product.
man known to have come to this and lime-making and ship building Although the ostensible reason ad
For over a century the lime
I region.
began to assume considerable pro vanced was that so populous and business grew, small at first and
His glowing description of the portions. The British Embargo of important a segment of Thomas worked in the simplest manner.
area brought on visits by other 1807 hurt all enterprises consider ton should have a distinctive name Yet from the first it was profitable
settlers. Before Portland had been ‘ ably and the citizens participated of its own, the matter would never and gave employment to an increas
settled and while there were less with much enthusiasm in the War have been pressed were it not for ing number of men.
than a half-dozen other inhabited of 1812, taking an active aggres the popular conviction that the in
Main Street in the old days. The flag pole at the head of Sea Street (now Tillson Avenue) Is in evidence and a virtual forest
Like in other lines of industry
ot chimneys graces the roof of the Thorndike Hotel in the foreground. Coakley Block hears small reseinblcnce to the Senter-Crane building.
places on the coast, north of Massa sive part, sending many recruits terests of the town would be pro the men directly employed in the
Odd Fellows block, corner School and Main Streets, since replaced by Moolworth - Bell Shops hud not then been erected and the tower chusetts, Penobscot Bay area be
and making generous contributions. moted by having increased atten mining and burning of lime were
on Berry's block, which many say is the cause ol the present roof sag, is plainly visible in the picture.
came to be frequented and known j Lime burning, ship building, and tion called to its natural advan not the only classes supported by
INTRODUCTION
training. Rumor has it that there and to learn to love them all. The worth Museum in Rockland, who as a desirable location.
related industries progressed in tages by the adoption of the name the business. Lime production had
Introduction
are now some Kockianders
Rocklanders comcom ' tale is therefore written in a most permitted the use of files, books,
In 1635 a trading house was es- i the Shore Village and gradually IlOCK-land, the land of rock, and, a direct effect on shipping. The
friendly spirit and nowhere is any and other valuable reminders of the tablished by Thomas Swaden and
This is a tale of the first hun piling one.
The lines that follow are intend-; criticism either implied or intend- city’s past history. To all of them he dealt with the Indians, the busi
dred years of Rockland, the proud
and to the many older citizens who ness continuing until 1675, when
city nestling on the shore of Pe ed to present to the reader, in nar- ‘‘d.
rative form, some of the highHundreds of hours have gone werp good enough to listen to me or the post was destroyed by the In
nobscot Bay, in Maine.
me
at diaries and then dians and abandoned.
It is not a history of the pe lights that helped to make Rock- into searching, reading, interview-!
The year of 1720 saw the erec
riod. That would call for a chron land the good place it is today to ing, and just plain talking with K’Ve me their recollection, most
r'
■j s*ncere thanks.
tion of two strong block houses on j
ological record of events and the live in. The writer is not native to 1 older residents before an attempt
writer had neither the ability nor the region, having acquired rights was made to convert notes into There was only one peculiarity the eastern bank of the present St.
the time needed to compile such a of citizenship here by virtue of ■ the written story. Rockland’s City! n°ted in the preliminary work; ap- George River, about where Mont-;
one. It takes much painstaking re marriage to a Rocklander; but in' Librarian, Miss Ruth Rogers, and patently no two of our older citi- nelier is now located. The fort
search of records, their evaluation, forty years of visits to the place staff were most helpful in finding zens have the identical recollection underwent several severe tests
identical events. It was not al- when attacked by Indians but conthe determination of their correl and in three years of continued information; so was the State Libation to others to write acceptable residence, he has learned to appre- rarian in Augusta, and Mr. Wendell w®ys easy to choose one version tinned as the rallying point of al,
history, an art that requires special ciate people, climate, and the place Hadlock, director of the Earns- over the other, and if some of the the English in the locality, mainreaders of these lines do not agree taining a regular garrison of
with all that is stated here, blame! about 40 soldiers,
it on the writer’s desire to make
It was in the year of 1S67 that
the yarn interesting but still at the present site of the city of
I least reasonably accurate.
' Rockland was first visited by white
The Courier-Gazette of Rock- men who were more than either
J land, and its Editor-Publisher, hunters or explorers. The first
John M. Richardson, desired to permanent settlement within ttr
make some sort of a continuous limits of the township was not
record of the events that led to made until two years later, and
this day. They charged the writer even as late as 1795 there was but
with the pleasant duty to prepare one house where the city now
the record.
stands.
With the very best wishes for a
First Visitors
happy birthday, and for many
Those first visitors to Rockland
happy returns of the day, this who may properly be called the
The 244 foot Meneinon Sanford, named for the founder of the Sanford Line, was on the Bostonsummary of Rockland's past is pre sires of the city, were three bro
sented to its citizens by The thers, named Lermond, who hailef Rockland-Kangor run in 1854. Fastest steamer of her time, she was early drafted by the Goirmmrnt
Edwin Eldredgc
Courier-Gazette and all the mem from Upper St. George, the pre in the Civil War and lost soon after on the Florida Capes.
bers of the staff.
sent-day Warren. They settled on
Elmer Barde
a cove which even today is named
Rockland, Maine,
Lermond’s Cove in their memory,
June 3, 1954.
and got out a cargo of pine lumbei
and oak staves. They did nothing
Birth of the City
June 3, 1854 was a day of tre-j that could be construed as preparamendous importance to Rockland tion for permanent residence at
and its inhabitants. It was on that the place, in fact they returned to
day that a town meeting was held Warren shortly after getting out
is? and it was decided to accept the the cargoes that were easily ac#. ' Act passed by the current session cessible.
;! I of the State Legislature to permit i That was in about 1767, and the
the incorporation of the town into first permanent settlers did not ar[ a city. 238 voters were for the i rive until two years later, in the
proposition while 110 objected to year 1769. Eight men arrived and
it. That evening the residents voic-' set about building log cabins and j
ed their joy and approval of this clearing the land. One of them, j
progressive step, greeting the John Lindsey, located upon the
event with martial music, ringing site of the present city, and for ■
| of bells, firing of cannon, discharg- nearly thirty years remained “mon-'
ing of rockets and Roman candles, arch of all he surveyed,” the year
huge bonfires made of tarbarrels. 1795 finding his house as the only
and a spontaneous parade. Any one within the city limits as of toThe handsome 225 loot long Boston was the companion of the Sanford on the Boston run and was
good preacher present could have day.
called an excellent sea b<mt. She lacked the elegance and nower of the Menenion Sanford but was very
popular. Like the Sanford she was taken over by the Government early in the Civil War and was burned
. paraphrased the Prophet Isaiah j
Start of Lime Industry
The old Lindsey House. Note hack at the enrtance, A. F. Crockett Livery Stable sign in foreground.
I and told them that “unto them a ■ It was in the year of 1795 that at Hilton, S. C., to keep her from falling Into Confederate hands.

Rockland’s Boston Boats In 1854
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Remember The Days Of The East Coast Fisheries ?
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bc^net* of the heyday of the East Coast Fisheries. Huge steam
___ .
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.
propelled beam trawler, made up the Heet ol the short lived venture TUU®“ A'enue ln the area now owned by 'h<’ Independent Lobster
a
*.iv ’-ere a fa i liar s eht in the harbor. In the picture at the Company and F. J. O'Hara A- Sons, Inc. The center picture looks
left, extensive repairs and dock building operations are underway on from McLoon', Wharf to the present fillet plant dock ot Birdseye Divi-
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or the smoke made by wood fires.
Life in the New City
The days that followed incorpor
ation and election of city officers
were proud days indeed. Handsome
rooms were provided for mayor and
city council in the Berry Block and
the city of Rockland commenced its
civic career as the 8th chartered in
the state and the 5th in population.
! Rockland’s lime vied with Rock
land’s ships in the eyes of the
world. The booming enterprise de
veloped other commerce which
•brought railroads, direct steam
boat connections with Boston, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, and the many is
lands nearby, and an economy
which at its peak commanded more
than 90 kilns and some 200 sailing
ships to serve them. Perhaps in no
other way can the magnitude of
the enterprise be demonstrated
than by the statement that the insion of General Foods and shows one of the trawlers discharging at ‘*us^ry build its own standard
the pier. Beyond are the docks of Eastern Steamship Company on ttauge railroad, eleven miles in
Tillson Wharf, now the ( oast Guard Base.
length, which did nothing but
Loaned by Llewella Mills ’ carry limerock from the quarries to

The peak of the ship building
was probably reached before the
incorporation of the city. That year
the clipper ship Red Jacket, of
2,500 tons, was launched and a few
months later performed the pas
sage from New York to Liverpool
in thirteen days, one hour and
twenty-five minutes, the quickest
on record. In 1854 eleven full-rig
ged ships, three barks, six brigs,
and four schooners were launched
from Rockland yards, a perform
ance that was never to be equalled.
The city grew with the country.
As life in the United States pro
gressed and prosperity continued
to bless the nation so this enter
prising community on the shores of
Penobscot Bay prospered and pro
gressed. Many stores and other
buildings were going up. Among
them were a brick block by Cap
tain John Spear, on Main Street,
with three spacious stores below
and dwellings above; and, in the
northern part of the city, a like
block by Joseph Hewett, and an-

lime furnished by the city went to
[ l ies and kilns are largely abandonBoston, New York, and even as far
■ ed, and as we double back into the
away as Galveston, Texas, and went
I hills a little way, we find the quar- j
by water. It took a sizeable Heet of
lies filled with clear, limpid water
vessels to carry all this lime and
land reflect that there is a haunt
to bring the coal and wood used in
ing, lonely beauty about them.
the burning. When the lime busi
From a near-by hill we can look
ness was good, shipping was profit
i out at a large fresh-water lake
able and all along the rocky coast
1 while in the distant background is
of Maine Rockland’s prosperity
the saltwater of Penobscot Bay.
was felt. This was one of the al
A state of paradox is Maine.”
7 'A
lied industries.
Another timely description of
Back in the country districts
Rockland might be properly intro
there was another. There they
duced here, from the pages of The
made the barrels in which the lime
Rockland Gazette, fore-runner of
was shipped to the market. And
the present-day Courier-Gazette:
even beyond the cooperage region,
“The township is small in area
still further inland, there was the
and very irregular in outline. The,
hoop-pole belt, where one of the
surface is extremely rough and i
important occupations was the cut
'varies greatly in altitude; the land
ting and splitting of young growth
along the shore being low and
A joyous era in Knox County history is indicated by the Hockamock
to make the hoops that bound the
I comparatively level, while further Ferry at Oakland Park where the young fry sailed for free in
(he
summer and skated in tlie winter. Oakland Park, under the aegens
staves of the lime casks.
' back it rises into hills, which form of the
late Thomas E. Ilawken, lieearue a mecca for young and old, a
part of the chain beginning in beauty spot, clean and lovely, unmatched in New England,
Knott Crockelf First Mayor
So, feeling its importance indus
trially, commercially, and as the
center of a prosperous industry,
Rockland incorporated as a city j
and elected the Honorable Knott
Crockett to be its first mayor. His
election was held on July 8, 1854,
and members of council and other (
necessary officers were elected on j
that day.
Word Pictures of Rockland
And just what did this child, this I
new city look like when the Hon.
Crockett assumed his guardian
'’W
ship? We were unable to find much ■
descriptive literature on that but 1
about 15 years later, Samuel
Adams Drake, in his “Nooks and ]
z
Corners of The New England
S5&
' 1
Coast” describes Rockland us foi- j
A World War 1 parade is here shown passing the defunct Hall-Ma nson-N'ye carriage factory. The space is now occupied hy the
lows:
A. C. McLoon built Nelson Shell Station.
Loaned by Llewella Mills
“I approached the famous Pe-,
w.............
nobscot River in a dense fog, in
!
*—
decks were wet with the damp of sky and water reappeared. Then, call of the enchanter, blinking its without a leg to stand on.”
1
which the steamer cautiously
the morning; the few passengers before blighter gleams, they over drowsy eyes; then sunlit steeples; Beautiful language: a wonderful
threaded her way. Earth, sky, and
stirring seemed lifeless and un threw and trampled upon each and lofty spars glanced up and way to say that Rockland was
water were equally indistinguish
other in disorderly rout. A few out of the fog-cloud that enveloped primitive, raw, boisterous, but hus
able, A volume of pent steam social.
tling to make a living and doing
“
At
this
instant
the
sun
emerg

scattered remnants drifted into the city of Rockland.
gushing from the pipes hoarsely
right well at it. And what does our
“
The
vicinity
of
a
town
had
.trumpeted our approach, and then ing from his dip into the sea, upper air and vanished; other
city look like nearly a hundred
streamed in a snow-white plume glowing with power, put the mists masses clung to the shores as if been announced by cock-crowing,
years later? Another writer, with
over the taffrail, and then was lost to flight. First they parted on each inclined still to dispute the field. the rattling of wheels, or occasion
equally
good command of descrip
al
sound
of
a
bell
from
some
in the surrounding obscurity. The side of a broad pathway in which Owl’s Head lighthouse came at the
church-tower; but all these sounds tive English, Dorothy Mitchell in
seemed to heighten the illusions her “Along The Maine Coast” tells
of the fog, and to endow its im us:
palpable mass with ghostly life.
And Another Description
Vessels under sail appeared weird
“Rockland is the first point
and spectral — phantom ships — touched by a steamer approaching
that came into view for a moment beautiful Penobscot Bay. We can
and dissolved an instant after— understand why the early Indians
masts, shrouds, and canvas melt called it Catawamkeag. or “great
THE
ing away—
landing place." It achieved great5. V-'J'T-"»*•
“As clouds with clouds embrace.” ness as a shipbuilding center, car“Rockland is a busy and eater- rying out the destiny that has alTELEPHONE COMPANY
prising place in the incohate con- ways bound Maine to the sea, and
dition of comparative newness, and becoming a powerhouse of activity
SALUTES ROCKLAND ON ITS
of the hurry that postpones all im- with its limestone quarrying, fish•:
■ •" - ,
, ..4
it*.*....
...
.fc .
provements not of immediate util- ing, and inevitable shipping. Today
ity. Until 1848 it had no place on it also achieves greatness as one
A .Main Street arene about 1875. Appearing in the picture is a stationery and wallpaper store, coupled
100th ANNIVERSARY!
the map. Back of the settled por- of the state’s chief fishing ports, with a newsstand, operated by O. S. Andrews. In the picture from left to rigrht are a William Hyde,
tion of Rockland is a range of a mecca for tourists, and the birth- OrvLs Andrews and Jennie and Lucy Andrews. The location is that occupied now by the E. C. Moran Insur
dark green hills, with the easy place of the poet, Edna St. Vincent ance Agency.. The Hurricane Granite Company then used offices on the second floor now occupied by
the Anastasio Barber Shop.
Loaned by Mrs. Llewella Mills
slopes and smooth contours of a Millay.
limestone region.
“In the 19th Century, Rockland
“I know not if Rockland will was the nation’s greatest lime pro- Thomaston and ending in Cainden the kilns and carry back such sup- other, of four stores, by Constanever be finished, for it is contin- during center. The increasing use Mountain. There is a large meadow- plies as were needed at the quar- tine Rankin.
Great improvements were also
ually disemboweling itself, coining of steel and Portland cement in in the northwestern part of the ries. In one year this Limerock
I its rock foundations, until per- construction work sent the industry township; and the combination of railroad hauled 113,209 tons of made at Ingraham's Point, especchance it may some day be left into a decline. Now the old quar- hills and plains, marine views and ; rock and made net earnings of ially by the Atlantic Ship Wharf
smiling landscapes, in Rockland $62,000.
and Lime Manufacturing Company.
and its environs, is very uncommon
► ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
and attractive. Many of the streets i
of the city are beautifully shaded;
elm and rock maple being the pre
GREETINGS!
vailing shade trees. As the city is j
—
SALUTATIONS —
located mostly on level land it may |
be seen to best advantage from the
neighboring hills and headlands in
"YOURS FOR SAFETY"
rear rather than from The Bay,
TO ROCKLAND
although the view of it from the
>
water is more impressive to the
imaginative stranger, as it is seen
here is only one basic reason why any town or city grows in size
A. L. POSTMAN COMPANY
AND ITS PEOPLE
then before a background of smoke
and prosperity through the years — that’s because it’s a good place
and flame, which give it a certain
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
unconventional and even barbaric
to live. Because it’s friendly, progressive and has an active civic pride.
appearance, very attractive to the
May Their Future Be
admirers of the picturesque.
The Telephone Company is proud to have been a part of this community for
“The harbor, with its shore-built
over half a century and to have contributed to its growth and development And
city, canopied by day with the
Even Brighter, Healthier and
thcrchinthine smoke, and illumin
we have tried to help in other ways than by giving good telephone service. Our
ated at night with the brilliant fires
telephone people who live here share in community enterprises — contribute their
of innumerable lime-kilns, presents
More Prosperous
GREETINGS
a pleasing appearance from the
efforts in behalf of civic progress.
water, and seen from the beautiful
heights in the rear, is full of mag
from
As a company, we pledge that we will continue to provide the best possible
nificence and beauty, said by some
to be second only to the far-famed
telephone service at the lowest possible cost.
FRANK A. WHEELER
AMERICAN CHEMICAL CO.
Bay of Naples, and is considered
by
seanieh
to
be
one
of
the
safest
As individuals, our people will continue to take an active part in the civic
GENERAL INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE BROKER
anchorages on the coast, the ex
370 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BOSTON, MASS.
affairs of this thriving community of good neighbors.
cellent breakwater shielding the
vessels from storms from every
21 NORTH MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Suppliers of
point of the compass.”
TELEPHONE 830
The
Should our readers fail to recog
nize the descriptive word “ThereQUALITY BUILDING MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
• TiiEinra
■iw iieuee
binthine,” the dictionary defines it
to be “pertaining to Turpentine,”
(■■plat

Wooden Sidewalks And Sideburns In ’75

■■I

Telephone

Poge Twelve
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Incorporated with a capital of
>50,000 it had authority to con- I
struct a wharf not to exceed 800
feet into the tidal waters. H. In
graham was president, F. Cobb the
treasurer, and Sidney B. Morse,
H. C. Lowell and Thomas Colson
the directors.
Disaster Strikes
But not all of the days were fair
ones. Many a good ship, manned
by many a good citizen, failed to
return from a voyage and was
marked “lost at sea.” A series of
disastrous fires plagued the city
culminating in 1853 in the first
“great fire” which destroyed a
large part of the wooden city and
caused damage amounting to
>175,000, a tremendous sum for
those days.
Aroused by the lack of protec
tion against fire the citizens voted
to purchase two fire engines. They
were received in due time and two
engine companies organized from
volunteers. One, Dirigo, No. 4, had
William G. Berry as first foreman,
assisted by Elijah Walker as se
cond foreman, with G. L. Smith
and C. S. Crockett as hose cap
tains. The other engine was man
ned by Defiance, No. 4, company
but record of its organizing per
sonnel is not to be found.
These companies did good ser
vice without compensation, until
April 1855, when city council made
an appropriation of $150 for the
maintenance of each company.
With several reorganizations both
companies continued to render ex- j The original V. F. Studley store, Main Street, foot of Myrtle. later Bay View Hotel. Destroyed in the
Loaned by Pearl Studley
cellent service until absorbed into conflagration of 1952.
the professional fire department
company built an aqueduct from this episode in the history of Rock gle. Among the first to appreciate
which now protects the city.
May 22, 1853, was the day of the Chickawauka Lake, which lies land is that it apparently had no the magnitude of the struggle, its
great fire. Breaking out on the partly in Rockland and partly in deterring effect upon the steady citizens stinted neither life nor
west side of Main Street, in one of Rockport, and although the work increase in the town’s prosperity. fortune in support of the Union.
At a meeting held April 23, 1861,
the stores there, it consumed every had been sufficiently advanced by This wholesale leveling of the city
building on that side of the street the middle of November, 1851, to by fire caused a great deal of re one hundred thousand dollars was
for a considerable distance, as well allow the water to reach the city, building, and consequently a wide voted for the support of the fami
as several on the opposite side. it was not until a year from then improvement in the lay and ap lies of the men then rapidly enlist
Cyrus Eaton, in his history of that the system approached com pearance of the town resulted. ing. Three companies were formed
Thomaston, Rockland, and South pletion, the directors reporting in Though much capital was lost, the in less than a week, which were
October, 1852, that fourteen miles business boom which sprang up, commanded by Captains E. Walker,
Thomaston, says:
“The causes which led to the ex of pipe had been laid. Curiously was most beneficial in its effects O. J. Conant, and L. D. Carver.
tensive destruction of property, enough, the year following the in and tended practically to redeem These three, with a fourth companywas the strong wind blowing at the troduction of running water into those losses. The city suffered no formed early in May, under the
time; together with the want of the city was the year of the large depression whatsoever, but seemed command of Captain George J.
engines; the only one in town not and destructive fires, they being so to come out of each new fire with Burns, went into camp on Tilson’s
being in good working order and numerous and causing such heavy much greater impetus than before. Hill and constituted the nucleus of
the two ordered not yet having loss in proportion to the wealth and The late 50s were propitious for the Fourth Maine Volunteers. As
been received; though both those population of the city, that it is the industries and progress of officers the regiment had Colonel
from Thomaston and many of its said the fire record for that year Rockland. The development of H. J. Berry of Rockland; Lieut.
citizens rendering excellent and has but a few parallels in the his steam began to supplant the sail Col. T. F. Marshall, Belfast; Ad
tory of the country.
ing vessels, bringing a retraction jutant J. B. Greenleaf, Rockland,
effective aid.
Happily, this was the last year in the ship building business of the and Major F. S. Wickerson of
“There was a lack of water in
the hydrants, they having been shut of the remarkable series of fires,! city. Political upheaval was ram Searsport.
the cause of which has never been pant, the danger of Secession of
Colonel Berry later on became a
off a few days before.”
fully determined. Of course, incen the Southern states having a defi major general; Captains Walker
Excellent Water Supply
diarism was freely charged and nite effect not only on the local and Burns attained the rank of
This last sentence reminds us very generally suspected but as no population but also on the shipping colonel, and Captain Carver that of
forcefully that Rockland is one of specific charges were ever made and commerce using Rockland as lieutenant-colonel.
the few cities of comparative size the probability is that the cause home port.
Rocklanders on Field of Battle
that had an ample and most excel of the fires was accidental.
The War Between the States
lent water supply as early as 1850.
The first field service in which
The City Rises from Ashes
| When the War of the Rebellion the Fourth Maine participated was
The original service was afford
Perhaps the most remarkable broke out in 1861 Rockland took a the Peninsula Campaign, where
ed by the Rockland Water Com
pany, chartered that year. The fact to be noted in connection with (most honorable part in the strug they fought gallantly under the

Clerks And Carriers Of Rockland Postoffice In 1912

Members of the staff of the Rockland postoffice in 1912. I.ef t to right are: Donald I.. Karl, Frank Gregory, Wilbur Cross, Ned May,
John Flanagan, Ken Rankin, Frank M. Tibbetts, George W. Stewart, Henry C. Chatto. Albert E. Averill, .John A. < Allie) Burpee, and
Samuel Lawry. The group is made up of clerks and carriers of th e office between 1910 and 1912. Donald L. Karl is the only one of the
group still on the staff.
Loaned by Paul D. Merriam

command of McClellan at Williams
burg, Seven Pines, Fair Oaks, and
Malvern Hill. For a while the regi
ment participated in the defense
of Washington and then formed
the advance guard of Burnside’s
Army attacking the Confederate
Army at Fredericksburg, in Vir
ginia. Here they were in the thick
est of fighting, in front of the
cemetery wall, and the loss of life
among Rocklanders at that battle
was terrific. Of two hundred and
eleven men who entered the fight
only one hundred and twenty-four
returned. It was here that the
regiment earned its nickname. The
Iron Fourth.
The battle of Chancellorsville
followed with a loss of thirty-two
lives; at Gettysburg the Fourth
gained great honor, holding a most
important position on the right
flank of Meade, losiug eighty-eight
men in resisting one attack alone.
After service under the command
of General Grant on the Rapidan
the regiment was mustered out Launching of schooner Mertie B. Crowley in 1903 at Cobb-Butler Shipyard. Rockland’s only 6-master.
July 19, 1864.
terrible war. The entire economy of
The Citizen
At that time 217 men of the old tysburg.
Edwin A. Sprague of Rockland, the region was upset, in keeping
“With an intelligence and capa
Fourth re-enlisted in the 19th
Regiment, Maine. Another 145 de {color bearer for the 31st Maine with the rest of the nation, and city, which kept pace with the re
cided they had enough of the war i Volunteers, was the first to plant casualty lists, aid to widows and markable enterprise of his native
and returned to Rockland where the American colors in the breach orphans became of paramount in town, he sought opportunities for
a wider exercise of his talent, and
they received a tumultuous wel I made in the defenses of Petersburg, terest.
come. In all, 1,525 men had enlisted Virginia, leading to the ultimate
Probably the most spectacular, engaged in various branches of in
n The Fourth, of whom 153 officers surrender of the garrison and the the most impressive event of the dustry, till he was acknowledged
and enlisted men had died on the completion of the encirclement of war period, as far as Rockland was to be one of the most enterprising
battlefields, or of wounds, and an Richmond.
concerned, was the funeral of and successful men among his fel
War Work at Home
other 114 died from other causes.
Major General Hiram G. Berry, low citizens. At the early age of
No regiment in the service gain
Meanwhile, while her manhood who fell in the Battle of Chancel- twenty-nine he represented his
native city in the Legislature of
j th,- State, and while yet one of the
young men of Rockland, was elect
ed its second mayor.
“Recognized as a financier of the
first ability, he was chosen presi
dent of the oldest bank in Rockland,
and by his prudence and skill reilieved it from embarrassment,
which, at one time, threatened its
stability. While filling these posi
tions in civil life, he also held var
ious offices in the military organ
izations of the State.
“It was while pursuing the call
ings of peaceful life, that the Re
bellion of 1861 found him. The first
gun that was fired at Fort Sumter
stirred all the patriotism of his
heart, and enlisted all his sympa
thies for the threatened Union of
the Stab's.

It was a great stunt in the early 1910s to drive out to Breakwater Light.

ed brighter or more deserved
laurels and even to this day the
descendants of these veterans, or
ganized into Civil War Veterans
organization affiliated with the
Grand Army of the Republic, take
a great deal of pride in the valor
of their fathers.
But the Fourth was not the only
outfit carrying Rockland men on its
roster. The city furnished many re
cruits and officers to the First
Maine Cavalry; the Second U. S.
Sharpshooters, commanded
by
Lieutenant Colonel Jacob McClure
of Rockland. Captain David Tilson
had his share of his fellow citizens
under his command in the Second
Maine Mounted Battery. Companies
I, 19th Maine, and G, 28th Maine,
were composed entirely of Rock
landers.

was away defending her, Rockland
carried on as best it could. The
ladies organized to furnish nursing
services, bandages, and other neces
sities. The city contributed much
more money that it is possible to
estimate in relative value today.
Bounties amounting to $77,175
were paid and $9,920 were paid in
aid to the indigent families of sol
diers lost. The taxes increased by
leaps and bounds, for somebody
had to pay for the waste of the

Other Heroes from Rockland
Natives of the city who estab
lished enviable reputations in the
war, in addition to those already
mentioned, were Tillson, who later
attained the rank of brigadiergeneral and Chief of Artillery in
McDowell’s Army Corps, Army of
the Potomac; William S. Heath, I
Lieut. Colonel, 3rd Maine Infantry; (
Adelbert Ames, who started out as ]
commander of the 20th Maine In
fantry, commanded a battery of
artillery at Chickahominy and Mai- j
vern Hill, finally attaining brevet
rank of major general for his per
formance in command of the 11th
Army Corps at the battle of Get-

Vlew of the Cement Plant during its construction in the late
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Business Establishment
ROUND TOP DAIRY, Inc.

ERIC G. A. ADDE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

INCORPORATED
SERVING ROCKLAND ANO VICINITY

FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS

74 EXCHANGE STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE

BARRETT JORDAN, Prop.

VICTOR ADDING MACHINES
110 LIMEROCK STREET
TELEPHONE 390

lorsville, Virginia, on May 8, 1863.
General Berry Died in Battle
Quoting from the “Discourse” de
livered at General Berry's funeral
by the Rev. Nathaniel Butler we
read that “Hiram George Berry
was born in Thomaston, now the
city of Rockland. August 27, 1824.
The circumstances of his early life
imposed upon him the necessity of
manual labor. He learned the car
penter’s trade and for several years
labored in that employment.

The Soldier
“lie enlisted in the Fourth Regi
ment of Maine Volunteers, and in
June 1861, was closen its colonel.
In that position, as in all others
which he filled, he gave his entire
energies to his work, and until the
time when he was removed from
the office of colonel, by reason of
promotion, his regiment was re
garded one of the most efficient in
the service. He commanded it in
the First Battle of Bull Run, and
when the Army was defeated he
returned to Alexandria, shedding
tears of mortification on the loss
nf the victory, which he had so
bravely sought to win.
“Promoted to the rank of brig
adier general in March 1862, he
assumed command of a brigade and
fought it in early every battle,
from the seige of Yorktown to the

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1920s.
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It had been assumed that the
On pay day, Sea Street resound try this period was best described
back files of The Courier-Gazette ed to the boisterous merrymaking as the horse-and-buggy days and
would prove to be invaluable to of hardworking men, popping off that description fitted Rockland.
prepare Rockland’s history, but ap a head of steam. Between them and Local transportation was strictly
parently the sense of news-value sailors and lumbermen of the day on foot, or by horse and buggy if
of the editorial staff in the chair the city’s police force led a pretty the goal was distant or the traveler
during the last thirty or forty I rugged life for what is today Till- wealthy or old. There were numeryears of the 10th century differed ■ son Avenue was notorious al, over our livery stables all through the
greatly from that prevailing today. ! New England for its vices, kitchen city, offering livery, sale, hack and
Items of live news, unusual occur- barrooms, and houses of ill fame, boarding facilities.
rences, drew three or four lines in i Even to this day some of the OldRoads and Streets
the back pages of the paper while ; Timers reminisce about the wild
Roads were not too good. Right
the front page is dedicated to a and hilarious doings at The Point,
detailed and elaborate report of where life was held to be cheap after the war a company had been
some social event, or of a letter ami pleasure lasted only as long
10 u‘*'* a P'an'' ,oa'I to
from a subscriber relating the ad- as money in the pocket did.
Ia'' lla^*
movinB of heavy
vent, three days early, of the first
„ would be wrong to b„,ieV(.
•" 3 weather, but it
robin, or the departure of the last lhat all Rockland participated in *‘S.’°°n
’'‘at the proposed
swa|low
,,
mu
'
roadway would not be of long serswuiiow,
these orgies. The permanent resi
vice, for on an experimental piece
establish, ...
dents frowned , _upon _ them
and , of road the heavy wheels cut
,The Rockland Gazette,
,,
.
<1 in 1841., am the Courier, estab- Temperance
and
Law
Enforcement
,,
, the three-inch plank, in
_
_
through
lished in 1874 and consolidated with , became the watch words among less than two years. A macadam
the former in 1882, was then, a them. Candidates promised a dean- | road was substituted but this was

get the “steam cars” into Rock
land, and the city subscribed
$750,000 on which it is still pay
ing, but the first train did arrive
here in 1872, the beginning of a
new era. Nobody could foresee at
that time the coming of the gaso
line buggy, the truck, the airplane,
and while many criticize the city
fathers of the Seventies and Righ
ties, particularly around budget
time in the present day city hall,
the obligation of the large sum was
an investment in the prosperity of
the city, and not a gamble.
It had been hoped to extend the
railroad from Bath, where it start
ed out at the Knox-Lincoln Rail
road, to Bangor, but failure to
reap immediate large profits from
the enterprise and the terrific high
tax rate required to meet the
terms of the loan and other finan
cial obligations caused this plan
to be abandoned, although bonds
for the proposed Penobscot Shore
Lines Railroad found an easy mar
ket. In 1882-83 the Knox and Lin
coln Railroad was sold to the Maine
Central Railroad and continues to
serve the city to this day although
struggling against the inroads in
revenue made by Automobile and
Truck.

. _
,
,only a temporary relief. A narranewspaper. Appearing only once office, were not always able to exe- five description of Rockland in the
weekly, it is understandable that • ute campaign promises. As long middle '80s says that the city “was
it was unable to broadcast the as there was money to be spent, in without street lighting, stores and
news of the day with the same a hurry, there was always somegreat battle of Malvern Hills. His
1 residences were lighted with kero
through these ceremonies.
rapidity employed by busybodies body there to accept it, ignoring sene lamps. Some places of busi
brave and noble bearing is a part
“This finished, the military ad
and
gossips
of
the
day.
anil
that
the
filer
points
of
law
and
order,
of the history of the gallant Army
ness and a few homes used gas
vanced, and with three volleys from
was before the day of the tele- of morals, altogether.
of the North. To tell how he ac- |
which had been introduced to the
the State Guards over the inani
phone:, and party lines.
quitted himself in all this service,
Progress and Prosperity
city in 1856.
mate body, Major General Berry’s
History of the period tells us ; Residential Rockland progressed.
it is only necessary to say that he
"There were miles of wooden
mortal remains were left to their
invariably received the compli
repose. But the spot where they lie that with the end of the war ar ' Beautifu| homes went up, graceful sidewalks, streets of dust and mud.
ments and congratulations of his
is hallowed ground. Millions will energetic and aggressive North chllrcheg> lodg(, ba||s, places of en- Main Street was a mudhole in wet
Telephone and Electricity
superior officers. After the Battle
such as
as the Faiw„|| weather, a dust bowl when it was
visit it. Thousands will make a boomed. Railroads expanded and tertainment
............. ent, such
The world advanced and with it
of Fredericksburg, the Confederate
weary pilgrimage to view it. But Offered better transportation faci-i Op,.ra Housc the center of Ein,, dry ”
Rockland. Telephone took its place
g|,.a,
General commanding the division
In 1889 Main Street was paved in the city with W. H. Glover re
his name is not dead; that will live ht.es for the product of coiiimum- A(U
tic. a, well as an ease ,-«,•<•, - to
alH,
v |,f. with granite blocks, over the vio
immediately facing that of General
forever.”
puted to have been the first sub
other markets for the purchase of ! „f th(, (.Uy anrf thp community was lent objection of many horse lovers
Berry took occasion to compliment
The writer has given this event
scriber. Incandescent lights came
ncess.t.es
and
luxuries.
Rockland
’
s
ab
,,.
tQ
trajn
and
send
jnto
(h(
,
the latter for his generalship; the
who feared I he effect of the hard to Rockland in the late ’80s and
much space in this rather brief
progress in that period was steady,
such w,.||.kn„ttn artlsts
only instance of the kind that was
surface on the hoofs of their with the advent of electricity came
history of the City of Rockland.
but not phenomenal. Shipbuilding, Maxin(1 a„d Gertrllde E,li(,tt> fal steeds. W. S. White was the major the street car, came and went, all
to occur during the war.
Two reasons persuaded him to do
of course, here, as throughout th famed as actresses. Professor Fou- of the city at the time.
“Promoted to the rank of major
within the memory of most of us.
so. One, there appears to be no
general in March 1863, he was as
Rockland, as the chief producer
other event in the entire history country, declined markedly. In i ,|! t,y was a unowned musician of
The Railroad Comes
every other respect, however, the tbat pc,.iod.
wa, married t0 one
signed to the command of the 2nd
of the city that was so spectacu
It was also during that period of the nation’s lime, exporter of
business
interests
of
the
city
mov
of
th(
.
dallghtera
of
A
.
j
Small
Division, 3rd Army Corps, Army of
lar, so fraught with emotion, as
that railroads led the country into fish, lobsters, granite, maintained
and d was he who introduced mo- a wild boom and Rockland had its lively interests and communication
the Potomac, relieving General
the death and subsequent burial of ed forward.
Granite
tion pictures to Rockland in Bur- share of the fever. Along with with nearby towns and villages.
Hooker who had assumed command
General Berry.
of the Army.
Granite quarries on the nearby ! P(’e s, on H*6 corner just north of other communities east of the Ken- Rockport and Camden to the north,
The other reason is the beautiful
language in which all information islands furnished another good bhc present day Strand I heater.i ncbec River Rockland opened, to Thomaston, Warren, and others
“This division he led at the Bat
pertaining to the occurrence is source of income. While most of i Buried in Achorn f **metery, his i (|UOte her major, “open out to a still smaller to the south. A quick
tle of Chancellorsville, the third of
couched. Surely historians, report the product was shipped by seagravestone reads; “He introduced coinnection with all the railroads trip, by rail, would bring much
May. Here it fell to him, the third
,,f the country, thus bringing the business into the city, widen the
ers, preachers, and even laymen of benefits from the island payrolls moving pictures into Lockland.
time during the war, to throw him
the time were able to express did derive to Rockland. Acting as
The period wa one of long city nearer to the great central labor market, enabling Rockland
self into the breach and stop de
themselves in a wav that todav the market center of the region,
hours, low wages, but far more markets of industry and exchange.” ers to work in the woolen mills and
feat of a wavering army. An entire
might be considered unnecessarily designated by the Legislature as sutfactory living than most of us The picture painted was somewhat shoe factories in the surrounding
corps of the Federal Army had |
long-winded, but was considered I the seat of Knox County, money derive today. With complete shore visionary but not at all improbable, towns and giving some of their
given way before the enemy, and
proper nearly a hundred years ago. ; came into the coffers of the me, dinners at the Crescent Beach Inn ('enter of a service of island steam- residents an opportunity to work
were fleeing to the rear. General
Verbatim quotations have been us- ' chants who furnished the supplies for 35 cents, and other price pi . i s, hub of at least one major in- in lime quarries, kilns, and ship
Berry, with his division, met the
cd frequently to give today’s read- for quarries and quarrymen. Need portionate, there was not the g .a’
y. railroads and
steamers yards in Rockland. Transportation
advancing foe, and with a terrible
ers a view of a lost art.
for special tools required the es- rush to get rich that struck the combined to give the city a new was of vital importance and in
charge of bristling bayonets, drove
The writer of General Berry’- tablishment of a new industry. city later on. For the entire eoun- prosperity. True, it took money to keeping with the times, suburban
him back and saved the day.
railway, powered by electricity,
obsequies was fairly accurate in j
“It was the hour of his last and i
was the answer.
his prophecy. I doubt if millions,
greatest success, and it was the
have wended their way to Achorn '
last of his life. Walking coolly
Streetcars Come to the City
Cemetery since the rainy May day (p
among his soldiers, in the fearless j Rockland's famous Civil War figure, General Hiram G. Berry.
The first steps toward the estab
! of 1863; but the number has been ,
performance of his duty, the mes
11
lishment of street railway service
The coffin was removed from the | Masons was very large many i legion. On October 31, 1865, the
senger of death found him, and at
were taken in Rockland-Thomasthe moment of success, he fell dead steamer by former members of the i lodges from abroad having sent Masonic Fraternity of Rockland,
ton-Camden area in 1889 when
Rockland
City
Guards
—
the
first
delegations.
consisting
of
King
Solomon
’
s
Chap

at his post. His last words were a
three separate companies were
command to his soldiers, and obey military organization commanded
“At about 1 o’clock, Major Gen ter, Aurora Lodge and Rockland
chartered by the State Legislature.
ing it, they bore his lifeless body by General Berry. Joseph Farwell, eral Wm. H. Titcomb and aides Lodge of Free Masons, united in
These companies did little more
Esq.,
chairman
on
arrangements,
formed the procession on Main inaugurating a statue to his mem
from the field.”
than obtain franchises and came in
committed the remains to the cus- Street and marched to the resi- i 0,y- This “costly and masterly |
the control of two traction promo
His Funeral
tody of the city in the person of; dence, where religious services work °f art represents the form
ters, George E. Macomber and J.
No wonder that the news of the tbe jjon g G Fessenden, mayor, were held on a platform built in
the departed, standing in a marManchester Haynes, both of Au
death of such a well-known and and followed by mourning friends j front of the house. Three minis- tial attitude, gazing out in the dis
gusta. On June 27, 1891, they or
much admired citizen should and preceded by Masons, City ters participated; Rev. H. A. Hart tance, contemplating, as it were,
ganized the Rockland, Thomaston
create much sorrow in his home Council, and the Guard of Honor, of Rockland read the Sacred Scripsullen ranks of foemen, conand Camden Street Railway and on
town, and bring forth the desire the solemn cortege took its wav j tures; Rev. Nathaniel Butler, of C(,aled around.’*
February 13, 1892, the new com
to honor him to the utmost in through the crowded streets to the Auburn, offered a fervent prayer
The Post War Years
pany acquired the franchises of the
death. Although President Lincoln late residence of the General.
to the Throne of Grace, and then
three
preliminary
companies.
It
is
-to
be
wished
most
heartily
had offered elaborate funeral ser
There the remains lay in state
Shortly thereafter contract for the
vices in Washington, his friends | until the following Thursday, be offered the eloquent discourse al- tbat th(, wrjter who covpn,d thp
construction of the road was award
determined that the obsequies ing visited by thousands. On that ready quoted in part- a just tri- ceremonies incidenl to thp demise
bute to General Berry, and a fair and buria, of Gpnpra| Bp,.rv had
ed to Shaw and Ferguson of Bos
should be held in Rockland, amid day, according to the Rockland
summary of his glonou. career, j continued his ,abol.s for thp prdss
ton; the Edison General Electric
those who loved and honored him. Gazette of that week:
Rev. Joseph kallock of Rockland and givpn futu,.p genprations lh„
Company of New York was chosen
City Council appointed a cornThe air was shaken by the offered the benediction and the
to equip power station and rolling
benefit of his observations and ex
mittee on arrangements and on the I thunder of cannon, served by the Rockland band played a dirge.
stock.
pressions.
Apparently
he
went
into
following Saturday .the body, ac- wiscasaet Company of Artillery,
The first route to be built, ap
“Immediately thereafter the long some other profession for the per
companied by a detachment of the detaiied by Governor Coburn for
proximately ten miles, began at
cortege formed, an interesting spec iod following, until the turn of th«
7th Maine Regiment, as Guard
ordinance duty through the day.
the Maine Central Railroad Wharf,
tacle. The Masons in their rich re century, is almost devoid of au
Honor, and a delegation of Rock- Although the weather was incleextended up Mechanic Street, and
land citizens who had met it at menti and the heavens covered galia, the State Guards in their thentic information on the hap
continued on Main and Camden
Portland, arrived by steamer.
g]oom> as though sympathiz- showy uniforms, the Major Gen- penings that might warrant a per
Streets to Rockport and Camden.
eials
and
Aids
in
complete
mili

manent
record
in
this
history
of
Minute guns were fired on fl”‘ jng with the mournful scene beConstruction began in April 1892,
tary array and handsomely mount the City of Rockland. Most of the
shore, from the time the steamei ! ,!t.ath. the streets were filled at an
and on August 1st of the same
ed, the bands, the decorated car residents of that time have passed
rounded Owl’s Head until she tied early hour.
year operation began as far as
drawn
by
four
white
horses
led
by
on
to
The
Great
Beyond.
Many
of
up to the wharf.
Rockport. A projecting ledge be
Vice-President and Governor
grooms, the riderless horse of the those who are still in our midst
All the bells in the city tolled,
tween Rockport and Camden de
Attend
deceased General, equipped just as have hazy memories and are able
stores, offices and public buildings
layed service to the latter town
he
was
at
the
battle
of
Chancel

“
Governor
Coburn
arrived
with
to
give
only
the
vaguest
informa

were closed, and the Supreme
by another week.
Court, in session at the time, ad his staff on the evening before, and lorsville, and the extended proces tion on names, dates, and places.
The following year saw exten
journed. Buildings on the principal the Hon. Lot M. Morrill and ex- sion of mourners and citizens, A sincere effort has been made by
sions
of the system. One, running
made
an
imposing
demonstration.
Governor
Washburn
came
to
pay
this
writer
to
gather
information
streets were draped in mourning,
A highly interesting section of the western shore of Lermond’s Cove is shown in this picture pre through North Main and Maverick
“Arrived at the cemetery, the and, where available, to certify
and all the flags on the shipping, their respects to the brave deceas
sented through the courtesy of Miss Alice Hovey. The rear of Farnsworth Block is shown, at present
and throughout the city, were set ed. The Vice-President of the Unit coffin was lowered into the grave, and check items obtained against housing Economy Clothes Shop and the block occupied by Main Street Hardware Co., one story leaa than Streets to Blackington Corners and
ed
States,
Hon.
Hannibal
Hamlin,
and
the
impressive
rites
of
Mason

the
memories
of
others,
contempor

at present. All the other structures are gone except for the Baptist and Congregational < hurehes whose The Highlands; the other, from
at half-mast. Mayor, City Council,
committee members, and Masons came from Bangor with Company ry were then performed. Governor aries. The divergence of recollec graceful spires show plainly in the picture. The lively business being conducted al the Glover A Sherman Main Street, through Park Street,
yard is shown by tfi«- three schooners loading and discharging. The odd shape of the Torrey Bros. to Mill Creek in Thomaston. Both
were at the dock, and the adjacent A, State Guards; Major General Coburn and Ex-Governor Wash tion and interpretation was so vast lumber
Foundry identifies that building to the old timers as does the tower on the Leonard Campbell cooper lines were opened July 7, 1893, and
J.
H.
Butler
and
staff
arrived
at
burn
stood
with
uncovered
heads,
that
it
was
felt
that
only
the
very
ground was covered by a large and
shop.
Loaned by Alice Hovey freight service inaugurated at the
the same time. The attendance of near the brink of the grave, highlights should be stated.
silent concurse of people.
A view of Snow’s Shipyard in Its heyday. A new schooner is on the ways, several coasters await repairs, a number of small yachts
are covered in winter quarters and a steamer, apparently the Norum begu and a schooner are hauled on the South Marine Railway? The
picture is dated around 1907 by the Steamer Sieur des Monts at Maine Central Wharf.
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Poge Fourteen
same time. In 1896 Tillson’s Wharf
on Sea Street, was connected with
the main line, and in Thomaston
the tracks reached Green Street.
Both lines were put into service ir
June of that year.
In 1897 the Highland’s line was
extended from Rankin to Limerock
Streets, on the Old County Road,
and on July 8, 1902. Warren be
came the terminus of the Rock
land-Thomaston-Warren line, giv
ing direct service, without trans
fer, from Warren to Camden, via
Thomaston, Rockland, and Rock
port.
Half-hourly service was main
tained on the main line, hourly on
the Highland branch. The car barn
a wooden structure of 140 by 70
feet, was in Glen Cove, alongside
the powerhouse. The company pro
duced its own power at the powet
station, a brick building located ad
jacent to the car barn. Increased
demands for power required con
tinued increase in the capacity of
the generators. In 1901, the R. T.
& C. Street Railway absorbed the
Knox Gas and Electric Company of
Rockland and Thomaston and so
became the sole source of electri
city, except for the many homeunits that were being installed
about that time.
In the year 1910 the plant was
modernized with the change-over
from the old 125-cycle power to
the present day 60 cycles. New
equipment had to be installed.
New Source of Power
The Central Maine Power Com
pany took over power supply in
1912 by means of a 33,000 volt,
three-phase, high tension line, the
R. T. & C. signing a twenty year
contract to purchase all electric
energy needed from source via the
line reaching Rockland from Au
gusta. The steam plant in Glen
Cove was retained for emergency
use only.
Street car service in Rockland
was not easy to furnish. Long win
ters, line gales, and other unplea
sant weather conditions required
protection for potential passengers
and the company provided a num
ber of small waiting rooms at var
ious points of the system. Snow
plows were standard equipment
and used frequently but even they
did not always prove to be suffi
cient to keep the line open. From
time to time calls had to be made
for extra man power, just plain
shovel work, and many a young
ster, and some of the oldsters,
made an extra dollar helping to
get the “cars” rolling.
High in the annals of the com
pany are the storms of 1919 and
1923, when several hundred citi
zens volunteered to shovel snow,
not only on the right-of-way of
the street railway, but all over the
town. Drifts as high as 12 feet
were not uncommon.
With exception of a few sidings,
located strategically, the system
was single tracked. In addition to
passenger service the company
maintained a regular freight and
mail service.
Accidents Were Rare
Accidents were infrequent and
the company maintained a high
factor of safety. Two major acci
dents are mentioned in the news
paper of the times. The CourierGazette. The first occurred on Au
gust 12, 191], when two cars met
head-on in Warren. One person
was killed and six injured. A car
carrying a large group of children
from a picnic was in collision with
the car making the regular run, ap
parently as the result of a mis
understanding of orders.
The other accident happened at
Rockport, on January 10. 1920. The
car, coming downhill from Camden,
hif the curve near Rockport Town
Hall at too great a speed, the
chassis left the truck of the car.
roiled over onto the ground, and
killed the motorman and a woman
passenger; nine others were injur
ed.
Oakland Park
A short ride from Rockland, to
wards Rockport, was Oakland Park,
an amusement park owned and op-

Volunteers Leave

RROFESSIONAL MEN OF 1854

LOaneu by Alice ixcvey
Two of Rockland's professional men 100 years ago. At the left is
Dr. James Cochran, one of the city’s first physicians. At the right is
Edwin Smith Hovey, Rockland's first lawyer.

Following the declaration of
War made by President William
McKinley, he called for 125,000
volunteers. Rockland responded bysending the members of the Tillson
Light Infantry, a volunteer mili
tary organization that had been
the outgrowth of Civil War parti
cipation. Early in May, 1898, Rock
land’s volunteers, in full war re
galia. marched through the bannerstrung streets of the city to go, byrail, to Camp Powers, at Augusta,
a part of the State of Maine’s con
tribution to the war effort. They
were all willing and anxious to go
to Cuba but unfortunately most
never went beyond Chickamauga
the mobilization camp set up by
the Army in Tennessee, where mis
management, sickness, and general
unpreparedness took far greatei
toll of the American soldier than
the Don ever did in Cuba.
Organization of a battery of ar
tillery among Rocklanders met
with considerable opposition from
State authority. At one time, in
conference with local and state
officers, Governor Powers express
ed the opinion that there was no
longer a need for such an outfit.
Nevertheless, on June 2, 1898,
Gould’s Battery of Artillery was
formed at Rockland with a comple
ment of 81 officers and enlisted
men.
Fear of the might of Spain’s
Fleet seemed to prevail and the
coast defenses along the East
Coast of the United States were
heavily reinforced. That this dread
must have reached Rockland is evi
denced by an advertisement ap
pearing repeatedly on the front
page of The Courier-Gazette (by
the way, the only front page refer
ence to the war, all else appearing
on the inside pages of the news
paper). May-nard S. Bird offered
“bombardment insurance at rea
sonable rates.”
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erated by the street car company which made a daily run between
for its patrons. This became the Boston and Bangor, with stops at
social center of the communities Rockland and Camden. Between
served by the system, particularly these and the railroad terminus at
Rockland, the shire town also be
in summer time.
An artificial lake had been came the terminus for the manycreated, with row boats, and the small inter-island steamers tha<
When fishing was done the hard way—a group of fishing boats her thed In “the jog" at Tillson’s Wharf. This particular fleet was
’
dragging for scallops on the Munroe Island beds at the t ime. Name of the donor of this picture has been lost.
hand-powered old ferry, the served the various communities up
HOCKOMOCK. afforded special and down the bay. The history of
port the war news, and gave much sult of injuries received when
As one of the charter members' United States. There was only one
entertainment for the children. these boats is a volume in itself
tmphasis to the whereabouts of the thrown by a horse while at Camp of Tillson Light Infantry he was; fault to find with this city, it was
Nightly entertainment, including and has been splendidly covered in
U. S. S. OREGON, to Commodore Thomas, Tenn., complicated by Ty elected captain and, upon mobiliza- a one-product town. Lime was
motion pictures and dancing, in John M. Richardson's “Steamboat
Dewey and the Battle of Manila, phoid and Malaria from which he tion, received promotion to the King and all depended on it; that
the casino, baseball diamond, Lore Of The Penobscot,” an infor
General Shafter and his troops at was suffering in company with rank of major and command of the included the shipping, woodsmen,
speaker’s platform, bandstand, mal story of steamboating in
Santiago, and the Battle of San many- others stationed at the camp. First Battalion, 1st Regiment of merchants, and other business and
and a well equipped refreshment Maine's Penobscot Region, pre
Juan Hill, near Santiago, on July
Born January 4, 1864, in Rock Maine. He was a magnificent rider professional men.
stand and dining room drew hun sented pictorially. We recommend
1st, in which Theodore Roosevelt land, Ulmer had received his mili and it is a singular decree of fate
A New ( entur)
dreds of guests weekly. A spur it to our readers. Suffice it to say
won military fame which was later tary training while a student at that this art should have contriwuh
th
/ advent ()f thfi 20th
track from the main line of the here that the boats were many
on to carry him into the White Maine State College, now the Uni buted to his untimely death.
Century
a
new era of prosperity
street car system made for easy that the service rendered by them
House.
His funeral, which was held reacbed the United States primar.
versity
of
Maine.
Admitted
to
the
was
far
beyond
the
ordinary,
and
access.
Major Ulmer Succumbs
bar in 1887 he became active in po from the Methodist Church, with ily as th(? resu|t of industriaI ex.
that only sturdy boats built by ex
End of the Line
The war was short, all fighting litical circles and was elected Rev. C. S. Cumming, chaplain of pansion furthered bv the t,ase of
perts
and
manned
by
the
Iron
Mer
With the coming of the automo
ceased within 90 days. Total loss clerk of courts in one of the most the First Maine officiating, assist- transportation made avail8ble bv
bile the fate of the street railways of the days, were able to meet the
for the United States forces: 279 hotly contested elections. L. F. ed by the pastor of Pratt Memo-1 expanding raiiroads. The workingin the United States was sealed. many demands made upon them.
soldiers killed, 1,465 wounded; 16 Starrett was the Democratic op rial Methodist Church, Rev. F. E. man was not as yet organized to
Again,
the
automobile,
the
air

They’ lasted a little longer than the
Again the Ladies Help
sailors killed and 68 wounded. ponent and Ulmer’s plurality was White, and by the chaplain of take advantage of all of the bene
plane,
and
the
Diesel
motor
have
national average here; we are
There
is no record of any Rock- so narrow that the contest was Company H, Rev. C. A. Moore of fits derived from this prosperity;
Ladies
’
organizations
were
set
more conservative, slower to replaced these so picturesque ex up to render aid to the soldiers and lander having died in action. Five
thrown into the courts and hun the Congregational Church, was ,11()st of th(, beneflts went into th(l
amples
of
the
steam
age.
Today
change but in 1925 a gradual
numbpr of
sailors. There is no record of any members of Company H, First dreds of witnesses produced by participated in by the members of hands of a
a
puff
of
smoke
on
the
bay
bringabandonment began. First to go
the
military
organizations
with
fami|jes
who
becamp
extrcmelv
war
bond
drives
or
other
special
Maine
Regiment,
died
while
away
both
sides.
Ulmer
won
the
election,
was the Thomaston-Warren con out glasses and much speculatior financial effort to defray costs of from their home city, a sixth, Maand reelection, serving as clerk of whom he had served so diligently, wealthy. It was this group of
as
to
the
origin
of
the
vessel.
nection. A bus was placed in op
It is doubtful if Rockland woub the war. The Courier-Gazette, or Ralph G. Ulmer of the 1st courts and practicing law with the by his friends and relatives, and ! wea]tby merchants> faetory ownerS(
eration between these two places.
which in those days appeared twice Maine, passed away in Rocklam-' firm of Beaton and Ulmer. In 1891 by an outpouring of prominent stock brokers, etc., that started the
On April 1, 1931, all other remain have been able to hold on so long weekly, made a special effort to re- early in September 1898 as the re
citizens of city and state. Rockland trend of having a summer resi
he was appointed trial justice.
to
the
control
of
the
nearby
waterr
ing lines were motorized. At that
Lodge of Masons, of which he was dence in the cooler parts of New
if
the
Rockland
Breakwater,
built
time the system had nearly twenty
a
member, rendered Masonic hon England, particularly along the
miles of track in operation, servic over many years at a cost of
ors, and General Berry Lodge, coast of Maine.
$750,000
obtained
through
the
ef

ing it with eight passenger cars,
Knights of Pythias, as well as
one mail car, two freight cars and forts of Congressman Thompsor
Invasion by Summer People
Keyes Division, Uniformed Rank
three snow plows. Carried on its II. Murch of Rockland, had not
Bar Harbor became the social
of
K
of
P.
participated
in
the
ob

pay roll were twenty operators, provided necessary shelter in al’
center, Rockland the hub of trans
sequies for a beloved member.
four mechanics, six track workers sorts of weather.
portation for the “Summer Peo
To return to a general summar
Growing to Maturity
and four powerhouse attendants.
ple.” This was before the days of
Continuing to consider the City good roads and automobiles and
The “cars,” as they were com. ization of events affecting Rock
land,
the
19th
Century
could
no*
of Rockland to represent a person all travel was either by rail or
monly known, are still missed by
in whose life we are interested, it water. The Maine Central's Bar
many of our older residents. You depart without at least one more
is safe to say that the 19th Cen Harbor Express became famous.
could set your clock by the time war scare. As modern wars go.
tury brought her through infancy, Its terminus was Rockland where
‘k«v passed your house and motor- this probably cannot be considered
the teens, young womanhood, to Pullman cars were shunted to the
man and conductor performed to be a big one. In comparison to
maturity. At the turn of the cen- Maine Central wharf to meet the
many an act of courtesy to patrons, the War between the States, World
such as taking a cake to the church War I and World War II, the na
1 tury Rockland was well known Island boats. Whole families, with
throughout New England and a servants, horses, dogs, etc., made
fair, or buying a piece of fresh fish, tional effort was limited, but Rock
large portion of the rest of the the move to spend the long plea
or what have you. The entire per land and its citizens responded
United States as a busy and pros sant summer months on the shores
iod was one of easy living, of patriotically to what appeared to
perous city, whose ships and lime of the Penobscot and adjoining
friendliness and neighborly co be the need of the nation.
gave gainful employment to a waters. Being the center of the
operation, something sadly missed
War With Spain
population of nearly 10,000 souls. shopping area, Rockland benefitted
in these days of fast and solitaryDuring the last two decades of
Life was tranquil and followed greatly by supplying many of the
coming and going by automobile. the 19th century Americans be
the pattern set by the rest of the needs of these summer residents.
The era brought with it some came increasingly aware of the
nation. Even the demise of an old
characters that are still alive in subjugation under which Spain
Not all went as far as Bar Har
century and the birth of a new did bor; many liked the immediate
the recollection of many. Thomas held the inhabitants of nearby
Ilawken was the kingpin of the i Cuba. Increased desire for inde
not arouse too much enthusiasm, shore line of Knox County. Some
system. Valentine Chisholm and pendence on the part of the native
Poring through the files of The\ bought old plates and renovated
Robert House came to Rockland Cubans, stories of abuse and slav
Courier-Gazette for the period, the! them w hile others erected new
with him in 1892 and continued to ery promulgated by some papers
only recognition we could find of summer homes, many of them most
make the city their home. Charles of the Jingo press in the States,
this important calendar date was elaborate by today’s standards. All
Gregory is another old-timer who better facilities for spreading in
an editorial comment that the turn ■ this left money in the pockets of
served the line for 55 years. The formation, all added to bring the
of the century represented a most Rockland’s citizens who learned to
memories of the days is kept alive trials and tribulations on the front
appropriate time to settle all out- value the summer visitor as one
through the Old-Timers Club of pages of the press and so to the
standing indebtedness, including of the most important assets of
the R. T. & C., an organization of minds of the reading public.
those debts ow’ed to The Courier- the community’.
former employees of the lines, and
To Rockland and its citizens thei
Gazette.
The good name of the area
their annua! meeting at Glen Cove fate of the Cubans had very little !
Some writers in the past have spread and brought on an influx of
Grange Hall is well attended and immediate interest although peru
accused Rockland to be a town of guests who did not want to estabthe conversation spiked with anec sal of The Courier-Gazette shows
“boom or bust.” My researches in lish a home but who were seeking
dotes of the line, the broomstick the question to have been the sub- j
the records of the city have not first class hotel accommodations,
line, and of the men who made it ject of debate at several meetings
confirmed tis. Certainly, there have One of these that attracted steady
run.
been days when the goose hung and repeat patronage was the Bay
of church groups and educational
high and others when all hands Point Hotel, built by a stock com
Steam boat ing on (he Penobscot societies. Not until the sinking of
licked the same herring, hanging pany that was organized in 1887,
No report of the transportation the U. S. S. MAINE in the harbor
over the center of the table. But, later on practically rebuilt by the
situation in and around Rockland of Havana did the United States
Memorial Day exercises at the Grand Army Hall at the junction of Union and Limerock Streets a
would be complete without at least and with it Rockland, become really hall century or more ago. It was only yesterday that Memorial Day ceremonies were conducted In the whenever such glaring changes oc Ricker family of hotel fame, and
a brief reference to the shipping and sincerely incensed at Spain and same spot. Then, the Grand Army of the Republic was a young, vigorous veterans group, about as many curred they were only the local renamed The Samoset.
manifestation of a national condi
Built of wood, as a summer hotel,
on the Penobscot. The city was ! its mis-government of the neigh- j years past their war service in the War Between the States as the veterans of World War 1 are today.
Loaned by Mrs. Llewella Mills tion, of the economy of the whole The Samoset proved to be, and
well served by palatial steamers boring island.
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still is, a decided asset as well as 1

where liver extracts and vitamin processing plants are paying out the lobster was considered to be
There seems to be no bottom to
B are obtained from fish livers.
in the neighborhood of two million only for the wealthy (except around the depth of the reservoir supplythe City of Rockland. Again we
-»»
In 1941 Rockland Boat Shop en dollars annually to boat owners its home waters), today it has‘be- ing Rockland with seafood. The
like to quote for our readers a
%
tered the dragger field, building and operators.
come a staple item in the diet of ■ only limitation appears to be the
description of the era and area,
the Iva M. and the Helen Mae 2d.
Rockland Sardines
many inlanders, being on sale in market available for the profitable
taken from a trade journal of the
Formerly the firm had built plea
More seasonal but equally stimu- specialty markets, fish markets sale of the product.
times:
f
sure boats only.
lating to the economy of the town an<I the big chain food stores all
Until recent years probably
The Samoset
The Great Depressios of the 30’s is the canning of small herring, or over tbe country. Rockland does 75% of Rockland fish were con“The situation of the Samoset, * ’
The fishery business proved to be sardines. From early Spring until 'ts bf'st t0 supply these markets sumed east of Ohio and north of
about mid-way between the White {
a decided boon to the town. De- late Fall carriers bring in the and planes, trains, busses and big Virginia, a circle of approximately
Mountains and Bar Harbor, is very
pression, rife all over the United catch and the sound of the cannery refrigerated trucks roll out of the GOO miles from the city. The diffifavorable, and one of the chief
States as the result of Black Fri whistles is sweet music in the ears loading sheds, yards, and airfields, culty of keeping seafoods strictly
charms of this resort is that the so,
day, unsupported booms, unwise of hundreds of women finding em- loaded with barrel after barrel, fresh after they had gone inland
joumer can chose between moun,
speculation, and other world-wide ployment in the preparation and marked “Alive Maine Lobsters.” for a considerable distance was
tain, sea and country scenery and
distress, took its toll of Rockland canning of the small fish. Three State agencies estimate the annual possibly one of the major factors
can enjoy all the diverse pastimes sl
and Rocklanders. There is no re- large canneries, with the latest lobster shipments from Maine to in that. Improved methods of re
peculiar to the mountain, to the in
cord of veterans sitting on the and most modern equipment, can be better than five million dollars frigeration and of shipping have
land town and to the seaside wa
corners of our streets, selling ap- the pack and have no difficulty dis- an'l tb mint cone s from Rockland, opened the great southern and midtering place.
pies, or living in tar-paper shacks, posing of the product, for Maine' Prices are up at this writing western markets to all New Eng“The summer tourist stopping at
[ or joining in the bonus march on Sardines, especially those canned lobstermen getting as high as 60 land seafoods and Rockland prosRockland can suit his actions to
Washington. But times were hard by Rockland firms, are well liked, cents a pound for their catches, pers because of that.
his own sweet will, not to mention
here. Banks closed, business enterWork in the cannery is an hon- The business is very sensitive and
Seafoods Festival
such ignoble considerations as th<
prises folded up overnight and orable estate and in season house- reflects supply and demand much
Not satisfied with the improved
• ■ •"w
length of his vacation and of his
many a wage earner as well as wives, summer people, particular- more than any other seafdod in workings of the distribution syspurse. He can wear the most stun
enterprising independent business- ly teachers and college students this area. Except for keeping the tern Rockland has set out on a
ning get-ups which the most de
man found himself without income home for the long vacation, respond crustacean in lobster pounds, once nation-wide publicity campaign to
praved taste of the most ardent
Friends, neighbors, relatives, the cheerfully to the call of the whis- they are packed for shipment they advertise the goodness it drags
Anglo-maniac can devise. He can
Labor battalion engaged in theconstruction
o'the electr o roadto Crescent Beach
in1905.
The c*^y, the county, the State and the tie. The three large canneries in must get to the consumer w-ith the from the sea, prepares, and ships
adorn his more or less manly per road was in financial troublebefore the year wasoutbut continued
itsprecarious existence
for two Nation came to their assistance, the city maintain bus service, pick- least possible delay, to avoid spoil- to others less fortunately located.
son with “blazers” which will make decades.
I’WA and WPA are some of the ing up and returning to their age.
Highlight of the publicity c ameven the most gaudy potato bug er, or fast train, have combined to to be brought greater distances am1 Ulmer in the Spanish-American
paign is the Annual Seafoods Fes
hide his diminished head at the cause the abandonment of many of coal was introduced into some of , War.
tival, held over the first week-end
triumph of man over nature, ano the summer estates of former the kilns, to the detriment of the
of each August. This festival re
The Fishing Industryhe can wear fancy shirts, so very days. And those who still wanted product according to some of th
ceives a tremendous build-up.
The war had brought with il
“fancy” that it seems a shame to retain their foothold on our - .-perts of the period; anyhow al1 meat shortages and deprivation of
through press, radio, and television,
they should have been taken from shore found that by the time Un- these factors combined to affect other customary items of diet,
and brings thousands of visitors
the “fancy” goods store from cle Sam’s tax collector finished ex- adversely, the employment ot
to the city, there to be sold on the
Rocklanders naturally turned to
whence they came. In short, a man trading his share of their earn Rocklanders and consequently. th<
goodness of the seafoods in particu
another source of nourishment
may put on all the style his con ings, they were no longer in a prosperity of the city.
lar in Rockland, and on the merits
right
at
hand,
the
sea.
stitution can stand: he may drive financial position to live on the
of a city progressive enough to
Some of the quarries shut dowr
Fish,
lobsters,
scallops,
had
al

spirited horses in dashing vehicles; ormer scale.
take advantage of the blessings
altogether; others ran on reduc- ways furnished one of the mail' 1
d!
may secure hotel accommodations
showered upon it by Providence.
complement. Ships were tied up. items seen on Rockland tables. In- [
that would do credit to any big,
CuHur, m Rockland
Even those who are not fortu
creased demand not only by the ’«■
city and may pay for them accord
nate enough to come to Rockland in
became difficult.
home folks, but also from far away |
money
into
the
area,
from
the
poc

ingly; or, he may wear clothes that
person are well informed of the
faster transportation, refrigerato ■
World War One
will cause a passing tramp to call kets of the summer tourists, their
goodness and richness of our sea
ears
and
trucks
replacing
the
ol.
|
World War I served to delay the
him brother; may put up at a presence encouraged a spiritual
food and become potential users,
natural ice cut laboriously each
artistic
and
educational
revival
in
full
import
of
this
business
change,
smaller hotel or boarding house,
thereby increasing our trade.
year by hand and stored in huge I
our
midst
that
has
enhanced
the
With
the
advent
of
the
war.
even
more or less cheap; or, if he be
Appropriately enough, the three
ice
houses,
all
combined
to
create
|
especially desirous of mortifying reputation of Rockland all over before the United States entered
days of high carnival, with feast
a new industry to help take up the I
.fri
NewEngland.
The
Great
and
Nearthere
was
a
decided
upswing
in
the flesh, he may even “camp out,”
-';s ing, crowning of a Sea Goddess,
-lack li ft by the gradual reduction
for this is a free country and only Great have given generously of the cycle of the city’s prosperity,
street parade and other festivities
in
the
manufacture
and
sale
of
Small boats were needed and thi
a few of the more rapid and ob their time and talent to bring good
arc concluded with religious ser
lime.
music,
good
painting,
good
books
skilled
artisans
of
Rockland
found
vious modes of suicide are forbid
vices, participated in by the reli
National
packers
came
into
Rock

to Rockland. Rockland became the eager employers both here anil in
den.
gious leaders and congregations of
land. They established processing
"But no matter how he may- cultural center of the Penobscot nearby coastal towns. Seafaring
the city, in which thanks is given
plants, engaged local boats, later
region
and
the
efforts
of
all
were
men
were
in
demand
to
man
the
spend his vacation, as an aristo
to God for His goodness and kind
in brought their own trawlers and j
further
encouraged
and
more
cenships
plying
the
seas
and
carrying
crat or as a semi-tramp; in a hotel
ness to the people of this commun
ill-aggers
here,
and
fishing
and
pre1
or in » boarding house, or out in tralized when the will of the late supplies to the Allies. Later on.
ity, and high tribute is paid to
paration of fish for the national
Lucy
Farnsworth,
in
1935
discloswhen
we
entered
the
war,
Rock

the cold world with only a thick
those intrepid men of the sea who
market became one of the major
ness of canvas between him and all ed that she had left a large sum of land and Rocklanders did their
lost their lives in an endeavor to
industries
of
the
region
of
which
1
out-doors, he is assured of congen money for the erection and main- share to support the all-out effort, Rockland is the center. It took
Above a. peais the still smoking ruins of the Berry Bros. Stable fire of June 17, 1920. By a strange bring nature’s riches to Rockland,
tenance
of
a
memorial
museum.
Selective
service
took
away
some
-incidence
the
great
fire
ended
its
southward
inarch
approximately
where
the
conf.a
lauin
i
II.
ial company and plenty of it. and
Other Business
Loaned by Llew-ella Mills
he may depend upon enjoying him dedicated to the promotion of arts, of the most able-bodied and most another period of depression to get 1952 ended its northward destruction,
Rockland has been fortunate in
sciences, and the cultural life of skilled of the city’s residents, i the individualistic Rock lander to
self here if he can anywhere.”
Shifting market prices, shrink having in its midst, now- as well as
°f the Per,od °f greatest homes employees living on the outnumber of them never to return give up his independence as a
her native city.
Tourist Trade
Shortages, hoarding, deprivatioi handline fisherman in his owr. d'stress’ st'" wt'd remembered, skirts of Rockland and at times age while in transport, and othe in the former years, men of vision
The Farnsworth Museum
This was written about fifty
small boat selling his catch local *'vcn w’tb
assistance of all going as far as 25 miles inland to unavoidable losses make the entir who determined to take practical
of certain luxuries, investment i’
This the Farnsworth Museum
years ago and, with a very few
th<’8e “Koncies, timeg wen' bard- b,'ing the workers to their task- enterprise speculative to a grea steps to increase the prosperity of
Liberty bonds, all these represent ly but today a large fleet of trawl- Joshua
Southard, Rockland’s Wei- When the herring arrive they must extent but profits, when at a
minor changes, is still appropriate and Memorial Library does to a
ed the patriotic response of th ■is gives employment, the year fare Commissioner, was the admin- be worked before they have a available, are high and the busi the home town.
today. Substitute the automobile high degree. It is the scene of
Organized first as a Board of
around,
to
intrepid
fishermen
who
citizens to the national emergency
istrator of the relief agencies and chance to spoil. Wages are high ness draws to it men willing ti Trade, in later years as the Cham
for the spirited horse; the tourist courses of instruction and exhibi
Coast guard units were organ discharge millions of pounds of.
redfish monthly tn “ls records sbow that the peak was being based on piece-work produc- take risks either as captains am ber of Commerce, they have spared
home and cabin for the canvas ac- tions given by qualified permanent
ized to protect the long coast bn- ground and
commodations, and you have the and summer residents. As a musimake
Rockland
one of the most -cached in 1935 when he carried a tion and the money paid out to thecrew of the modern lobster smacks no reasonable effort to bring other
and the black-out rigidly enforced
'Mat of 709 families, representing , men who catch the fish, bring them as owners and workers of a flock business to Rockland so that the
summer trade of today. No longer cal center it is the home of the
November II. 1918, the day of th- important fishing ports on this 2403 souls, on his rolls.
in, to those who maintain the can- f trap . or on the business end, city would not be a one-erop com
do so many take such long vaca- Rubenstein Club, a woman’s club
armistice, was one of joy and wil’ coast, surpassed only by Boston
It was during that period that nery equipment, to the tanners, a- broke)s and shipper-,
tions as in the past. Everybody i- dedicated to the study and promulmunity, living or dying with the
and
Gloucester
and
maty
an
old
go down in the annals of the cit
reliefers were put to usefu^ ser- and to the many jobbers, shippers.
The Seafoods Industry
in a hurry, all are out to sec as gation of good music. The periodic
fluctuations in the demand of that
,
... .
, .,
.
as a day of prayer for many. r ini'-i will argue about the relative vice and the Public Landing as well and other suppliers of material in
While groundfish, redfish, sar- one particular crop. In that they
much as possible in the least pos- concerts given under the auspices
.
.
standing
of
Rockland
as
a
fisheries
... .
..
.
,
r .l- 1 .
ii .. i i
day °f revelry for others.
as the Community Building are the service, all add to give the city'.- dines anil lobsters represent the are assisted by a Junior Chamber
sible time and the number of visit- of this club are well attended,
Men and women from Rockland center in comparison to the twe
living mementoes to a hard tim business a tremendous boost year- greatest commodity handled by the of Commerce,
ors with weeks or months to spend
No recital of the great impordonned the uniform and helped Massachusetts cities.
here is limited. But those who do tance of summer resident- to the
when willing workers were unable ly.
Seafoods Industry, recognition
A group of even more enthusias
Fish Processors
patriotically, to patrol coasta
to find the gainful employment
come and their number is great, welfare of the community would waters in small boats. Maine, ir
I.obstering
must
a
*
so
be
K>
ven
to
the
diggers
tic
citizens, organized as Rockland
Apparently Feyler’s, Inc., start
still have the right to wear what- be complete without at least men- company with the other states bor- ed the first fish processing plant they desired and were forced to
As in the case of fish it took a 0? tbe ,ow|y clan' and to the mt'n Industries, Inc., supplies the planearn a relative pittance on enter- great war and the improvement in bringing in the succulent scallop, ning and the means necessary to
ever they please (and they do), do tioning their generosity in the supdering the Atlantic, feared raids put into operation in 1935, in what
whatever they please, come and go port of civic enterprises. One of the by German submarines or other proved to be Rockland’s successful prises which did, in the long run, mclho(js of refrigeration and ship- While their produce is modest com- bring to this area other husiness
benefit the community in which ning to bring another treasure of Pared to the otheis just mentioned, enteiprises designed to take up
as they please. They are made best known of these is probably swift craft.
march to a prominent place in a they resided.
welcome by the permanent resi the assistance hv the late Cyrus
the sea to the attention of the pub- nevertheless they fill a need with the slack of unemployment, always
The United States Navy estab- j new industry. Alvin C. Ramsdell
dents. For their coming and going K. Curtis of Philadelphia, and by lished a large base and training! of Lubec opened what was then the
lie. This time it was the lobster.
tbv r,'sldt of their labors, and rampant when the weather is had
Back to Fish
has put new blood into the veins the members of his family, parti station in the city and the street.- largest plant of its kind on the
Not so long ago lobsters could tbeir take lpPre;i‘-»ts a welcome or the fish not running.
The fisheries industry offered a
of the city. There is no denying cularly his daughter, Mrs. Bok, in took on a decidedly nautical effect coast on the Five Kiln property. new form of income and gradually be gaffed from underneath the addition to th income of tbe city.
They built and promoted the ocWith King Lime deposed, knock- cupancy of a factory in the North
that the money left by the tourists the erection and maintenance of This base, which was reduced ir F. J. O’Hara and Sons, Inc., of absorbed the majority of the indi- rocks almost anywhere in Penobw-ith inn keepers, restaurateurs, Knox County General Hospital and strength shortly after the fii
Boston bought out Feyler’s on Till- Kent, even ahead of the national scot Bay. Again, individual lob- ed out and hanging onto the ropes, section of the town by a manufaestores, gasoline stations, and oth-; the Bok Home for Nurses, both World War. later was turned ov
son Wharf and started construe- upswing. The business has a prae-| stermen went out in privately own- the sea at present gives Rockland ire’ of hath robes and smoking
ers represents a tremendous boost much needed adjuncts to the com
to the Coast Guaxl, increased in ' tion of a redfish processing plant. tice °f its own. First of all, it is ed boats, some of doubtful sea- its greatest industrial wealth, jackets, an enterprise giving steady
to the economy of the city.
munity.
prohibition days, and further in- in 1940. In the same year Rodney a strictly cash business. Money on worthiness, to set the traps and Twenty years ago, hardly a fishing employment to several hundred
Summer Residents
King Lime Abdicates
creased during World War II. It it E. Feyler under the old family the line, as soon as the price has later to empty them, re-bait them, boat docked at Rockland. Once in a stitchers, seamstresses, cutters,
The fame of Rockland’s climate
Tourists, and the influx of tour still in operation and furnishes I name, established a general fish I bpen determined and the fare and bring their catch to the city while a Gloucester man, or one and others.
Taking the place of King Lime,
and vacation facilities has brought. ist money, reached Rockland at a much appreciated protection for and lobster buying, selling and pro- weighed in. The skipper gets his where it was sold to local mer- from New Bedford, would run into
ayoid a storm at sea. al- in a measure, is the hug“
of
on another phenomenon, that of highly critical time for the onesea.Koing population of the cessing business.
cheek on the spot and promptly chants or peddled from door to P01^
the Summer Residents. Mostly pro- product economy of the city, based
ait,a
As customary, allied enterprises starts the task of “settling up” door. There were times when large ays to arouse e nsiilerable curio- the Dragon Cement Company,
fessional people of high intellect, entirely on lime and its by-proThe number of those who went to came to ioin the fish business. In with members of the crew, owners lobsters sold for as little as five sity. Today, Rockland’s water While located in niarby
front hums to the activity of the ton, nevertheless its payroll of
these artists, doctors, lawyers, edu- ducts and subsidiary services, was t|,e war from Rockland is not 1937 W. H. and L. D. Betz Co. es- or suppliers of the boats.
cents each.
cators, and businessmen have feeling the decline in the demand known exactly. There is consider- tablished a processing plant just
This money goes into the homes
These days are gone forever and f’>binK fleet. Hock space is at a nearly BOG employees is largely
either purchased or rented on long- for the ingredient which had made able overlap in statistics with those south of the Public Landing where and towards the expense of run- today’s lobster industry, one of the P,em’um a,1(l many of the familiesspent in Rockland and is more than
term leases summer homes of more this town famous.
of the rest of the county and other they extracted sodium aginati
ning these homes, spreading out most important in the commercial ^avt? sbort-wave radios they use welcome.
modest design and cost than those Cheaper methods for
making nearbv communities. Sufficient for from kelp. Algin Corporation of in a series of never-ending circles and industrial set-up of Rockland t0 banK on,° evp>> word and mesWhile the lime industry has lost
source of good financial reward, to

‘

;

___agement of the late Captain
--------------- . ----------------- ----------- ----from the scene. High wages, high cesgfully with the cheap water but (jjj not pr0(jllc<, anv outstand- bert Holt and Victor LoGloahec.
newed with each trip of the fleet, stering really is big business; it
The last availablo statistics show is “big” in every way. The market
cost of maintenance, accessibility transportation
available
from jng personality, such as General
A thriving business also is that
of other places by air, fast steam- Rockland; wood tor the kilns had Berry in the Civil War or Major i of the Whitmoyer’s Laboratories. that local redfish and groundfish is sensitive but where at one tinu
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Lime Coasters Marked Prosperous Era

The lime schooner, John J. Perry, owned for many years by
Perry Brothers. She was u ed in the lime trade by them, and later
by the Rockland, Rockport Lime Company. The craft was bought
by Perry Brothers, along with a second two master and rebuilt at
the yards of the Knox Marine Railway. They were renamed the

Loaned by Morris B. Perry
John J. Perry, and the Morris and Cliff. The Perry is typical of
the tremendous fleet of two masters which once carried Rockland
liine to metropolitan markets, in later years, the two schooners
were sold and were engaged in coasting briefly. The history of
their final days is not known.

The Knox & Lincoln Changes Over To Maine Central

The picture above was taken about 1890, shortly after the Knox
and Lincoln Railway had been taken over by the Maine Central.
The number of the engine had been ( hanged from the K. & L. No. 6
to the Maine Central's 140, hut painters hadn’t had time to put the
Maine Central name on the tender. Mr. Gray, who was later an
engineer for the Limerock Railroad, identifies the crew as follows.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

A Picture From Rockland’s Limerock Heyday

l.vttiDg out the limerock for Rockland’s lime industry was
never an easy task. Two and four horse hitches on sturdy lime
rock carts were a common sight in Rockland for many years prior
to the const ruction of the Limerock Railroad. The above teams
were pictured on Limerock Street near Broadway, loaded to capa
city with rock for the kilns which lined the waterfront.
The house shown is that now occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Francis

A series of disastrous fires
which has plagued the town ever
since birth has in most cases pro
ven to be beneficial. The places
lost were replaced by more modern
structures, proving the progres
sive spirit of the businessmen. The
last such great fire occurred De
cember 13, 1952, when the Hotel
Rockland and a large sector of the
neighborhood went up in flames.
Several of the destroyed buildings
have already been replaced with
better, safer structures and plans
are under consideration for the
construction of others on the land
left vacant.
One thing this last fire did de
monstrate. Rockland has one of
the most efficient fire departments
for a city of its size and also en
joys the most satisfactory relations
with its neighbors who all came
Loaned b y Irvin J. Gray to the aid in time of need.
At the extreme right is Roscoe Keizer, a brakeman; standing on the
The city is free from major
pilot is Ben Whitehouse, the engineer. Next to him, standing in
crimes and a highly efficient and
front of the cylinder, is Joe Wallace, with Mr. Gray, who was the
fireman, standing at the cab and Conductor George Glidden by the
tender. The picture was taken in the Woolwich terminal near the
ferry docks.

She has excellent schools, with lief cases are the old, who through
of its products to be used for the these occasions, when the voters
special purposes in which lime i j ft
Republican fold and enter- a wide-awake school board keep misfortune, sickness or improviessential.
I ed the lists of the Democrats, can ing alert; the new South School . dence failed to prepare for old age
The city is the shopping cento also be ascribed more to the per- was only recently completed and j and who were unable to benefit by :
of Knox County and progressiv
- ..ality of the candidate than to the North School will soon open its the social security laws. Unemploydoors. There appears to be a de- ment, anil the need for a tempormerchants endeavor to fill the large political thinking,
wants of their customers. Another
Still a young man, Edward C. cided need in city and county for ary lift during periods of unenirecent source of income is th I Moran, Jr. was twice elected to greater and better high school I ;il ynient, varies somewhat with
poultry business. While the rah Congress onthe Democratic ticket facilities. The Courier-Gazette, the season of the year, but is seling of chickens, shipping of eggs [ Later he served as a member of sparked by its editor-publisher,; dom great.
Transportation is satisfactory
etc., is mostly rural nevertheles the United States Maritime Com- John M. Richardson, has brought
a good deal of the earnings fits, mission, was Maine’s first O.P.A. this to the attention of the public Trains, busses and airplanes give
that new industry does enter tie j i t md served as Assistant Sec- and study toward proposed remedy ample means of communication
is active, again under the guidance with the rest of the state; small
blood stream of Rockland's bus j retary of Labor in Washington.
boats serve to supply the island;
Returning to his native city he of Carl Moran,
ness life. A poultry plant on Till
in Rockiand. An excellent hos
son Avenue prepares for the mar was primarily instrumental in The churches are dignified, well
a.nging the city government to supplied, and well attended. The pital. well equipped and well-staff
ket and ships thousands of chicken
religious life of the community in ed, is available for the sick.
daily; another piece of evident, its present form.
With a change in city adminis- active and all major faiths or sect;
There is a good newspaper, The
that business here is diversifii.i
irier-Gazett , which appeal's
tration on tap practically ever, have places of worship in the city.,
Some of Rockland’s Men
two years, with a new mayor at
Lodges and veterans organiza three times weekly with all th,
It took real men to bring Rod the helm almost as often, it was tions are active and prosperous news of interest to the community
land from infancy to maturity dor only to be expected that the civic youth organizations, such as Fccu'. and nearby towns and villages. Be
ing the past 100 years and the cib affair: suffered from a lack of con- ing, DeMolay, Rainbow Girl a>. ; ing a family paper it does not pre
had its share of civic minded a. tinuity, a lack of long-range plan- others serve our children well a', tend to cover national or even all
tute inhabitants who placed th i ning. This became more and more tend to make them bettei eitiz n- of the Slate news and metropolitan
welfare of the community ahead o’ ! evident as the world progressed. There is an active chapter of tin newspapers may be obtained daily
their personal gain. None readier and Rockland endeavored to keep American Red Cross and the two Local merchants use The Couriernational fame, as far as can b< | up with it. There were many able nurses of the District Nursing As Gazette as their advertising me
ascertained, but many had their men leading the city government, sociation have endeared themselves dium and report excellent results.
effect on the development of the one of the most highly respected to the sick and needy. The City
While most radio sets in the city
State of Maine and of Knox Coun being Edward R. Veazie who was■ Welfare Director and City Matron can reach Portland, Bangor, or
ty.
elected and re-elected to serve for do their utmost to prevent acute Boston, a local station, Radio StaJust to mention a few names, eight years as mayor of the city need. The city farm, also 100 years tion WRKD entered the field over
without alleging the list to be any- ( He, his aldermen, business and old, has only a few tenants and a year ago and has proven to be
where nearly complete, we have ] (.jv;c ieaderS) united under the I most of these are there by choice popular. Part of its programs are
come across their activities in oui skilled guidance of Carl Moran, to ! and not so much because of actual j obtained from a national chain, the
perusal of Rockland, past and pre- study the needs of the city, to draw ! hardship. Many of the public re- 1 American Broadcasting Company,
sent.
up appropriate legislation, to sell
There was Governor William T. the new ideas to the citizens and,
Cobb, as far as I could ascertain | ,ater on
the members of the
the only Rocklander to reach that ! legislature, and ultimately change
high office. Colonel W illiam H.. the form of city government to one
Fogler, a Civil War veteran an<l - of city-manager and council, under
CENTENNIAL
the only man to occupy a seat on a new city charter.
the State’s Supreme Bench. We are
Molan became the first chairman
sorry that Justice Tirrell lives in ; of the n,,w cjty C0Uncil, charged
GREETINGS
Camden. We would be proud to with executing the provisions of
claim him as one of our citizens.
the new charter, engaging the ser-!
The Hon. Nathan A. Farwell vjceg of a manager, and in general
from
represented the State in the I nited acting as midwife, nurse, and pro
states Senate, immediately after tector of the new system. This he
the Civil V ar; the Hon. Thompson djd wjth such remarkable success,
STUDLEY'S
H. Murch represented this district ajdod by the other members of the
in the House of Representatives in council and the community as a
Washington; General H. M. Lord, whole, that to this day Rockland
1904-1954
a former member of the staff of and j^g fortn of government is an
The Courier-Gazette, to whom fell example of proper self-government,
the high honor of becoming the
The Town We Live In
Fifty Years of
nation’s first Director of the Bud
A hundred years have passed
get; the Fullers, the Birds, the
Berrys, the Snows, the Crocketts, and it behooves us to take stock
Furniture Service
the Littlefields, all names that ap of what we have today; what we
pear and reappear in any tale re- and our forefathers have made of
lating to "the birth and growth of this city, what we are going to
H. PEARL STUDLEY, Proprietor
Rockland.
leave for those who will follow us.
Politically the city has been
In the preceding paragraphs an
more often Republican than Demo- endeavor has been made to narrate
71 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
cratic but there have been occa- some of the many factors that enTELEPHONE 1154
aiong when the voters decided they tered in the growth of the city,
wanted a change. From newspaper As an allegoric woman, who has
commentary of the time, national reached a ripe old age, according
party issues had far less bearing to the standards of this New
on this determination than person- World, she can hold her head up
alities and local issues. One of . high-

effective police department, in
close cooperation with the sheriff’s
office and the State police at nearby
Thomaston, keeps it so.
Women take an active interest
in the cultural life of Rockland.
We cannot name all of the clubs to
which they belong and wc do not
wish to omit any, but those who
appear to be most active are the
Garden Club, the League of Wo
men Voters, the Shakespeare So
ciety, the Rubenstein Club, the
auxiliaries to lodges and veteran’s
organizations, the Women’s Chris
tian Temperance Union, the various
groups affiliated with the churches
or fraternal organizations; all
unite to make Rockland a good
place to call Home.
Not only the ladies are busy so
cially, but the men have their
lodges, Masons, Odd Fellows,
Knights of Columbus, and the two
veteran’s groups, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars and the very active

Orne and which is located on Broadway at the junction of Lime
rock. It was moved to its present location several years after the
picture was taken.
One nf the drivers has been identified as Levi Keizer of Dexter
Street, hale and hearty at xu and retired only a few months from
his job In the quarries.
Loaned by Irvin J. Gray

post of the American Legion which
owns a beautiful home on the out j
skirts of the city.
Service clubs, Rotary, Kiwanis, j
Lions International, all arc active
in the interests of the city and
have full membership.
Rockland High School has one
of the best bands in the State;
there is a good drum and bugle
corps connected with the Ameri
can Legion and for the past two
years the Port o’ Rockland Junior
Drum and Bugle Corps has won
laurels all over the area.
Summarizing all these things
mentioned, wherein the writer has
probably forgotten many (such as
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
and Stafoods Festival, Inc.), Rock
land is a good place to call home;
a good place to come to, one’ with
a future.

nlive during some of the black days
of the past century, but it was
done. There were growing pains,
boisterous, bumptious days and
ways, as one writer called them.
They are gone. In their place has
entered the mature consideration
of the welfare of the community,
as well as of the individual, but it
does behoove us to sit back and
permit a picture to pass before us
which, in retrospect, shows a robust
past, hard-working sailors, ship
builders, quarrymen, who made
Rockland what she is today. May
we take example from our for
bears, and ma.v we, and our child
ren and our children’s children, live
and strive so successfully that an
other hundred years from now
another writer can report on Rock
land, during the second century of
civic life, with as much pride as
Conclusion
the writer of these lines was able
It took real men and real wo to talk about June 3, 1854 to June
men to make Rockland, to keep it 3, 1954.

Bus To Samoset Or Hack To The Thorndike, Sir ?

This picture will take the memories of older Rocklanders back
several decades to the years prior to the erection of the present
railroad station.
Showing in the foreground is the Samoset motor bus which
looks to be a Stanley Steamer, or some earlier vehicle with hood
lines similar to the steamer. As can be seen, the taxicabs of those
days were elegant coaches drawn by smart teams, driven by bewhiskered liverymen.
The street to the right of the station is Portland Street which
ran from Tnion to Brick Street oh the south side of the tracks,
letter, when the present station was built, Portland Street became

Loaned by Mrs. I. J. Gray
a part of railroad property, in fact is just about the site of the
station now*.
Several homes, owned by the I. L. Snow, Berry, Howard Crock
ett and Estabrook families faced Pleasant Street with their back
yards on Portland Street. These were moved, or demolished, to
make room for the present station yard and entrance from Pleasant
Street. The William Koster home on Broad Street was one of these
houses and was moved to its present location when the new station
was built.
The old station pictured was located in line with Myrtle Street,
just about in the middle of the present Lower Yard of the railroad.
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